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PANASONIC INTRODUCES DVD. 
IT WILL DO FOR MOVIES 

WHAT THE CD DID FOR MUSIC. 

Remember the first time you heard a CD? 

You didr't just hear the difference you felt 

it. Prepa-e yourself. That's what Panasonic 

DVD is about to do for movies. 

A DIGITAL PICTURE THAT'S TWICE AS 

SHARP. You know what most rental movies 

look like. Now imagine one that's twice as 
sharp. That's the difference DVD can make. 

DVD is capable of 500 lines of horizontal 

resolutior7 more than twice that of the indus- 

try standard for most rental movies. 

5.1 CHANNEL DIGITAL SURROUND SOUND. 

You can tell you re watching a movie on 
DVD with your eyes closed. For example. 

the rumbla of an earthquake will roll through 

you. Its DbIby- Digital (AC -3)t surround 
sound has 6 separate channels. including 

one for a subwoofer, for theater -like sound in 

your home. 
MOVIES ARE JUSTTHE BEGINNING. 

DVD is more than just the ultimate entertain- 

ment maciine playing movies and music 

CDs. One DVD disc can hold the equivalent 
of 11,500 floppy discs. That means for 

computers, video games and business the 

possibilities are endless. And that's just the 

eginning. For more information call toll free 

-888 PANADVD. For an informative fax call 

1-888-329-4872. Or see us on the web at 

wvrw. panssonic.com. Once you know all 

that DVD can do there's no looking back. 

Made possible by 
Panasonic 

just slightly ahead of our time 

Depending on tv monitor and software content. "' With Dolby Digital ready equipn 

Dolby Digital (AC -3) is a registered t-ademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. 



You Need Mora.
Than Jus1 Cable
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one video or audio component to another, or from amplifiers to
speakers. But, for a great viewing or listening experience, with sharper, more lifelike pictures and richer, more
musical sound, you need more than just cable. Ordinary video and audio cables, even "high -end" types, can
alter critical signal timings and phase relationships, irreversibly degrading picture and sound quality.

That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables, creating a new
category of components called Interfaces. MIT's fundamental patents in high-performance cable design mean
that only MIT can bring you Interfaces scientifically designed to eliminate the non-linearities and distortions
caused by other, ordinary cables, no matter how expensive they may be.

If you watch and listen for the subtleties of picture and sound quality that are the hallmarks of great viewing and
listening experiences, you need MIT's Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces. The hard science behind
MIT's remarkably affordable Interfaces reveals the full potential of your high performance home theater system.
Until you use MIT Interfaces, you'll never know just how good your system can be.

Patented MIT Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's performance superiority. They enable MIT's Home

Theater Terminator System interconnects and speaker cables to deliver sharper, clearer, more lifelike
pictures and to provide better bass, clearer midrange and smoother treble sound, with
enhanced sonic focus, imaging, and soundstaging.

MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects

and speaker cables can transmit all of the picture and sound quality that your video

and audio program sources and system components are able to deliver.

I°

iconn'" interchangeable
connector system
MIT's exclusive iconn system for speaker cable connections is so
innovative, it has a patent pending, and every Home Theater
Terminator System speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's five
interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the right
connector to fa the terminals on your amplifier and your speakers.

iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra -low contact resistance

and contamination -free connections for best sound quality.

New RCA connector
MIT's Home Theater Terminator System interconnects feature new

high-performance RCA -type conrectors. These machined, gold- I:
plated connectors feature bifurcated center -contact pins and mufti-
contact shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity. They

properly match the cable for hignly efficient energy transfer and out-
standing picture and sound quality.

With MIT Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces starting at just $29.95

(MITerminator 6, not shown), MIT's remarkably affordable Terminator

technology can improve the performance any system.

More Than Just Cable!TM !41Iwww.rnitcables.com T®



MIT Home Theater Terminator System
Interfaces perform better
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Superior Final Energy Component
Cables transmit most of the audio signal energy passing through them directly to the next com-

ponent or to the speakers. They also briefly store and then release small amounts of energy that

I1ave huge effects on sound quality. MIT calls this stored and released energy the Final Energy

Component. As shown in this representative plot of speaker cables (which are normalized to 1

Joule for clarity), the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12 -gauge "zip cord" and a typical high -

end cable is non-linear - It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably

causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.

MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding

electrical characteristics dramatically inproves their overall signal quality. By employing the

patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times,

nonlinearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final Energy Component is a major

factor in the superb signal quality of Home Theater Terminator System Interfaces.

Superior Efficiency
MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio signals'

voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain perfect phase relationships, all of

the signals' Final Energy Component transfers to the next component or to the speaker with

100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' nonlinearities make them much less efficient at low

frequencies than at high frequencies, as shown for "zip cord" and for an ordinary high -end

sneaker cable. The sonic resuls are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively

"bright" treble sound.

As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give the Home Theater

Terminator System Interfaces huge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low -frequency

efficiency and overall This that Interfaces deliver far more

accurate picture and sound quality, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the

pbt shows speaker cables, the results also apply to audio interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
Three-dimensional graphics of a typical listening room represent the sonic image quality produced by three different speaker cables. The blue, red and yellow areas

indicate the image size, while tie musical notes represents the quality of image focus.

Tt e blue area produced by ordir ary 12 -gauge cable is tiny, indicating a small overall image, and the blurry note indicates that the image is unfocused and poorly defined.

Tf a result is a constricted, unconvincing image lacking breadth, depth and life.

The red area produced by a typical "high -end" cable is larger, but is still too small to create a convincing, lifelike souidstage. The blurry dote indicates poor image focus

within the larger, but still small mage area. The result is a somewhat larger image that only makes the lack of focus and definition moreobvious and disappointing.

The yellow area produced by the MlTerminator 2 is convincingly large, with the breadth and depth to create a lifelike

sooldstage. The sharp, clear nose indicates solid image definition and focus throughout the audio spectrum. The superior

Final Energy Component and Efficiency

provided by MIT's Home Theater Terminator

System technology deliver natural, tightly

focused and solid images that preserve the

integrity of the sonic event. Only MIT's
patented Terminator technology can achieve

this level of performance in your system.

Experience the improvements of MIT's Home Theater
Terminator System Interfaces in your system!
Mcst MIT retailers offer a risk -free home trial program. Call 916-888-0394 for the location of your nearest MIT dealer.

Our components make your components better!
Music Interface Technologies'" MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA Distributed it Canada by Aralex Acoustics 1604) 528-8965
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Paradigm° Reference Wins
The Best of 1997 swards!

---'VIDEO

(BrE1997OST

HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
AWARD

ROM

AuchoMd

¡Sound&\ision_

AWA RD

Video Magazine's

Home Theater System of the Year

AudioVideo International

Grand Prix Product of the Year

Sound&Vision

Critics' Choice Award

"Phenomenal...Highly Recommended!"
Don Keele, Audio Magazine

"Skin Tingling...Truly Topnotch."
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"Outstanding...I Surrender..."
Greg Petan, Audio Adventure

"Extraordina y...Bravo Paradigm!"
- Andrew Marshall Audio Ideas Guide

teith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,

Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest

speakers, regardless of cost! The result is Paradigm Reference...electrifying and

eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that bring you closer than ever to

the live event!

Studio/20

Al .3 o a na4.r.h efD.11, ld. DTS a nabma.k fOrpW Arm :w.u.

Lip
Studio/60 Studio/BO Sndool100 Esprit/BP 6lipu/BI' LCRd50 CC -450

Bipolar Bipolar L01Cen7edRighe Centre -Channel

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it

is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the

arrival of digital AC -3 and DTS.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and

experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater

sound for yourself!

ADP -450
Surround

Servo -I5

Srtbunoofn

PARADIGM' REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH.END PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER '

Far more ,nformanon wit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Rfume Dealer or unite:
AudioSneam, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Fa1G. NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
on Canada: Parad gm, 101 Han/an Rd, Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

web,lre: wwwparadigm.ra C. Paradigm Electronics Inc. a Baaan Corp.
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FAST

As usual, the audio industry

gathered in Las Vegas for a bit less

than a week of January to

participate in the annual Winter

Consumer Electronics Show. And

as anticipated, this year's CES was

effectively the DVD Show. Announcements

of players and marketing plans were all

around, as were demonstrations. Just about

every full -line, mainstream A/V electronics

manufacturer got into the act. And one

company, Akai, is using the opportunity

to reenter the U.S. market after an absence

of several years.

At least as important, however, were

the announcements from major movie

studios-Warner Bros. and Sony Pictures
(Columbia/TriStar), in

particular-because the
hardware side has been

ready to go for months.

It will be several years

before the depth of the

DVD library approaches

that of tape or laserdisc,

but of course, the same

was true for CD versus

LP and cassette at its

introduction. Warner

said it will price DVD releases the same as

their VHS counterparts; Sony said its

releases would be priced between VHS and

laserdisc. And Blockbuster Video joined

Sony in announcing a joint DVD rental

promotion.

Sony's presentation was also notable for

its measured tone. The company is

approaching DVD very much the way it

did CD 15 years ago. Sony's first player will

be a premium model, for example. And

spokesmen stressed that there is a great

deal more to launching a new format

than just getting machines into stores.

In particular, the DVD mastering and

production infrastructure is in its infancy

and will take time to develop the sort of

capacity now available for other media.

FORE -WORD

Although not mentioned by any of

the format's promoters, another thing

I think we must expect, especially in

the beginning, is variation in the quality

of DVD releases. Good MPEG-2 video

encoding hardware in skilled hands can

yield superb picture quality, and most

of what I have seen from DVD so far has

reflected that. On the other hand, it can

look pretty bad if handled sloppily, and

I've seen some of that, too. As with CD or

anything else, the technology itself is not

the sole determinant of quality.

If the focus on DVD at this CES was no

surprise, the buzz about new speaker

technology definitely was. It is so rare for

anything fundamentally new to emerge in

loudspeakers, yet this year

we seem to be awash in

innovation, particularly

with respect to flat -panel

speakers. In that arena,

the biggest splash is being

made by NXT, a division

of the Verity Group

(the parent of Mission,

Wharfedale, and Quad).

Ken Kessler first reported

on that development here

a couple of issues ago in "Mondo Audio?'

We expect to have more to say about it and

other contenders in the months to come.

Meanwhile, this issue kicks off the DVD

era with Ed Foster's introduction to the

technology and reviews of two of the first

players to hit the market. More to come

on that, as well.
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Krell KAV-300i

With the introduction of the Krell Audio+Video

line, entry into the world of high performance

audio has just become more accessible. The new

Krell KAV-300i integrated amplifier delivers
sonic quality never attainable before at this
price level.

Integrated is the key word here. The KAV-300i

integrates a discrete, Class A, remote

controlled preamplifier with a potent 150
watt/channel power amplifier that just happen

to share the same chassis. The KAV-300i also

shares the same engineering, production and
parts quality as every other Krell product
manufactured at our Connecticut factory.
In fact, the proprietary output devices used in

The Price of Admission

has Just Changed!
the KAV-300i are identical to the ones used
in our reference amplifiers. Innovative

engineering, unmatched capabilities, flawless
build quality-fundamental elements of the
KAV-300i and standard in all components
bearing the name Krell.

The KAV-300i-Out of
this world performance at a

real world price.

Under $2,400. From

Krell-The Leader in

Audio Engineering. Arell Audio+Video

The Krell KAV-300i
THE K A V- 3 0 0 1 1 n' T e c R A T E D AMPLIIII I?

KRELL  45 Connair Road  Orange, CT 06477  Phone: 203-799-9954  FAX: 203-799-9796



LETTERS

The Pumpkins Arc Good, By Gish
Dear Editor:

I cannot let Corey Greenberg's "Front
Row" column in the October 1996 issue,
"King Uszniewicz in '96," go without
comment. Greenberg laments that the best
of today's bands-Blues Traveler, Smashing
Pumpkins, Oasis, The Dave Matthews
Band, Hootie and The Blowfish, and Nine
Inch Nails-are "boring," "phony," and
"the pits." He insinuates that today's rock
is homogenized and has been robbed of all
the spirit and energy that originally
distinguished rock 'n' roll.

Well, this generalization is an outrage, a
travesty, and a mistake of Biblical
proportions, because The Smashing
Pumpkins do have one good album: Gish
(Caroline CAROL 1705-2) [reissued as
Virgin V21Z-39663-Ed.]. With influences
of Hendrix, meticulous drumming, and
dueling guitars, this record kicks you in the
gut like the best of 'em. Interestingly
enough, the best I have ever heard Gish
sound was on a pair of NHT 3.3 speakers
driven by an Aragon 4004 Mk II amp. Mr.
Greenberg, if you are lucky enough to find
such a system, run to the nearest record
store and get a copy for yourself. You will
not be disappointed. To borrow a phrase,
they just don't make music like that
anymore. But I'm not sure they ever did.

Dan Dzuban
via e-mail

Power Meter Reader
Dear Editor:

I bought a Technics SA-TX50 receiver in
July and am very happy with it. I was a
little disappointed that Edward J. Foster
wasn't as impressed with his test sample in
his December '96 "Equipment Profile."

I would like to clarify one part of his
review. The SA-TX50's tone controls are
bypassed only in the THX Cinema mode.
Bass and treble are still adjustable in regular
Dolby Pro Logic mode and in mono.

I bought this receiver for one main
reason: I fell in love with its analog power
meters of yesteryear. Its unusually high

price may be due to THX certification, but
I am very impressed with the sound that
now comes from my 14 -year -old Acoustic
Research AR -91 speakers.

Ben Burke

via e-mail

Down Where It Hz
Dear Editor:

In the January, issue Tom Nousaine wrote
about a set of eight 12 -inch subs ("Boom
for the Buck: How Much Woof Does a Sub
Buck Buy?") whose bass extended down to

12 Hz. I'd like to get more information on
this setup. What drivers were used? And,
when Nousaine says "infinite baffle," does
he mean these were front -firing, loaded
essentially into a 450 -cubic -foot sealed
enclosure (where the box happened to be
an existing attic eave-with insulation, I
imagine)?

Audiophile Mark
via e-mail

Author's Reply: In a recent issue of Speaker
Builder (No. 5, 1996), there is a detailed
description of this sub system, including
photos. The system is as you described:
infinite baffle, lots of piston area, and
woofers with big linear excursion loaded
into an attic eave.-Tom Nousaine

Does Sunfire Ring True?
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed Tom Nousaine's article on
subwoofers ("Boom for the Buck"). With

all the subwoofers Nousaine tested, I'm
surprised he didn't mention the Sunfire
True Subwoofer, which is certainly the
most unusual sub on the market. If the
Sunfire really delivers tremendous bass
with low distortion out of an 11 -inch cube
for $1,250, it's a breakthrough. I hope
Audio reports on it in the near future.

Also, I have a question regarding home
theater setup. Will bipolar speakers work
well for the surround channels in a Dolby
Digital (AC -3) setup? I've got direct
radiators in front.

Jeff Johnson

via e-mail

Author's Reply: I wrote the article before I
got my hands on the Sunfire. It's an
interesting sub, in that it is very small, but
it delivers only average output-a little less
than 100 dB over the range from 25 to 60
Hz. Although it is true that not many
"tiny" subs will reach down to 25 Hz, the
Sunfire is quite expensive and most notable
for its size, not its performance. But it does
do some things very well, and it has a really
great limiter that won't let you damage it,
no matter how ridiculous you get with the
volume knob.

To answer your home theater question,
bidirectional speakers work best for the
surround channels, no matter what the
format.-Tom Nousaine

Erratum
Our "Equipment Profile" of the Manley

Laboratories Reference D/A converter
(January issue) contained an editing error.
After discussing how the Manley uses 6 dB
of analog attenuation for non-HDCD
recordings, the review stated that doing
this in the digital domain (as some D/A
converters do) would "reduce non-HDCD
signals to 15 bits." This would be true for a
simple 16 -bit converter; however, a 20 -bit
converter's effective resolution would be
reduced only to 19 bits, and an 18 -bit DAC
would still have 17 bits of effective
resolution. Our apologies for the error.

Incidentally, the review did not mention
that the other three D/A converters used by
Bascom King while reviewing the Manley
Reference also had HDCD decoding
capability. These converters were the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 MKII, Classé Audio DAC-1,

and Dodson Audio DA-217.-I.B.

AUDIO/APRIL 1997
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When one of the best loudspeaker
engineering teams in the world advances its

state-of-the-art technology, you'd expect

the result to outperform the competition.

It does.

KEF's new Q Series, with its distinctive

clear cone Uni-Q drivers, delivers a more

precise stereo image, over a wider

listening area, than any

conventional loudspeaker can.

This latest advance in KEF's
patented technology delivers

even smoother midrange

response and clarity that's

simply stunning.

From bookshelf to 3 -way foorstander,

the entire range is magnetically shielded

for Home Theatre use. Aid because
aesthetics are integral to gcod design,
the two largest models incorporate
KEF's new 'racetrack' bass unit. With
the performance of an 8 inct driver in

t. -. 2e space of a 5 inch, it

reserves the slim elegant

Q Series design.

With -he new

Q Series, the competition

have been decsively out-

classed. The difference

is clear.

SERIES

The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE O SERIES COMPRISING THE 015, 035, 055, 065, 075 AND 095C. KEF AND UNI.O ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI-O IS PROTECTED UNDERGB PATENT 2 238929.
U.S. PAT. NO. 5,548,657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING. KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA, INC, 89 DOUG BROWN WAY, HOLLISTON, MA. 01748. TELEPHONE: (508) 429 3600.
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Individual Reactions
May Vary

Some people appreciate the difference betwéen compact disc players.

So do we. Audition the critically acclaimed Sony CDP-XA7ES.

o



WHAT'S NF

Molded in modern ABS
resin cabinetry and finished
in matte black, NewWave is
a compact subwoofer/satellite
system that is upgradable to a

six -piece home theater system.

The powered sub, just 11 inches

square, houses an 8 -inch woofer
and a 50 -watt built-in amp with
auto standby. NHT says usable

response extends to 40 Hz. Each

73 x 41/2 x 4 -inch magnetically

shielded satellite has a 31/2 -inch

midrange driver and 3/4 -inch

soft -dome tweeter. Variable

low-pass and fixed high-pass filters

are built in. Prices: complete

home theater system, $750;

subwoofer and Iwo satellites,
$495; home theater upgrade

pack (three satellites), $255.

For literature, circle No. 100

The Tay is a compact,
two-way system built in
England. It uses a Castle -
designed -and -built 5 -inch
bass/midrange driver, with
11/4 -inch Kapton voice coil
and rubber surround, and

a 1 -inch polyamide-
laminated soft -dome
tweeter, the latter ferrofluid
cooled. The crossover
frequency is at 2.8 kHz in
a second -order alignment.
The port -loaded bass -reflex

enclosure
measures 17 x 8 x
10 inches and
has gold-plated
input terminals
for bi-wiring.
Sensitivity is
specified at
87 dB at 1 meter
with 1 watt
input. Price:
$749 per pair.
For literature,
circle No. 101

VI
Advent Speaker

As part of the B2R series

(Bach to Rock), the Ruby is said

to offer clear, precise

reproduction of all types of

music. The bass -reflex

enclosure, which measures

15 x 9 x 834 inches, houses

a 61/2 -inch long -throw woofer

and'/2-inch tweeter. Frequency

response is rated at 53 Hz to

20 kHz, ±3 dB, with tweeter

dispersion specified as ±1 dB to

13 kHz over a 30° angle, vertical

or horizontal. The 8 -ohm

system's peak power -handling

capacity is said to be 225 watts.

Price: $249 per pair.

For literature, circle No.102
\ lk

BOSE HOME THEATER SPEAKERS
The Acoustimass 10 offers

a stylish and virtually
invisible home theater setup
with its five tiny,
magnetically shielded,
double -cube speaker arrays
and compact bass module
that can be hidden behind
drapes or a couch. The cube
arrays, each of which houses
a pair of 21/2 -inch cone drivers,

measure just 61/4 x 3 x 43/4
inches. Bose says the arrays'

identical drivers produce
a consistent timbral and
spatial perspective for the
main, center, and surround
channels. The bass module
has three internal 51/4 -inch

drivers. Price: $1,299
in black or white.
For literature, circle No. 103
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"Of the interconnects I know
well, my top choice is

Esoteric's Tech 2ii series..."
Lawrence B. Johnson
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.!, No.!, 1995

...Only From Esoteric Audio.
Lawrence Johnson knows cables. A reviewer of
his status receives an abundance of high end
cables for review. So, we were honored that he
selected our Tech 2ii as his top choice. And
honored again when he excitedly re -wired his
entire studio with it. Lawrence Johnson
recognizes that Esoteric Audio cables are
superior to any other brand. So is Esoteric
Audio the company. We are the only cable
manufacturer serious enough about high end
cables to be "hands on" in every phase of
design and engineering, materials selection, and
manufacturing with strict quality control
employed at each step.

So it's your choice. You can demand the "state-
of-the-art" cable brand built by the world's
leading cable manufacturer, or you can settle for
second-rate brands from other cable suppliers
that are made by someone else in somewhere
unknown. Lawrence Johnson chose Esoteric
Audio. You should too.
Available at premier audio retailers in your area.
Call us for your nearest one.

(770) 867-6300 44 Pearl Pentecost Road, Winder, Georgia 30680
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD



W N AT'S
MARANTZ

PROGRAMMABLE REMOTE
The RC2000 learning remote's

large, backlit LCD panel has an

alphanumeric display that

automatically relabels itself when

you select the component you

wish to control. As many as

32 individual commands for

each component can be stored,

and macro keys can transmit
20 commands at the touch of one

button, in any order you choose.

The keypad's buttons are different

sizes and shapes and are grouped

according to function. A built-in

sensor automatically activates

backlighting as the room gets

dark. Price: $250.

For literature, circle No. 104

SONY DVD PLAYER
The DVP-S7000 is definitely

high end, says Sony, because

a proprietary 10 -bit video

D/A converter is used following

MPEG-2 decompression, to yield

picture quality that approaches

that of the digital videotape

master. Further, a Dual Discrete

optical pickup, with separate red

and infrared laser diodes, is

optimized to track the different pit

sizes and substrate thicknesses of

DVDs and CDs. There's also a

32 -bit microprocessor to enable

Smooth Scan, for seamless

picture scanning in forward,

reverse, or frame -by -frame

mode. Composite -video, S -video,

and component -video outputs

are provided, as are coaxial

and optical digital audio

outputs. Price: $1,000.

For literature,

circle No. 105

EW

Sennheiser
Wireless Headphones

The RS 6's transmitter
base and companion HDR 6
stereo headphone with
integral RF receiver operate
at 900 MHz. The system is
said to have a range of
250 feet in any direction, indoors
or outdoors. Three switchable
frequencies are available
to ensure clear reception.
The lightweight supra -aural

headphone has an adjustable
headband and is powered by
a rechargeable battery that
yields up to 3 hours of listening
per charge (the base unit has
two recharging ports for extra
batteries). A built-in filter
squelches interference from
amateur radio transmissions.
Price: $269.95.
For literature, circle No.107

á IILIECII

E/ecom
Multimedia Rach

As its name implies, the

Expandables rack can be

stretched from its original
71/2 -inch length to 1134 inches.

Fully expanded, it can hold

25 CDs and can also be used

to hold audio cassettes, game

cartridges, and other media.

Two removable dividers can be
used to group CDs. The rack is
available in black with red trim
or in ivory with blue trim.
Price: $9.99.

For literature, circle No.106

7
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ULTECH AUDIO

CD PLAYER A
Dual 20 -bit Burr -Brown

D/A converters are used in

the UCD-l00 Compact Disc

player to reduce conversion

errors, and HDCD decoding

is built in. The UCD-l00 also

has a multimode time

display, flexible track

programming, and a remote

control. Price: $895.
Fnr litprritiire circle No. 108
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Every little bit
counts.

In our never ending quest for

reproducing the fine quality of a

live performance, we took our award

winning and critically acclaimed

GCD-600 and made it a bit, actually

four bits, better.

We added the latest Burr Brown

20 -bit ladder -type D/A converter -

the same one used in our GDA-700

separate Digital -to -Analog converter. The result is

level of sonic performance usually reserved for stand

,ne D/A converters and C/D transports.

' ut that's not all we did. To achieve the lowest

9ise and distortion, our GCD-700's analog

ires the same Class A amplifiers we use in

se -line GFP-565 preamplifier.

1D-700 also boasts a superior power supply

Introducing
Adcom's

GCD-700
CD player,

with two transformers. One for

the analog section and one for

the digital section, each housed on

separate circuit board assemblies

to eliminate EMI and RF interference.

By now you're probably asking

yourself, "How good

does it really sound?"

Let your ears be the

judge. Visit your Adcom dealer for a

demonstration of this remarkable new

player. You'll discover that the new

GCD-700 sounds exceptional and is

sensibly priced. What else would you

expect from a component that is every

bit pure Adcom?

ADCOM
details you can hear

U.S.A. (908) 390-1130  Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics, Inc. Montréal, Quebec (514) 344-1226 © 1995 ADCOM

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Repairing a KLH 21 Radio
QThe on/off switch that is part of the
volume control on my 20 -year -old

KLH Model 21 table radio recently failed. I
took it apart, and the switch has actually dis-
integrated. The control is something like a 60-

kilohm linear mono with a 30-kilohm tap,
but I can't find a replacement. I tried all my
usual sources, even Antique Electronics, in
Tempe, Arizona, but had no luck. And al-
though I can open up the switch, its body is
welded to the volume control. Can you sug-
gest where I might find a replacement? It's a
great radio, so I'd hate to lose it.-Chuck Di -

Giorgio, via e-mail
AI don't know where parts for your ra-

dio can be found. However, assuming
that the radio works well in other respects,
the volume control should be reinstalled.
The wires from the switch can be extended
to a place on the chassis where you could
install a separate power switch.

If this is not convenient, jump the origi-
switch

will come on immediately when it is

plugged into the wall outlet. Then you can
get a switch that can be wired into the pow-
er cord, just like the switches sold in light-
ing stores for table and floor lamps. Thus,
you'll have a perfectly fine way to apply or
disconnect power from your radio.

Connecting an Equalizer
QLiving in Argentina, I find it hard to
obtain information about audio. How

do I connect an equalizer to my new receiver?
I connected my tape deck to the equalizer and

the equalizer to the receiver's tape 1 input,
but I can equalize only the sound from the
tape deck. I want to equalize signals from my

CD player, VCR, and laserdisc player.-Ma-
tias Heiman, via e-mail

ASome equalizers enable the connec-
tion of a tape recorder in such a way

that recording and equalizing functions will
not be lost. Check the owner's manual to
see if your equalizer has this ability. Howev-
er, since you mention using a tape 1 input
to connect the equalizer to your receiver, I
presume the receiver also has a tape 2 input.

If so, hook up its "Tape Out" connections
to the inputs of your equalizer. The output
from the equalizer should be connected to
the tape 2 "Tape In" jacks on your receiver.
The tape recorder should be connected to
the appropriate jacks of tape 1.

Alternatively, if your receiver lacks a tape
2 connection but has "Pre-Out/Main-In"
jumpers, remove those and connect the
equalizer's input to the "Pre -Out" termi-
nals and the output of the equalizer to the
"Main -In" terminals. This should enable
you to equalize any signal connected to
your receiver. However, leave the receiver's
bass and treble controls centered; use the
equalizer to make tonal adjustments so that
you won't risk overdriving the equalizer's
input section.

Leakage During Recording
QAfter I record a blank interval on a

cassette by turning the recording level
all the way down, I can very faintly hear the

was listening to during playback.
Shouldn't there be no sound at all? I find
this annoying when I want to erase a tape
for later reuse.-Mark D. Mina, Costa
Mesa, Cal.

AIdeally there should be no sound
recorded onto a tape even when you

are listening to an independent program
source. In practice, some signal can find its
way onto a blank area even when the record
level has been turned down fully. At its low-
est setting, the record -level potentiometer
should have a 0 -ohm resistance between its
slider and ground. If this resistance is too
high (and I don't know how much it has to
be in order to be "too high"), signal will get
onto the tape. This is more common with
CD playback because a CD player's output
tends to be higher than that of other pro-
gram sources.

Some recorders have an audio stage be-
tween their input connectors and the vol-
ume control. Signal can get around the vol-
ume control through common coupling of
the circuitry in the recorder's power supply.
If the problem just appeared, decoupling
capacitors in the recorder may need to be
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replaced to keep the impedance to stray au-

dio signals at as low a value as possible. If
the problem has always been with you, it is
likely there is nothing you can do about it
other than shutting off program sources
while you're trying to record silence.

In any case, don't use your cassette deck to

erase tapes. This adds unnecessary wear on
its heads and transport mechanism. You can
make very quiet erasures by using an AC
bulk eraser (such as Radio Shack Catalog No.

44-232). The process is fast, and the tapes
will be available for reuse immediately. Be
sure to follow the eraser's directions so that
you don't introduce any extraneous noise.

Cassette to CD -R Transfer
QI want to transfer a live recording I
made on cassette tape to CD -R by

dubbing the tape to a PC's CD -R drive
through a sound card. I need to use a com-
puter CD -R drive because the performance
will fill up two 74 -minute CD -R blanks. Will

I get better sound quality if I first dub the
cassette to DAT (thereby taking advantage of
the DAT recorder's higher -quality AID
converters) and then transfer the DAT to the
computer's hard drive through the DAT
deck's digital output? What sampling rate
should I use for recording? What cables will
I need? Are there any other ways of doing
this transfer that would yield better
sound?-John P. Penaloza, via e-mail

AIf the sound card on your computer
has digital inputs, it would likely be

worthwhile to make a digital copy of the
cassette with the DAT recorder-provided
your DAT deck can record analog signals
at the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate (48 -kHz
sampling isn't compatible with CD -R).
Dub the DAT digitally, in real time, to the
computer's hard drive by using the sou v
card's S/P DIF inputs. Make sure y
hard drive can store at least 74 mint]
digital stereo, too; that consur
chunk of memory. Then you
PC's software to edit an,
recording to CD -R. Also, I

If you have a problem or quc
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanel
zine, 1633 Broadway, New Yc
via e-mail at JOEGIO@delpi
are answered. In the event that
sen by Mr. Giovanelli to app,
please indicate if your name

1

be withheld. Please enclose a
dressed envelope.



ASTON

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW...

PARADIGM® MONITOR SERIES

As a world leader in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what is takes to make

great sounding speakers - from superb best -value budget audiophile
speakers, right through to sensational PARADIGM® REFERENCE high -end

systems. And now PARADIGM brings it's comprehensive design expertise to an

all new generation of the most affordable high-performance speakers the
market has ever seen. Introducing the exceptional new MONITOR SERIES.

High -frequency drivers use our remarkable new PTD" pure -titanium

dome along with our exclusive controlled waveguide to provide
outstanding, and utterly natural, high -frequency response.

Bass/midrange drivers utilize our unique ICPa injection -
moulded copolymer polypropylene cones and high-pressure
diecast chassis'. This advanced cone design effectively
eliminates unwanted resonances and standing waves.

Add minimum diffraction grills, solid braced enclosures,
phase coherent crossovers, gold input terminals and what
you have is the pure, clear and uncolored sound of
PARADIGM'S astonishing new MONITOR SERIES.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM

DEALER and experience these remarkable high-performance

speakers today. The difference is... simply better sound!

Arr more information vim your ~rot AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEUFR or contact:
it I,I,SraLiM MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls. NY 14302 (9051 632-0180

In Canada. PARAPI M, 101 Hanlan Rd. Woodbridge. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

webmc waay.paradigm.re © Paradigm Electronic Inc.. Baran Corp.

MaItaboiigi
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOUND"
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the cassette to DAT, disconnect the DAT
recorder from the computer; otherwise, in-
terference from the computer may affect
the DAT dubbing of the cassette.

If your sound card has only analog in-
puts, there is no advantage to using a DAT
recorder as an intermediate step between
the cassette and the CD -R. Bypass the DAT

deck, and connect the cassette deck to the
sound card's inputs. The sound quality of
the sound card's converters should be capa-
ble of preserving the sonic virtues of your
original cassette tape.

Dolby S Retrofit
QWhat is Dolby S, and can I install it in

a tape deck that doesn't have it? In
what way is it better than Dolby C noise re-
duction? With prerecorded tapes, how does
one know one is getting Dolby S? I was told
that some companies use metal tape in prere-
corded cassettes, but how are we supposed to

know which cassettes have normal, chrome,
or metal tape?-Name withheld

ADolby S is the consumer version of
Dolby Spectral Recording (SR),

which Dolby Labs developed for profes-
sional recording applications. Although
similar in operation to Dolby C noise re-
duction, it's more sophisticated: Dolby S
divides the spectrum into more slices, so
low frequencies (along with mids and
highs) are also compressed during record-
ing and expanded during playback. This
suppresses the low -frequency "roar" that
becomes more obvious once treble hiss is
lowered (and Dolby C lowers it very well).
Although Dolby S confers only an extra 3 to
4 dB of improvement over Dolby C's typi-
cal 73 dB of noise reduction, subjectively
it's very effective: It essentially makes tape
noise inaudible. In theory, a tape deck could
be retrofitted with Dolby S noise reduction
if the proper ICs could be obtained. Howev-
er, I don't think it would be worth the time,
trouble, and expense involved.

Any prerecorded tape produced with
Dolby S will say so somewhere on the pack-

aging or the label. And it isn't all that im-
portant for you to know what type of tape
is used in prerecorded cassettes, because
tiny holes on the rear edge of their shells
"tell" most modern cassette decks what
type of tape has been used. Mechanical fin-
gers enter the holes and set the deck to the
proper bias and equalization. Besides that,

virtually all prerecorded cassettes are made
with 120 -microsecond equalization, re-
gardless of the type of tape used. If 70 -mi-
crosecond EQ is used, this will be marked
somewhere on the cassette.

PCM Recorder Dropouts
QMy VCR can make PCM digital audio

recordings, using the video heads and
the portion of the tape that normally carries
the video. I get dropouts when playing back
some of my tapes. I monitor my sources close-

ly, so I am certain this is more of a playback

problem than a recording glitch. Do you have

any practical suggestions?-Ray Magaro,
Santa Ana, Cal.

AAre you using cheap tapes? They are
likely to have poorly dispersed oxide

coating or wrinkled edges, either of which
can cause dropouts. At what speed are you
recording? Tape at the fastest speed possi-
ble; at slow speeds the helical tracks are so
close that they overlap, so any imperfect
head -to -tape contact will exacerbate data
loss and dropouts.

The tape path, including the drum and
the control head, may need cleaning, or
there may be a misadjusted tape guide that
could scratch the tape horizontally (i.e.,
across the helical tracks), which would like-
ly trigger dropouts. The recorder's tracking
may be off. Adjust it during playback to see
if the dropouts can be eliminated.

The take-up and hold -back tensions may
not be correct. If tension is too loose, poor
tape wrap around the head drum will re-
sult. That, in turn, will mean poor head -to -

tape contact during recording as well as
playback. If tension is too tight, the tape
will stretch. Edge distortion during play-
back will make it impossible to reproduce
the composite envelope that mimics the
video signal.

There could also be problems in your
recorder's electronics. These could range
from the simple (adjusting the record
head's current or playback sensitivity) to
the complex (locating and fixing intermit -

tents anywhere in the electronics).
How well does this machine record

video? Are there irregularities in the pic-
ture? A video dropout may be barely visible
to the eye but could mean a huge chunk of
lost PCM data. If the video is of good qual-
ity and synchronization is rock -solid, the
digital circuitry may be at fault. Momentary

.cC,o

muting can occu
nization with the
erratic sync pulse
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through the braided shields of ptiono patch
cords. However, it's usually necessary to run
a separate ground wire from the turntable
chassis to the receiver. On the other hand,
connecting a separate ground wire between
the two may sometimes create a ground
loop-and exacerbate hum-if the ground
is already made through the shields of
phono interconnects.

In the original question, the reader stated
that no hum was present when the tonearm
was on its rest, even when the platter was
turning; the hum occurred when the tone-

arm was over the playing area. If, as you sug-

gest, the cartridge was miswired or lacked a
proper ground, the hum would be very loud
regardless of the arm's position, unless the
motor was just below the playing area. But
even when they are correctly wired and
grounded, not all cartridges prove to be
equally well shielded against hum from dif-
ferent turntables. One cartridge brand pro-
duces such bad hum with certain makes of
turntables that the cartridge manufacturer
offers a kit to help suppress it. A
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Sound hits qou at a speed of 760 mph.

Light hits qou at a speed of 611,000,000 mph.

Toshiba OVO mdhes ii' actudilU feel like it.
Your pulse races, Your gut quivers, That little vein in your

forehead is throbbing. Senses-meet Toshiba DVD.

PLEASE, NO TALKING DURING THE SHOW

At Toshiba, we've developed the technology that fits up to
133 minutes of heart -pounding video and audio,
normally reserved for the finest cineplexes,

for use at home on a disc the size of a CD,
Picture quality that's three times better than
VHS and audio recorded in full Dolby Digital
Surround Sound on six discrete channels.
And, our models can even play your favorite
compact discs, 5 sine as CD)

!J

NO WAITING, NO FADING, NO RENOVATING

Because the discs are read by laser, there is never any need to
rewind a DVD. And, there's no chance of your favorite DVD
deteriorating with every play like a VHS tape. Finally, you won't

have to build an addition to your home to hold your DVDs. The
packages are as streamlined and efficient as the
discs themselves.

TALL, SHORT, OR FRENCH-
WE'RE READY FOR ANYTHING

Many DVD movies will come with some of the most
incredible options only Hollywood and Toshiba could dream of,
including the ability to change the format of the movie to fit
any television you play it through, from regular size to
widescreen; language tracks of up to eight different
languages rangirg from English to French; subtitles in up to
32 different IangLages; the ability to view the same scene of

a movie from any of up to nine remote -controlled angles; or
multiple endings tc the same movie. If the feature is on the

disc, Toshiba DVD players are ready for it,

YEAH, SO?

We believe your senses will thank you for this complete and
total assault. As sooi as they're out of traction.

Toshiba DVS

Youdve
got senses. Use them.

For more information, call 1-800-346-6672.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
T sh,ba America Consumer Products, Inc.. 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, Nj 074

http://www.dvd.toshiba.com
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Pa.:~ AVrÍo Corrvreüon. A RECO7ON' Conpany ,_ 4337 aecºton Corp. A

Miami Beach

Volume: 8

Body Parts:

Bouncing

JENSEN
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avoy's Master
Transfers: 78 -
rpm originals,
LP packaging,
20 -bit CD
sound; below,
'he Q -Pack.

SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

FULL
CARDBOARD JACKET

didn't think CD packaging
could get more retro than the
cardboard gatefold packages of
Sony Classical's Masterworks
Heritage reissues (see March is-
sue). Then, last Christmas, I ran

across J. J. Johnson's Jazz Quintets
(Savoy Jazz CY-78813). Instead of
the usual jewel box, it came in a thin
cardboard jacket, like an LP. The
front of the jacket carried the same
graphic-and even the same number
(MG 12106)-as an earlier LP incar-

nation. And the liner
notes on the back were
a direct (if unreadably
small) copy of the
original LP notes, right
down to advice about
playing the record at
33/3 rpm with a 0.001 -
inch stylus and the
RIAA curve. Like all

good LP jackets, it contained a paper
sleeve that held the disc itself, and
the disc's label side was mostly black,

with simulated grooves!
That disc was one of the 32 CDs in

Denon's Savoy Jazz MS 20 -Bit Mas-
ter Transfer Collection, a limited edi-
tion that will likely be sold out (alas!)
by the time you read this. The series
featured extra tracks and premium
remastering from 78 -rpm masters,
both of which I appreciate as a lis-
tener. But it's the packaging that
really endears the J. J. Johnson disc to

me. The only way to make it more
authentic would be to reissue the
original 78s as three -minute CDs
that break when you drop them.

But cardboard isn't used just for
reissues. Had I looked around the
record store a bit more, says Bill-
board magazine, I might have found
paper -packed CDs from Neil Young,

Pearl Jam, Joni Mitchell, Wilco, Os-
car Peterson, and others. Some peo-
ple in the industry like the cardboard
packs, but more seem to be against it.
Cardboard jackets cost less than jew-
el boxes for multidisc albums but
cost more for one -disc albums.
When stores reorder discs, it takes
record companies more time to ful-
fill the orders, because the plants are
geared up for jewel boxes. Cardboard
gets dogeared and dirty (though
Savoy's cardboard jackets came with
durable transparent outer sleeves),
and some cardboard jackets won't fit
in stores' racks. What record labels
and their artists do like is the clarity
of the graphics printed directly on
the package, with no plastic layer
over them.

So why not combine plastic's
durability with cardboard's looks?
That would give you the Q -Pack,
from the Queens Group, a printer

SIMPLE S(IEN(E
Want a humbling lesson in how

easy it is to fool our ears? An ordinary
equalizer can provide one. Try adjust-
ing an equalizer by ear, listening to
music (not pink noise) and not look-
ing at meters or displays to tell you
what you're doing. When you're
done, use the equalizer's bypass
switch to compare your "corrected"
sound to the original. Surprisingly of-
ten, the original will sound better.
Even professional audio designers
find that the new speaker that sound-
ed wonderful after they'd slaved all
day refining it sounds anything but
good the morning after. That's why
we need to check our perceptions
against something objective, such as
the equalizer's bypass switch or the
instruments in a designer's lab.

One contributor to an on-line
speaker newsgroup told of yet anoth-
er reality -checking system: When he
makes a speaker modification that
sounds good to him, he tells what he
did to an out-of-town friend who has
the same speakers-but he does not
tell what he heard. If what the first guy
heard was real, the friend will proba-
bly report the same effects-if not, ei-
ther one listener is fooling himself or
some other factor is at work.
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. . .the ultimate home speaker system"
ApriVMay 1996

"I was blown away . .. awesome.
Widescreen Review, April 1996

The foremost critics of America and Europe agree,
Polk's SRT'" system is "an astonishing achievement."*

Critics have raved about the performance

of Polk's Signature Reference Theater'

system. It uses five proprietary Polk

technologies to bring you 'Performance

Without Limits'' for movies and music.

But at $9,000;' the SRT is not for everyone.

That's why we use many of its exclusive

technologies in our more modestly priced

models. So whether you're looking for

speakers big or small, for stereo or home

theater, look to Polk Audio.

Because our program of fundamental

research leads to products with unmatched

performance and value.

For the complete story of Polk

technologies and information on the

entire line of Polk loudspeakers, call

(800)377-7655 or visit us on the
web http://www.polkaudio.com.

'V.TV. April/May. 1996

"Manufacturer's suggested retail price of "basic" home
theater configuration.

Matthew Polk, co-founder

and chairman

The Speaker Specialists

>>

5601 Metro Drive. Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA

Dealer Locator Number

II1.800.992.2520Ad code: 20008

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE

SUPPLIED WITH A SOUND PRESSURE LE'/EL METER TO HELP YOU ESTABLISH SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

"Polk Audio". "The Speaker Specialists 'Signature Reference Theater,

"SRT", and "Performance Without Limits" are trademarks of Britannia

Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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and packager in Long Island City, N.Y. The
Q -Pack is made of very tough, high -impact
styrene. Because styrene is opaque, labels
are glued to the outside of the box, not
,.lipped inside. Unlike the jewel box, which
is made of three pieces, the Q -Pack is in just

two pieces: The fingers that grip the CD's
center hole are molded into the back, not
into a separate disc tray, and the back label
covers the resulting hole in the box. The
front label wraps over the top, which should
make browsing easier. And discs and book-
lets can be inserted by the same machines
that now insert them into jewel boxes. So
far, the Q -Pack has been used for The
Rolling Stones Rock and Roll Circus (Abkco

1268-2), Siempre Selena (EMI Latin, 7243-
8-53585), N2K's Enhanced CDs of Jazz
Central Station's Global Poll Jazz Winners
(N2KE-10001) and Gerry Mulligan's Lega-
cy (N2KE-10002), and Sony's PlayStation
video game software.

How do the old and new boxes affect the
environment? Surprisingly, according to a
letter in Billboard, plastic has less effect, be-
cause it's easier to recycle.

LIS ITS

Even the least romantic of us can't walk
down the street these days without hearing
music-either the thumpathump of pass-
ing cars' sound systems or the tinny tunes
leaking from other pedestrians' earphones.
Koss, a major earphone manufacturer, has
publicized the need for listening at what
many consider disappointingly sane levels.
Recently, France passed a law limit-
ing the output of all personal stere-
os sold there to 100 dB SPL. The
law also mandates a label on each
personal stereo to warn that high -
volume listening for long periods
can damage hearing. But there are
problems. The European Commis -
son may knock the law down as a
unilateral trade barrier. Some ex-
perts say that even sound -level
measurements made by micro-
phones within the ear don't prop-
erly assess sound pressure at the
eardrum. And other experts point
out that there's no guarantee what
level listeners will hear if they re-
place their earphones with more
(or less) efficient models.

W ORID'S (00LEST (ABI
An audio system's bass quality de-

pends partly on how well the amplifier
damps the speaker diaphragm's uncon-
trolled motions. An amplifier's nominal
damping factor is the ratio of its output
impedance to the input impedance of the
speaker-the lower the output imped-
ance, the greater the damping.

In practice, however, resistance in the
cable between the amp and speaker be-
comes part of the impedance that the
speaker sees; this lowers the effec-
tive damping. A superconductive cable,
which has virtually no resistance at all,
would solve this problem.

Professor I. Lirpa has therefore been
following the progress of supercon-
ductivity research since monophonic
days. Early superconductors worked
only at absolute zero (-273° C), which
even Prof. Lirpa deemed impractical.
But researchers have now developed
"high -temperature" superconductors,
which can work at the temperature of
liquid nitrogen, a comparatively balmy
-196° C.

How loud are personal stereos now? Ac-
cording to an article in New Scientist
("Falling on Deaf Ears" by Tara Patel, June
29, 1996), the French retailer FNAC says
most of the personal stereos it sells max out
at 113 dB, though some reach 126 dB. (The
human threshold of pain is 120 dB, and
long-term exposure to sounds above 85 dB

E

Since a superconductive cable would
have to be bathed in liquid nitrogen to
work, it would be very thick and very,
very, expensive. After checking the cable
selections at his local high -end audio sa-
lon, Lirpa decided these requirements
would not deter prospective buyers and
began work on a superconductive addi-
tion to his cable line.

The product is not yet ready for mar-
ket, however. Although the cables no
longer leak sufficient cold to freeze lis-
teners' feet, cold still leaks through the
junction between the cable and the
equipment it's connected to. To owners
of Class -A amps, the resultant cooling of
amplifier output stages should prove
beneficial, enabling the amps to deliver
higher power without burning out. But
at the speaker end, it's still a problem,
freezing the leads that connect the voice
coils so they crack when flexed.

Professor Lirpa is still optimistic
about the technology: "My motto has al-
ways been 'Back to the drawing board!'
So I take these things in stride."

can cause hearing loss.) One French audiol-
ogist tested 140 personal stereos and found
their average maximum output to be about
118 dB. Another audiologist found that
full -blast rock from personal CD players is
at least 100 dB most of the time, with peaks
at about 127 dB.

Still, the experts cited by New Scientist
disagree about how much all this affects
hearing. One researcher found that people
who use personal stereos are twice as likely
to suffer temporary hearing loss as people
who do not but that live concerts probably
cause even greater deterioration of hearing.
And some scientists in Britain and Sweden
believe that the link between short- and
long-term hearing effects caused by loud
sounds is still speculative.

What about car stereos? Orion now la- z
bels its car stereo packages as follows: "Take ó
care of your ears! High powered car audio
systems can produce sound pressure levels -1
in excess of 140 dB. Use common sense and
wear ear protection when appropriate."
Well and good-but remember that it's t
common sense not to wear ear protection
when you drive.
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Hearing a recording on the radio is free,
but chancy. Even if you listen only to Top -
40 hits, you won't always be able to hear the
song you want when you want it. Buying
the record lets you hear it any time you
want, but that costs. Fair enough.

Cassette decks make it easy to tape music
off the air, but few people bother. Listening
to radio is less relaxing if you have to keep
constant track of when to turn the tape on
and off to catch the material you want. And
the resulting tapes don't sound as good as
the radio station's CDs did. People I know
who tape off the air tend to record only live
concerts (usually in their entirety) or rare
performances of long works they already
have by other artists. The exceptions are
mainly teenagers, who tape this week's hot
hits and tape over them when those songs
fall from favor.

Digital transmission-by radio, satellite,
cable, or Internet-threatens to alter that. If
we can dial up music on demand, we can
also have our digital recorders waiting. And
if a digital broadcast stream carries titles
with the music, we could have recorders that

start themselves when they read the titles
we've preselected. This would probably have

a far greater impact on record sales than tap-
ing from FM (not to mention AM) ever did.

So how can record companies continue
to demonstrate their wares without giving
them away altogether? I've heard of a few
possibilities, all of which would require
changes in technology and, perhaps, law.

One possible solution, now used by some
computer makers, is encryption. Every digi-
tally transmitted recording would contain a
copyright -protection code. Digital radios
would ignore it, but when home digital
recorders sensed the code, they'd make only
encrypted copies (or none at all). For a
small fee, the record company would sell

DANGEROU

Picking ip a screaming baby doesn't
always stop the screams immediately-
or at all. Cculd this pose a hazard to the
parent's hearing?

S BABES

Yes, say readers of New Scientist, a
British weekly. One Swedish reader re-
ported measuring a scream level of 96
dBA at his ear while carrying his month -
old daughter on his shoulder-consider-
ably louder than the 85 dBA that
Swedish law permits in the workplace.
Luckily, kids don't scream all the time
and eventually outgrow screaming alto-
gether, so the chance of permanent hear-
ing damage seems to be slight. The
Swedish reader calculated that exposure
to 96 dBA would have to continue, eight
hours per day, for 30 years to give four
out of 10 listeners considerable hearing
impairment. A parent subjected to that
would have long since stopped caring
about deafness-or anything else. On
the other hand, wrote a reader from New
Zealand, parents can suffer a hearing loss
that sets in 10 years after babyhood,
making them deaf to their kids' requests
for money.

you an unlocking code that would let you
play an encrypted copy or make an unen-
crypted one.

The RIAA's wish list for copyright -pro-
tection schemes includes a suggestion that
digital transmission systems and recorders
allow copyright owners to set playback lim-

its. A subcode would limit the number of
times you could play a recorded download
or the time period over which you could
play it. If you still liked the piece after hear-
ing it, say, three times or after living with it
for a week, you'd either buy a commercial
copy (complete with liner notes and such)
or fork over for a code that would deacti-
vate these limitations.

This seems fair enough, if the codes are
restricted to digital downloads. You could
listen a few times for free, but you'd pay to
keep the recording, just as you do now.
What worries me is that the program
providers could go from sales to leasing:
You couldn't keep a classic recording unless
you also kept up annual payments on it.
And movie studios that remake classic films
might insist recordings of the original films
erase themselves when the new version ar-
rives-even (or perhaps especially) if the
new version's a pallid shadow of the old.

Incidentally, a new recording system
from Optex Communications, in Rockville,
Md., seems tailor-made for playback limits.
Recordings made with Optex's electron -
trapping optical memory (ETOM) system
are, effectively, erased by their playback
process. That's no big deal, because ETOM
players will have dual -laser systems that
rewrite the data as it's played. But players
could be designed to refresh some data for
only a preset time or number of plays.
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MONDO AUDIO
KEN KESSLER

PLUGGING THE
CONNECTOR GAP

M
y abiding hatred for PCs,
especially Windows 95,
has resulted in a long -
overdue move to the Mac.
And it wasn't just the ut-
ter instability, the daily

crashes, the software bugs, the crudi-
ty, or even Bill Gates's smugness that
drove me into the Apple orchard.
Quite simply, a lifetime of hi-fi's sys-
tem compatibility spoiled me: I ex-
pect things to work. I grew up with
plug -and -play, long before Gates co-
opted the concept.

Wha-a-a? "Hi-fi's system compat-
ibility?" What has Kessler been
snorting? Think about it: Apart from
the need to match the characteristics
of a phono preamp's inputs (capaci-

tance, resistance, etc.) to those of the
phono cartridge's output, setting up
a hi-fi system has always been rela-
tively easy and
straightfor-
ward. Love 'em

or loathe 'em,
the RCA -type
phono plugs
and jacks are a
worldwide in-
dustry stand-
ard, so con-
necting any source to any preamp or
integrated amp has never been an is-
sue. True, there have been such aber-
rations as the ludicrous DIN plug
from Germany, often found on old
Quad, B & O, Tandberg, Philips, and

other Euro -centric hardware, but
DIN plugs never posed a serious
threat to the ubiquitous RCA phono
plug. For the most part, you can con-
nect any tuner, tape deck, CD player
(or D/A converter), phono stage
(with line -level output), DAT ma-
chine, DCC player, or VCR (audio
output, of course) to any line -level
input. And It Will Work.

How well it works is another mat-
ter. The bottom line, though, is that
any CD player, tuner, VCR, or tape
deck will deliver a signal to any am-
plifier that has a line -level input. Pre -

amp -to -power amp connections?
Again, the likelihood of electronic or
mechanical (as opposed to purely
sonic) mismatches is insignificant.
Only two types of connectors are
commonly used: RCAs and XLRs,
the latter for balanced operation. In-
deed, any manufacturer using a pro-
prietary or obscure plug/socket com-
bination should be shot-and
quickly, lest we end up like the com-
puter industry.

Even connections between CD
transports and D/A converters are
straightforward. True, four or five
types are in use, but I've yet to see a
transport or converter without, at
the very least, RCA phono jacks for
coaxial digital input and output con-
nection, while the Toslink is pretty
much the de facto standard for low -
end optical connections. Other op-
tions? Either ST optical or XLR.
Again, no problems, and all D/A

can read the digital
stream that
comes from a
CD transport.

Ever tried to
install a mo-
dem in a PC?
A printer from
a maker less
well known
than Hewlett-

Packard? How about a scanner? I rest
my case. But the Mac? I shoved in a
modem, never having set up a Mac
in my life, and was e -mailing within
five minutes. So while the computer
industry awaits the Universal Serial

converters

WHY BAN

THE BANANA PLUG?

BECAUSE THE MANDARINS

IN BRUSSELS FEEL THAT

EUROPE IS AT RISK.
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Designed to shatter a few myths.
Starting with the one that says
nothing's perfect.
Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater reviewer
Robert Harley on the new Carver HTR-880 audio/
video receiver (ezcerptedfrom the Spring 1997issue):

"The circuitry is more like you'd find on a high -
end product than an A/V receiver... I was taken
aback by the Carver's sound quality. The HTR 880's
musical performance is beyond what I've heard from
A/V receivers and more in the realm of audiophile
separates.

"The HTR-880 excelled in many ways. First, the
overall tonal balance is smooth and unfatiguing...
it has a much more natural treble rendering than
any other A/V receiver I've reviewed... the Carver's
soundstaging was far beyond what I've heard from
other A/V receivers... I also heard excellent detail
resolution through the Carver... the HTR 880 has
tremendous dynamic impact and punch... The
HTR 880 has afar more refined and sophisticated
sound than I expect from a mid -priced A/V receiver.

P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood. WA 98046-1237
Phone 1'2061 775-1202 Fax (206) 778-9453
For aurhun-Led dealer locations. tall 1-800-521-4333

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'The Carver HTR 880 is without question the
most musical A/V receiver Pve reviewed. Its
performance is more like that of audiophile separates
than a mid -priced home -theater receiver. Carver's

Infinite Decorrelation feature improves the receiver's
already good surround performance. I also think the
Power Steering technique is a real advance; I never felt

the need for more power in either the music or home
theater systems.

"The HTR 880 is also the easiest -to -use home
theater receiver I've laid hands on... if you can live
with one VCR and a single A/V source, the HTR
880's outstanding sound quality, simple operation,
and bargain price make it the A/V receiver of choice
in a crowded field of lesser products."

Thanks to Mr. Harley's kind comments, just about
everyone is looking for the Carver HTR 880 receiver.
At $859 sub: ested retail, we believe it's closer to

audio/video perfection than anything else on the
market up to twice its price. Best of all, your authorized

Carver dealer may still have an HTR 880 in stock.

Reserve yours now.

coDECORR-

"...the AN

receiver of

choice in a

crowded field of

lesser products"

-Robert Harley.

Stereophile Guide

to Home Theater,

Spring 1997

"...a best buy

for home theater."

Kevin Hunt, The

Hartford Courant.

November 1996



Bus and IEEE -1394 (or what Apple calls
"Firewire"), we can rest comfortably in the
ease of use that audio's founding fathers
built into hi-fi components. (Then again,
there are noises that IEEE -1394 will be used

by the giant multinationals-especially
those with interests in computers, video,
and audio-to encourage greater inte-
gration between your PC and home en-
tertainment components. I can't count
the hours, as the Italians say.)

But then we get to speaker terminals,
which are a lot messier because manu-
facturers can use spade connectors,
press -connectors that accept only pins
or bare wire, screw terminals, multiway
binding posts, banana jacks, XLRs, and
probably some others I've forgotten.
(The worst of all time? Those large
binding posts that the Japanese used for
years. They wouldn't accept a 4 -millimeter
banana plug through the top or any bare
wire thicker than a toothpick. And because
they had a raised collar, you couldn't use
spade connectors.) As a rule, however, mul-
tiway binding posts seem to be the current
norm; you would need cables fitted with
some pretty strange plugs for them not to
work with, say, WBT's big-mutha terminals
or the highly popular Monster Cable chassis
mounts.

Except for those who have complex,
hard -to -terminate cables (multistrand,
myriad cores, braided, what -have -you),
changing from bare wire to spade connec-
tors requires only a touch of solder or a
mere crimp. Besides, how often do you
change speakers or cables? And for chronic
tweakers and reviewers, there's always a box
full of banana plugs that use set screws
rather than solder to make the connection
to the wire. But even that is about to
change.

Once again, it's the Germans who are re-
sponsible. They should never be forgiven
for the DIN plug, which one designer told
me was their way of exacting revenge for
their defeat in World War II. Germany's in-
terminable meddling (by virtue of its clout
in the European community), along with
that of its partner in crime, France, means
that the CE regulations continue to con-
fuse, confound, and cost everyone that
much more for paranoid, bureaucratic ex-
cess. (Typical bit of stupidity: Southeast
Asian lime leaves are now illegal through-

out Europe, even though Europe is hardly a
source of citrus fruit. I'm just glad I don't
own a Thai restaurant.) We are now sub-
jected to recent amendments to the Euro-
pean safety standard BS EN60065 (original-
ly set in 1994), an idiotic law relating to
consumer electronics that effectively bans

THE BFA'S SOLUTION

IS TO USE A PLUG

LARGE ENOUGH TO

PREVENT ITS INSERTION

INTO AN AC SOCKET.

the use of 4 -millimeter (banana) plugs for
loudspeaker connections to amplifiers.

Why ban the humble but useful banana
plug? The mandarins in Brussels feel that
the whole of Europe is at risk because a ca-
ble -mounted 4 -millimeter (or smaller)
plug can be inserted into a European AC
power socket with possibly fatal conse-
quences. In other words, we can soon ex-
pect matches to be banned because we
might burn ourselves.

Enter the British Federation of Audio,
which is trying to stave off possible chaos
by promoting a brand-new loudspeaker
connector. The BFA's membership repre-
sents more than three-quarters of the
British hi-fi loudspeaker industry, so any
companies on your side of the pond (small-
er than Bose, that is) can stop sniggering.
The combined sales of B&W, KEF, Mission,

Wharfedale, Celestion, Spendor, Harbeth,
ATC, Monitor Audio, JPW, Epos, Tannoy,
Mordaunt-Short, Rogers, Heybrook, Castle,
Meridian, and a few dozen other British -
based companies give the group credibility
far greater than, say, that of the massed

ranks of the German or French specialist
hi-fi manufacturers.

The BFA's solution is to use a plug large
enough to prevent its insertion into an AC
socket. Unlike the United States, Great
Britain, and other countries that have
standardized the use of flat pins on AC

plugs, most European countries use
round pins. It's conceivable, therefore,
that any round pin small enough to fit
into a hole in the wall can be deemed
dangerous. (So when are they going to
ban paper clips, knitting needles, and
nails?) The BFA connector (as good a
name as any and less of a mouthful
than IEEE -1394) uses an insulated, re-
cessed plug and an insulated, recessed
socket, designed to comply with both
European and North American safety
standards. It boasts an insulated plug

whose outer diameter of 6 millimeters is
greater than the 5.5 -millimeter orifice of
the typical European AC socket. As a bonus,

the outer insulation prevents accidental
shorting of the amplifier outputs when
you're installing a hi-fi system. A recent
missive from the BFA states, "Both the plug
and the socket are insulated to meet possi-
ble issues of 'live terminal' safety on loud-
speaker outlets up to and including `100V
line' voltage used in sound distribution sys-
tems. The design also permits adaptation
for use with higher voltages."

Although some of us might bemoan the
loss of the familiar banana plug, the BFA
connector is said to exceed it in "robust-
ness, versatility and performance." On a
more subjective level, which the BFA recog-

nizes as "an important sales factor in sepa-
rates hi-fi marketing," the new connector
"is substantial and heavy-duty, yet retains a
silky precision feel, giving a satisfying fit
when in place." Additionally, this connector
can accommodate insulated 6 -millimeter
spade terminals on its binding post, and the
plug can be adapted to accept both large -
and small -diameter loudspeaker cables
(terminated with a screw, crimping, or sol-
dering), as required or preferred by the
manufacturers who choose to employ it.
Which will probably be every sensible
brand in the U.K. and any others who wish
to sell product in Europe with minimal in-
terference from civil servants.

Credit for the initial work on the BFA
connector goes to the British electronics
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firm Arcam. The connector has been re-
fined further through cross -industry col-
laboration in conjunction with European
safety authorities. But this is no exercise in
xenophobia, the emotion that motivated
the Germans to come up with these stupid
laws in the first place. Rather, it's a response
to xenophobia-cutting the industry's po-
tential losses, so to speak. To encourage
worldwide acceptance of the connector, the
BFA is making full design details available
to equipment, component, cable, and con-
nector manufacturers on a license -free ba-
sis. (There's a nominal charge of a piffling
£100, or $170, to cover costs.)

These guys aren't kidding: The licensee
"pack" contains full technical drawings (in
dead -tree form and on a floppy disk in in-
dustry -standard CAD formats), color pho-
tographs, details about physical and electri-
cal compatibility and about compliance
with safety regulations, samples of both
plugs and sockets, and-naturally-copies
of the BFA logo. Hey, credit where it's due,
okay?

As a writer who has had his fill of incom-
patible computer hardware, audio false
starts, and the industry's failure to stand-
ardize new formats with any fluency (wit-
ness the DVD mess), I'd like every speaker,
amplifier, cable, and connector manufac-
turer in the world to stifle any not -invent-
ed -here tendencies, swallow its nationalistic
pride, and contact the British Federation of
Audio (Landseer House, 19 Charing Cross
Rd., London WC2H OES, England; phone,
01144 171 930 3206; fax, 01144 171 839
4613; http://www.british-audio.org.uk).

TO ENCOURAGE

THE CONNECTOR'S

WORLDWIDE ACCEPTANCE,

THE BFA HAS MADE

FULL SPECS AVAILABLE.

This organization has done the necessary
work; now the hi-fi industry just has to
agree to it. Do it now, and who knows?
Maybe we'l. hear an announcement at the
1998 Winter Consumer Electronics Show
that the American hi-fi industry has just
circumvented its exclusion from the Euro-
pean market. A

Monsters are okay
for "B" movies,

but for music
you need XLO.
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For your nearest dealer call 1-888-XLO-CABLES

It may be small. But the Bose® Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an
overachiever. The unit features a compact disc player, an AM/FM radio, a handy
remote control, and our patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology.
And it produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing
thousands of dollars. We know that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it's available directly from Bose.

Call today. 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. A533.
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UNRA ELED

* 3 -CIF *
by EDWARD J. FOSTER

* *
ust over two years ago,
I saw my first digital
videodisc demonstra-
tions, the first con-
ducted by Sony and
Philips and the second
by Toshiba and Time

Warner. I was impressed with both. Despite
the similarities in the two systems-both
used MPEG-2 video compression and
promised discrete 5.1 -channel digital
sound-it looked as if a format war might
break out between them. Eventually, the
two consortiums called a truce and settled
on a compromise (the "unified format"
disc). Thankfully, we will not have to en-
dure another Beta/VHS skirmish.

Sony/Philips called its original format
MMCD, which stood for MultiMedia CD
and, not too subtly, emphasized the con-
nection with the Compact Disc, for which
the two companies hold a large number of
patents. Toshiba/Time Warner, apparently
wishing to distance itself from the Sony/
Philips CD legacy, called its version SD,
which simply signified Super Density. The
compromise disc, DVD, stands for, well,
DVD. Some think it means Digital Video

e
Disc; others claim it stands for Digital Ver-
satile Disc. But I'm told that, in this mar-
velous world of unification, it means noth-
ing other than "DVD." I guess that's what
compromise is all about.

DVD can be looked at in two ways. As a
medium, it's simply a way of storing vast
amounts of digital data on a 43 -inch opti-
cal disc. (Except for a somewhat golden
cast, a DVD looks very much like a conven-

tional CD, even though it can hold much
more data.) The other way of viewing it is
as a platform for carrying specific types of
data: video data in the case of DVD-Movie,
prerecorded computer data in the case of
DVD-ROM, and audio data for DVD-Au-
dio. Unlike the Compact Disc, which start-
ed life as an audio carrier and only after
some years had passed was born again in
the computer and video industries as CD-
ROM and Video CD, DVD will come out of
the video and ROM gates virtually at the
same time.

Interestingly, DVD-Audio is the strag-
gler. For the present, there's disagreement
about sampling rates, word lengths, the
number of channels, and so on, which has
prevented a DVD-Audio standard from be-

ing established. In fact, some participants
dispute the need for a dedicated DVD-Au-
dio disc because the DVD-Movie standard
permits a fairly broad spectrum of audio
formats.

Ultimately, there will likely be recordable
DVD, in both write -once and erasable for-
mats. Expect it to be launched by the com-
puter industry before audio/video compa-
nies introduce it. I expect recordable
DVD's benefits, as a backup medium and
as a way of transporting vast amounts of
data between computers, to override the
concerns of video copyright owners.
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(That's a nice way of saying that paranoia is
more prevalent in Hollywood than in Sili-
con Valley.)

INCREASING
DISC CAPACITY

The key to cramming more data onto an
optical disc-in this case, enough to carry a
movie's worth of high -quality digital audio
and video-is to shorten the wavelength of
the scanning laser. This permits a tighter
track pitch on the disc (more tracks per ra-
dial inch) and closer spacing of the pits that
carry information (more bits per lineal

inch). Shortening the laser wavelength is
the optical equivalent of going from the 3 -
mil stylus used for playing 78 -rpm records
(anyone remember those?) to the 1 -mil sty-
lus used for playing LPs. A smaller stylus
could trace tinier wiggles, which meant that
the grooves on an LP could be packed clos-
er together and the minimum wavelength
of the groove wiggles could be a lot shorter.
Consequently, LPs could carry a lot more
information (i.e., a wider bandwidth) than
78s. Although there aren't any mechanical
grooves and wiggles on an optical disc, a
similar principle applies.

CDs are scanned by an infrared laser that
has a wavelength (analogous to stylus size)
of 780 nanometers. A nanometer is a bil-
lionth of a meter. Thus, 780 nanometers is
equivalent to 0.78 millionth of a meter (mi-
crometer, a.k.a. micron), or about 0.00003
inch. Pretty tiny. The CD track pitch is 1.6
microns, and the shortest pit/land size (dis-
tance along the track) is 0.834 micron.
Conventional CDs are 1.2 millimeters
thick, and the information layer is buried
deep within the plastic, up near the label.

To read the disc, a laser beam is focused
through the plastic and onto the informa -
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Fig. 1 A-Toshiba's proposed disc, which was adopted, consists of
two 0.6 -millimeter discs bonded together. This produces a thinner substrate

and makes DVD more resistant to warping.

TILTED CD

TILTED DVD

Fig. 1 B-DVD's thin plastic brings the data
layer closer to the laser, reducing problems

with disc tilt and enabling a smaller
beam spot and more tightly spaced pits.

tion layer.1'he beam reflects off the
layer, travels back through the plas-
tic, and then passes through some
optics to the pickup. (The depth of
the pit pattern is tailored to the laser
wavelength, improving the differ-
ence in output between pit and
land.) As the beam travels through
the plastic, it disperses, which makes

it less capable of distinguishing be-
tween tightly spaced pits. That's
partially what constrains the pitch
and pit spacing. A CD can hold ap-
proximately 0.78 gigabyte (780
megabytes) of information.

To increase the storage capacity
of MMCD, the Sony/Philips system
called for the disc to be read by a
635-nanometer red laser. Track
pitch and minimum pit/land size
were approximately halved (to 0.84
and 0.45 micron, respectively), and
the program area was extended a
few millimeters closer to the disc's
center hole. Changes also were
made to the error -correction and
modulation schemes to improve the
net packing density. The result was
an approximate quintupling of
storage capacity-from 0.78 giga-
byte on CD to 3.7 gigabytes on
MMCD.

Sony and Philips suggested it would be
possible to double the storage capacity of
MMCD once more (to 7.4 gigabytes), by
using two information layers. (The tech-
nique was developed by 3M.) Either way,
MMCD was designed as a single -sided,
1.2 -millimeter -thick disc-just like CD.
Because of the physical similarity to the
conventional CD, Sony claimed that an
MMCD could be produced easily, using
modified CD presses. And because the in-
formation layer was at the same depth as in
a CD, it would be relatively easy to develop
MMCD players that were backwards com-
patible with conventional CDs, a major is-
sue with the computer people.

The Toshiba/Time Warner proposal
called for a laminated disc made from two
0.6 -millimeter discs bonded together (Fig.
1A). The overall thickness is the same as a
CD, but the information layer lies halfway
through the disc, 0.6 millimeter below the
surface. Because the laser beam travels
through half as much plastic on its way to
and from the information layer, there's less
dispersion of the laser beam than with
MMCD. Thus, the data pattern can be read
with a longer -wavelength (read, less -expen-
sive) laser. Moreover, since the information
layer is closer to the surface of an SD disc,
disc tilt, or wobble (no disc is perfectly flat),
is less of a problem than with a disc whose
information layer is farther from the sur-
face (Fig. 1B). SD discs were designed to be
read with a 650-nanometer laser yet pro-
vide even greater data capacity than
MMCD, thanks to a tighter track pitch
(0.74 versus 0.84 micron) and smaller min-
imum pit/land size (0.40 versus 0.45 mi-
cron). This bumped the data capacity to 4.7
gigabytes per side, and because it's a lami-
nated disc, it would be easy to double that
capacity by pressing both of the disc's sides
with data-in other words, producing a
double -sided disc.

DOUBLING UP
The computer industry was not too eager

about adopting a double -sided disc, which
temporarily gave Sony/Philips' two -layer
MMCD the edge in single -sided storage.
When Matsushita kicked in with a two -lay-
er version of SD, the pendulum swung the
other way, ultimately giving rise to the uni-
fied format we have today.
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The unified DVD has a laminated struc-
ture (á la the Toshiba/Time Warner propos-
al), with a two -layer option (courtesy of
Matsushita) and a more robust modulation
scheme proposed by Sony. The disc can be
read with red lasers having either a 635- or
650-nanometer wavelength. Everybody gets
a piece of the action; everybody's happy
with the unified format.

There are four possible combinations of
DVD (Fig. 2): single-sided/single-layer,
with a storage capacity of 4.7 gigabytes; sin-

gle-sided/double-layer (8.5 gigabytes); dou-
ble-sided/single-layer (9.4 gigabytes); and
double-sided/double-layer (17 gigabytes).
Double -layered discs don't have twice the
storage capacity of single -layered discs be-
cause there's sufficient loss in reflectivity
going through the top layer to require a re-
duction in data density.

Whether double -sided discs will ever see
the light of day is questionable, but the pos-
sibility exists. (Editor's Note: At the January
Consumer Electronics Show, Richard Mar-
quardt, vice president of the Warner Ad-
vanced Media Operations DVD replication
plant in Olyphant, Pa., cited Gone with the
Wind, which runs 220 minutes, as the sort
of movie likely to be produced and market-
ed as a double -sided disc.-A.L.) In any
event, even single -sided DVDs use a lami-
nated structure with the reverse side blank.
Toshiba says that in addition to increasing
the storage capacity beyond that of the
original Sony/Philips disc, the laminated
composition helps stabilize the disc and
prevent warping.

It's helpful to distinguish between DVD,
the data -storage medium, and DVD, the
digital videodisc. DVD, the medium, has far
broader applications than audio/video stor-
age, but Audio readers are probably more
interested in how DVD will influence home
theater than in how it will affect computer
applications.

In the summer of 1994, an ad hoc com-
mittee-the Hollywood Digital Video Disc
Advisory Group-met "to encourage pub-
lic and industry discussion concerning the
development of the five -inch digital video
disc." The group came up with a seven -item
wish list: "ability to accommodate a full-
length feature film, about 135 minutes, on a
single disc; picture quality ideally superior
to that of current high -end consumer video

playback systems such as laserdisc;
audio compatibility with matrixed
surround and other high -quality
presentation systems; ability to ac-
commodate three to five lan-
guages on one disc; commitment
to an unspecified `copy -protection

system'; multiple aspect ratios, to
allow for future widescreen markets;

multiple versions of the same program
on one disc; and a parental lockout fea-
ture."

The unified -format DVD has the poten-
tial to fill the bill; whether or not it realizes
this potential fully will depend more on
Hollywood than on the hardware producers.

VIDEO
COMPRESSION

The data rate of uncompressed studio -
quality digital video is prodigious. Depend-
ing on how you calculate it, the data rate for
professional studio video (CCIR-601, D-1)
can be as high as 270 megabits/second
(there are eight bits in a byte). Without data
compression, a 4.7 -gigabyte disc would fill
up in a couple of minutes-if it could han-
dle such a high data rate, which it can't. The
key to the digital videodisc's remarkable ca-
pacity is MPEG-2 video compression.

MPEG stands for Motion Picture Experts
Group, a joint committee (JTC1/SC29/
WG 11) of the International Standards Or-
ganization (ISO) and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). To
date, the group has produced two standards
for audio/video compression, MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2. MPEG-1 video compression
aimed to capture reasonably decent (so-
called "VHS -quality") pictures and two -
channel sound, at a combined data rate of
approximately 1.4 megabits/second, essen-
tially the same as for music CDs. This is the
basis of the Video CD, which provides 72
minutes of picture and sound using the
conventional CD as a carrier. Although
Video CD never took off in the United
States, it's been reported that 2 million
Video CD systems were sold in China last
year. (For an excellent explanation of
MPEG-1, see "Video CD: A Coding Chal-
lenge," by Robert A. Finger, in the Decem-
ber 1994 issue of Audio.)

MPEG-2 video compression is optimized
for higher data rates, such as those used by

DVD, DSS, and digital cable TV. Further-
more, MPEG-2 video data compression
works well with interlaced pictures (the
type employed in television broadcasting
to reduce flicker) as well as with progres-
sively scanned pictures (preferred by the
computer industry). MPEG-1 assumed
progressive scanning.
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Both systems are based on similar princi-

ples: block -based transforms and motion
compensation to reduce the spatial and
temporal redundancy in the picture, non-
linear quantization to exploit the acuity
limitations of human vision, and run -

length and Huffman coding to further re-
duce data rate. Run -length and Huffman
coding are "lossless" compression tech-
niques, which means they can be undone
and the data retrieved perfectly. The first
two are "lossy" compression techniques
and cannot be undone perfectly; thus,
there's a possibility that artifacts will appear
in the decoded picture. Whether you see
them depends on picture complexity and
how well the encoding and decoding are
performed.

Relatively static pictures that have few
sharp edges can be encoded at a low data
rate and yield excellent results. Pictures that
have lots of detail require a higher data rate
to prevent visible motion artifacts or pic-
ture softening. One of the key features of
MPEG-2 compression is an ability to en-
code at either fixed or variable rates. By ad-
justing the rate in accord
ance with picture
complexity, an MPEG-2
encoder can optimize the
trade-off between data
rate and picture quality.
For DVD, MPEG-2 video
encoders operate at out-
put data rates ranging
from 1 to 10 megabits/
second, with a nominal
average rate of 4.7 mega-
bits/second.

Data is arranged in
blocks, with a header that
tells the decoder how to
interpret the data and an
end -of -block symbol that

tells it the block is com-
plete. A buffer in the
DVD player stores data
until it is decoded and
organized to produce
video at a standard field
rate. Other circuitry con-
trols data readout from
the disc in order to pre
vent buffer overflow or
underflow. Chrominance

(color) and luminance (gray -scale) infor-
mation is coded independently, which pre-
vents the anomalies associated with com-
posite video (dot crawl, cross -color
interference, and so forth). PAL-, SECAM-,

or NTSC-composite video is generated in
the player, so, in theory, the same disc could
serve all markets.

As with MPEG-1, MPEG-2 video com-
pression distinguishes among "I" (in-
traframe), "P" (predicted), and "B" (bidi-
rectional) pictures. An "I" picture is fully
analyzed and encoded. "P" pictures are
based on an analysis of how picture mac-
roblocks have shifted from the previous "I"
picture (this generates motion vectors) and
on the difference between the current pic-
ture and the previous "I" pictures (i.e., en-
coding what video content is new or has
changed). "B" pictures are also predicted,
but in this case the prediction is in two di-
rections (forward and backward in time)
and uses the adjacent "I" and "P" pictures.

"I" pictures require the most data to en-
code, since each is fully analyzed and en-
coded independently of all other video

frames. On average, a "P" picture requires
only half as much data to encode as an "I,"
and a "B" picture needs only one -fifth as
much as an "I." Obviously, the fewer "I"
frames that need to be encoded, the lower
the data rate. However, you can't push this
too far. "I" frames are the anchors for
MPEG-2 compression and the only way to
clear the palette, so to speak, for an entirely
new picture.

There is a normal MPEG-2 picture se-
quence, or GOP (group of pictures), which
governs the order in which "I," "P," and "B"
frames appear as well as how often they ap-
pear. However, the picture sequence is not
cast in stone, and a good encoder can force
a new "I" frame to occur whenever war-
ranted by an abrupt shift in scene content.

This brings up an important point. The
MPEG-2 video standard (ISO/IEC 13818-
2) does not specify an encoding algorithm
but, rather, a syntax for conveying data so
that MPEG-2-compliant decoders can un-
derstand or decipher the bitstream and act
upon it. Not all of the encoding tools pro-
vided by MPEG-2 need be employed by an
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encoder, nor must a decoder respond to all
of them-as long as it's not confused by the
data it receives. Therefore, the quality of an
MPEG-2 picture is not cut-and-dried. It de-
pends on the quality of the encoder (and
the skill of the person operating it) and on
the quality of the decoder. Encoding a
movie or program for DVD is as much an
art as cutting a record ever was.

I should also point out that MPEG-2
compression can't take full credit for the
tremendous reduction in the data rate be-
tween CCIR-601 professional studio video
(as much as 270 megabits/second) and
DVD (which operates at a nominal average
data rate of 4.7 megabits/second). For
DVD, MPEG-2 uses 8- rather than 10 -bit
word lengths (although higher precision in
the DC component of the block is provided
for); nor does DVD offer the same color de-
finition as CCIR-601 studio video. None-
theless, as a consumer video format it
promises to be far superior to anything we
have had before.

AUDIO
COMPRESSION

DVD is designed to support discrete 5.1 -
channel digital surround sound. Although
the audio group within MPEG developed
an MPEG-2 audio standard (ISO/IEC
13818-3) for DVD, Dolby Digital Surround
(AC -3) will be used in the United States and
other NTSC-based countries. MPEG-2 au-
dio, which also provides discrete 5.1 -chan-
nel digital surround sound, will likely be
used elsewhere.

Both Dolby Digital and MPEG-2 audio
use perceptual encoding to reduce the data
rate needed to carry five full -bandwidth au-
dio channels and a low -frequency effects
(LFE) channel (3 to 100 Hz). The specifics
of the two systems differ and are too com-
plex to cover in detail here. Suffice it to say
that the encoding systems are related in
concept to those used for DCC and Mini -
Disc but also exploit the interchannel re-
dundancies of theater sound. The Dolby
Digital system used in the United States
normally is operated at a 384-kilobit/sec-
ond data rate for each 5.1 -channel sound-
track. Thus, it requires about 2.88 mega-
bytes of storage per minute of program, or
about 383 megabytes of storage for a 133 -

minute movie.

WHAT OVD WILL
AND WON'T DO
Does DVD fulfill the Hollywood

Digital Video Disc Advisory
Group's wish list? Individual wish-
es, yes; collectively, maybe. Holly-
wood wanted a full-length feature
film with picture quality superior to
laserdisc, in multiple aspect ratios,
with multiple versions of the same pro-
gram on the same disc (with parental
lockout), with multichannel sound (multi-
plexed and discrete), in three to five lan-
guages, and with copy protection.

Let's take the issue of picture quality. I
believe it is impossible to make a direct
comparison between analog and digital
video recording systems, especially when
digital compression is used on the latter.
The artifacts that each generates are too dif-
ferent. Audiophiles continue to argue
whether analog is better than digital or vice
versa; the same will probably apply to digi-
tal video.

Analog systems are affected by noise and
distortion (in the video world, distortion is
equivalent to color and luminance inaccu-
racies) and by limited bandwidth (video
resolution). In the analog world, these char-
acteristics are usually determined by the
medium: videotape or laserdisc. Digital
video quality also depends on bandwidth,
noise, and distortion, but in a different way.
In the absence of errors, digital perform-
ance is determined by the digital system it-
self, not by the medium. This means that a
digital video system can have performance
as good as you wish, provided it has a suffi-
ciently high bit rate.

Potential problems arise when digital
video is compressed. Compression systems,
such as MPEG-2, can introduce motion ar-
tifacts (blurring in fast-moving scenes),
blocking (portions of the picture appearing
like a checkerboard rather than with full
resolution), and other anomalies that have
no counterpart in the analog world.
Whether these are more or less objection-
able than the noise, distortion, and (usual-
ly) poorer resolution of analog video is a
matter of opinion. It may, to a considerable
extent, depend on how often these anom-
alies are evident. Personally, I'll take digital
video any day-provided the picture has
been well encoded.

optica

is to s,torté

As an old mentor used to tell me, "There
ain't nothing you can't do with enough
power." In this case, "power" means the
video bit rate used in encoding. And that's
determined by a program's length, the
disc's storage capacity, and how many of
those wish -list elements are actually imple-
mented. Most of these factors compete for
storage space.
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AN MPEG-2
EXAMPLE

According to film industry statistics, 92%
of movies run for 133 minutes or less. Say
you want to record a 133 -minute movie
with one Dolby Digital soundtrack on a
4.7 -gigabyte, single-sided/single-layer disc
(the least costly to produce). In this case,

you can use an average video data rate of
4.32 megabits per second (4.71 mega-
bits/second minus 384 kilobits/second
for one soundtrack of Dolby Digital),
perhaps a little less to leave room for
subtitles. All in all, that's not a bad bit
rate to work at. It should accommo-

date MPEG-2's typical picture encod-
ing scheme with room to spare. Howev-

er, every Dolby Digital soundtrack you add

to the disc steals another 0.384 megabit/sec-

ond from the video encoding rate. With
three such soundtracks, you're down to an
average video rate of about 3.5 mega-
bits/second (slightly below the estimate
needed to handle the original MPEG-2 test
picture); with five soundtracks, you're
down to less than 2.8 megabits/second.
Hmm! Do we really want to add all those
extra soundtracks?

Next problem. Say you want that nifty
multiple -camera -angle feature that's been
ballyhooed or the "multiple versions of the
same program" that Hollywood requested.
While it's true that MPEG-2 syntax permits
different video streams to be coordinated so
the viewer can switch from one to the other
manually or automatically (e.g., via
parental lockout of objectionable scenes),
each camera angle or version that's tacked
on, as far as DVD is concerned, is a separate

video recording. These features look great
on paper, but if you want to implement
them, you need storage for each video data
stream. Methinks Hollywood will consider
carefully before using these features on very
long movies. The studios may suddenly dis-
cover they need more expensive multilayer
(if not multisided) discs to get good picture
quality, or they'll decide to sacrifice quality
for features. On the other hand, not many
movies reach even 120 minutes, so in most
cases the studio will have more latitude
than in our worst -case scenario.

Two features sort of come free for the
asking, multiple aspect ratios and compati-
bility with matrix surround systems, but
neither may quite live up to expectations.
Matrixed surround (Dolby Pro Logic) com-
patibility is achieved by synthesizing left
and right channels (the basis of matrix sur-
round) from the discrete Dolby Digital
soundtracks. That's not the same as creat-
ing a Pro Logic mix from scratch, when an
engineer actually listens to the decoded mix

and decides how he should create the opti-
mum blend.

MPEG-2 also provides a way of inserting
pan -and -scan information into the data
stream so that a decoder knows what por-
tion of a 16:9 widescreen image to use for a
conventional TV's 4:3 display. In the 16:9
mode, the DVD player simply ignores the
pan -and -scan data and produces a wide-
screen picture. But the system does not
know how to pan and scan by itself; some-
one must encode the MPEG-2 data with the
requisite information. If that information is
not present, a 16:9 image is letterboxed on a

4:3 screen with the usual black bars visible
at the top and bottom. Furthermore, there's
no going the other way; 4:3 source images
fill a 4:3 screen but have black vertical bars
on either side of a 16:9 screen.

The final consideration, copy protection,
has proved the most difficult nut to crack
and was a major reason DVD's launch was
delayed. An encryption scheme proposed
by Matsushita seemed to satisfy Hollywood
but not Silicon Valley's PC contingent,
which found it required too much comput-
er power to decipher. A modification to the
system (proposed by IBM) seems to have
satisfied all parties, so we're apparently off
to the races.

I believe that DVD will have a greater im-

pact on consumer electronics in general,
and on audio/video entertainment in par-
ticular, than anything since the Compact
Disc. Like CD, however, I expect it to take a
while to catch on. And, like CD, the key to
success lies in the quality and availability of
the software.

I hope I've made it clear that MPEG
video encoding is as much an art as a sci-
ence. It's not simply a matter of loading a
source video, punching a button, and walk-
ing away, although it probably can be (and
perhaps sometimes will be) done that way.
Hardware and software are already available
that preview source material and create a
kind of electronic blueprint for scenes that
the MPEG-2 encoding program thinks re-
quire higher bit rates. But I expect that true
optimization will require human intelli-
gence, in the front office to determine
which of DVD's myriad features should be
included on the disc and at the encoding
station to ensure that it's done with
panache. A
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® SONIC FRONTIERS

Eclipse. At Sonic Frontiers, we continue to outshine our competition

with our latest generation of innovative new products - leading the way

is our new LINE 3 preamplifier.

In 1993 we introduced the SFL-2 linestage, a product which redefined

the standard for a true reference quality tube preamplifier. However,

with the introduction of the LINE 3 not only have we eclipsed our

competition's latest offerings, we've advanced the design significantly

over our own Class A rated SFL-2.

The LINE 3 represents the pinnacle of performance in our LINE Series

of preamplifiers, giving audiophiles a product with both fidelity and

flexibility for their changing home entertainment needs - whether it be

a reference 2 -channel system, a multi-user home theater installation or

the intimate environment of their favorite headphones - using the

HeadRoom'' circuit.

The LINE 3 shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE 1, and

LINE 2 but additionally offers these following design attributes:

 2 chassis design (both full size) - 60 lbs net weight

fully dual mono design, featuring 3 toroidal power transformers and

26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high voltage,

precision tracking shunt types)

innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correction

to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and extremely

low 75 ohm/150 ohm (SE/BAL) output impedance

 Unique PCB decoupling system

 Highest quality parts, featuring Multi -Cap, Solen & Wima capacitors

plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes around

but a few times in an audiophile's life. To experience the awe inspiring

LINE 3 For yourself at your local dealer or to receive a complete set of

literature, Call, Write, Fax or E -Mail us today.

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, 16H 514 Tel 1905) 8293838 Fax (905) 829-3033 E -Mail: SFI@sonicfrontiers.com WWW:http://www.sonicfrontiers.com
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

PANASONIC
DVD-A300

DVD PLAYER

anasonic's parent, Matsushita, con-
tributed significantly to the unified
DVD format. That being the case, no
one should be surprised Panasonic is
one of the first to launch DVD in the
United States. In fact, Panasonic is

releasing two DVD players simultaneously,
the Model DVD-A100 ($599.95) and the
more upscale Model DVD-A300 that I re-
viewed.

The two players have the same basic fea-
tures and functions, but the DVD-A300 has
a number of features its sibling lacks. The
most notable difference is probably the
DVD-A300's provision of full 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital decoding and D/A conver-
sion. (Like most DVD players, the DVD-
A100 delivers only two -channel analog out-
put, relying on external processors for

5.1 -channel decoding.) The A300 also has a
front -panel shuttle knob, whose functions
are duplicated by a mini -joystick on the
universal remote control (which is prepro-
grammed for TVs of many brands); a
karaoke sing -along feature, with micro-
phone input and digital echo; and a second
set of rear -panel audio/video outputs. In
addition, the A300's fluorescent display
panel can be switched off.

Both decks play 5- and 3 -inch DVDs
(MPEG-2 video with 5.1 -channel sound),
Video CDs (MPEG-1 video with matrix
surround sound), and regular audio CDs.
The players sense the type of disc that's
loaded (they all look pretty much the same)
and adapt automatically. As far as DVDs go,
the players can handle single- or double -
sided and single- or double -layer discs, pro-

vided they're coded for North America.
(DVDs may carry codes that make them
playable only in specific countries.) For a
double -sided disc, you flip manually at the
end of the side. The Panasonic players will
not read CD-ROMs, CD -Vs, CD+Gs, CD -
Rs, Photo CDs, or PAL DVDs.

Discs load conventionally into a central
tray and are scanned by a red (655-
nanometer) laser through a dual -focus lens
that Matsushita developed. This so-called
"holographic" lens permits the laser to fo-
cus on the information layer of a DVD (ap-
proximately 0.6 millimeter beneath the sur-
face) or the information layer of a CD
(about 1.2 millimeters beneath the surface).

Transport controls are to the right of the
tray: an "Open/Close" bar and buttons for

PANASONIC'S DVD-A300
CAN DELIVER

EXTRAORDINARY

SOUND AND PICTURES.

"Stop," "Still/Pause," and "Play." At the far
right is a shuttle "Search" knob flanked by a
pair of track/chapter "Skip" buttons. To the
left of the DVD-A300's disc tray are con-
trols for headphone level and for the
karaoke microphone and echo levels. Gold-
plated headphone and microphone jacks
are directly below their respective controls.
The on/off switch is at the far left.

The "Digital Audio Out" Toslink optical
jack on the rear panel carries either a PCM
or an AC -3 bitstream, depending on the
disc being played. This lets you use an ex-
ternal Dolby Digital decoder or D/A con-
verter, if you wish. According to Panasonic,
the optical link can't handle 96 -kHz sam-
pled audio; if and when discs with that
sampling rate arrive, you'll have to use the
A300's internal converters.

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 31 in. H x 115/s
in. D (43 cm x 8.8 cm x 29.5 cm).

Weight: 73A lbs. (3.5 kg).

Price: $749.95.

Company Address: One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, N.J. 07094; 888/726-2383.

For literature, circle No. 90
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Next to the optical jack are six gold-plat-
ed RCA jacks for 5.1 -channel audio. Of
these, the "Audio Out (Front)" pair carries
straight stereo when you're playing a CD
and feeds the left and right front channels
from the Dolby Digital internal decoder
when you're playing DVDs. Next to the
"Audio Out (Front)" jacks are a pair
marked "Mixed Audio Out." These carry an
analog Dolby Surround mix derived from
the internally decoded 5.1 -channel sound
and are meant to feed a stereo television (or
an external Dolby Pro Logic decoder,
should you want to use Dolby Pro Logic
rather than Dolby Digital Surround).

Composite -video and S -video output
connectors come next; somewhat removed
from them are three jacks that mate with an
optional RF adaptor for use with TVs that
have no audio or video inputs. ("Broadcast-
ing" to your TV's antenna terminals on
channel 3 or 4, you'll lose stereo and will be
relegated to inferior, broadcast -quality
video. But the RF adaptor could be useful if,
say, you take the DVD-A300 to a vacation
home that doesn't have a real home theater.)
Near the RF adaptor jacks is a tiny "Attenu-
ator" switch, to be used in karaoke mode.

The manual and on -screen menus are
trilingual (English, French, and Spanish),
and, for the most part, you'll use the menus
and remote control to operate the player.
The forward portion of the remote is domi-
nated by a joystick -like "Select" rod that's

THE DVD-A300'S

CD PERFORMANCE,

A MORE REVEALING TEST

THAN YOU MIGHT THINK,

WAS OUTSTANDING.

surroundec by four large pads ("Title,"
"Menu," and two track/chapter "Skip"
pads) and a small one ("Return"). Above
this ensemble are "Power" and "Open/
Close" bars, and below are "Stop" and
"Play" bars. Tilting the joystick forward ac-
tivates "Still/Pause"; tilting it to the right or
left during playback activates forward and
reverse search, which speeds up if you tilt
the joystick a second time. From pause
mode, the same actions elicit slow-motion
playback in either direction. The shuttle

dial on the DVD-A300's front pan-

el essentially duplicates the joy-
stick's search functions.

If you load a DVD that carries
multiple selections, a title menu
usually appears on your TV screen.

You select from that menu by us-
ing the remote's numeric keypad
or tilting the "Select" joystick; you
then press "Select" on the remote
(or "Play" on the front panel). If
the disc has no title menu, play-
back commences from the begin-
ning, automatically. Pressing the
remote's "Title" pad suspends
playback and brings back the
menu screen; the remote's "Dis-
play" key superimposes the title
number, chapter number, and
elapsed time on the screen. Tilting
the joystick moves a cursor from
"Title" to "Chapter" on the on-
screen menu, after which you can
select a chapter in the same ways
you select a title. Via similar ac-
tions, you can skip to any desired
time on the disc.

Repeat -chapter, repeat -title, and
repeat -section are available via the
remote, and you can place up to
three markers to return to scenes
you want to view again. There are
restrictions, however: The repeat
and marker functions work only
with discs that carry an elapsed -
time code, and sections to be re-
peated cannot span chapters.

Three of the remote's buttons
are for functions unique to DVD.
"Subtitle" lets you change the lan-
guage of subtitles, "Audio" lets you

change the language of the dialog,
and "Angle" lets you switch be-
tween tracks shot from different camera an-
gles. For each of these functions, you tilt the
joystick backward or forward to get what
you want. Not all discs will carry subtitles,
multiple languages, or multiple camera an-
gles, but those that do will have DVD
menus, elicited by pressing the remote's
"Menu" key and operating the joystick to
get to the desired activity. "Return" backs
up through nested menus.

The remote's "Setup" key leads to a
menu whose submenus let you set defaults
for a number of DVD functions. The most
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novel of these, "Rating," lets you choose to
play all titles, forbid "Adult" titles, or show
only "Kids' " material; you can set a four -
digit password to lock in your selection.
From the "TV Screen" submenu, you can
choose how widescreen films and programs
will be shown on your TV. The "16:9" set-
ting is used for widescreen TVs; for those
with the conventional 4:3 aspect ratio, you
can opt to show widescreen material letter -
boxed (full -width, with black bands above
and below the picture) or in pan -and -scan
mode, with a portion of the picture en-
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larged to fill the screen. Some DVDs will
carry instructions to tell the player what
part of the picture should be shown in pan -
and -scan mode; widescreen discs that
aren't encoded with pan -and -scan instruc-
tions will be shown letterboxed.

Other "Setup" submenus let you set the
default languages for soundtracks, subtitles,
and menus. For soundtracks, you can
choose English, French, Spanish, "Original"
(the language the film was made in), or
"Other ****." The asterisks indicate that
you should enter a four -digit code corre-
sponding to the desired language. For ex-
ample, if a disc's soundtrack is in Urdu, just
punch up "8582" to hear it. (The manual
lists codes for 124 languages, from Afar to
Zulu.) Selecting a subtitle language is quite
similar, but here "Automatic" replaces
"Original." "Automatic" selects the same
language you've chosen for listening and
displays the subtitles only if that language
isn't on one of the disc's soundtracks.

There remain two other "Setup" sub -
menus. One, "OSD Display," turns the on-
screen display on or off. With the other,
"Surround Sound," you tell the DVD-A300
whether or not center, surround, and sub -
woofer speakers are in your audio system.

Again, I should point out that some fea-
tures-parental lockout (the rating sys-
tem), multiple soundtracks, multiple subti-

ties, and pan-and-scan-require
that the disc be suitably coded. If
the information is not on the disc,
the feature doesn't function; this
has nothing to do with the player.

Measurements
When I had the Panasonic DVD-

A300 in my lab, DVD test discs
weren't yet available, so I could
measure its performance only as a
CD player. For the DVD-A300, this
is more revealing than it might
seem, because playing CDs exercis-
es a player's D/A converters and
output electronics in the same way
that converting a reconstructed
PCM bitstream back to analog
would. The D/A conversion and
the output circuitry following it
govern the sound quality of a DVD
player just as they do that of an au-
dio -only CD player. Decoding a
Dolby Digital bitstream and recon-

stituting it to six PCM channels are strictly
matters of bit manipulation; decoding
should not differ among digital signal pro-
cessing circuits that perform according to
Dolby's strictures.

When evaluated with the CBS CD -1 test
disc, the Panasonic DVD-A300 proved to
be an outstanding
performer. Frequency
response (Fig. 1) is so
flat and so smooth
that I greatly expand-
ed the vertical scale
of the graph, in or-
der to reveal the tiny
amount of ripple that
exists. The D/A con-
verter's total harmon-
ic distortion plus
noise (THD + N) ver-
sus recorded level
(Fig. 2) also is fantas-
tically good, below
-90 dBFS on both
front channels across
the entire test range.
Very unusual! Very
impressive!

Although I didn't expand
scale of Fig. 2 (I thought I'd give you some-
thing to compare directly with other, less
well -endowed players), I did expand the

scale of Fig. 3, which shows converter lin-
earity error versus recorded level. With a
dithered recording, worst -case converter
nonlinearity is a remarkably small 0.25 dB
all the way down to -100 dBFS. Again, im-
pressive, very impressive! Figure 4 shows
the fade -to -noise linearity error for the left
channel (the right was pretty much the
same). Admirable.

At maximum level (0 dBFS), THD + N
versus frequency is also excellent (Fig. 5). It
hits a minimum at 1 kHz (one reason the
curves of Fig. 2 look so good) but remains
at or below 0.008% from 20 Hz to 12.5 kHz.

Some intermodulation with the sampling
rate kicks THD + N up at 16 and 20 kHz,
but the contamination is never greater than
0.0182% of the fundamental.

In Fig. 6, third -octave spectrum analyses

of residual noise and of a 1 -kHz signal at
-60 dBFS, there are virtually no signs of
power -line -related hum. (Oh, yeah, there is
a bit at 60 and 120 Hz, but when hum com-
ponents are 125 dB down, I consider them
zilch!) You'll see small components at twice
and four -times the sampling rate, but
they're negligible. Over just about the entire
audio band, the third -octave noise level ris-
es at 3 dB/octave, an indication that its
character is "white," or random. The noise
power rises in the presence of the -60 dBFS,

1 -kHz signal, but it's

FEW CD PLAYERS

CAN CHALLENGE

THE DVD-A300'S
SUPERB SOUND QUALITY.

the vertical

still -100 dBFS or be-
low even at 20 kHz.
With curves like
these, it's not surpris-
ing that I got superb
figures for the Pana-
sonic's A -weighted
S/N ratio and its
dynamic range (see
"Measured Data").
Quantization noise
was impressive, too.

The weakest test
results (and they're
really not that bad)
were for the DVD-
A300's channel sepa-
ration. The worst
case was for crosstalk
from the left channel

to channel; right -to -left separa -the right
tion was about 15 dB better.

Output level and output impedance were
typical of today's players, and channel bal-
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ance was absolutely perfect. If you want to
listen through headphones, you'll find
more than adequate drive for high- and
low -impedance 'phones. I don't think
many people will use headphones with the
DVD-A300 but why knock a freebie?

For audio, this DVD player is technically

outstanding.

Use and Listening Tests
With only two sampler DVDs at my dis-

posal, it was difficult to give the DVD-A300

as thorough a workout as I would have
liked. Fortunately, I
had laserdiscs of sev-
eral of the flicks that
were excerpted on the
samplers-Twister
and Free Wlly-so I
could make a reason-
ably direct compari-
son between the two
formats. I say rea-
sonably direct, be-
cause the laserdiscs
were widescreen and
the DVD samplers'
excerpts were full -
screen, 4:3 only.

That said, I'll still take the digital disc.
The Panasonic DVD-A300 produced pic-
tures that were at least as sharp as, and ar-
guably sharper than, the laserdisc player's,
and the DVD pictures had purer colors
with notably less chroma noise. I was rarely
aware of motion artifacts (DVD's potential
Achilles' heel), at least not to the extent that
they were bothersome. The sound seemed
somewhat fuller and richer from the DVD-
A300, and the surround effects struck me as
being a bit more all -encompassing on the
DVD-even though the Twister laserdisc
also had an AC -3 track.

I found Panasonic's remote reasonably
intuitive to use, but I couldn't check out all
of the player's features. Neither of the discs
had subtitles (so the subtitle function was
inoperative), only one of the discs had mul-
tiple languages (just a few one -line intro-
ductions of scenes that immediately revert-
ed to English), and only one disc had a
section to demonstrate multiple camera an-
gles. Unfortunately, the resolution and gen-
eral picture quality in this section were not
up to snuff, and I was unable to call up all
three of the angles that I thought were pro-

vided. (I really don't think that third angle
was on the disc, so I'll not fault the player!)

Still -frame picture quality varied, proba-
bly because of the frames I happened to
stop on. The quality of some still frames
was excellent, others were blurred in areas
where the ongoing picture would have
showed motion, and occasional frames had
obvious pixelization in some areas. In some
scenes, still -framing was unstable and por-
tions of the picture flickered. The DVD-
A300's slow motion is basically a series of
still frames strung together, so the same

comments apply-
although, on the
whole, the artifacts
were less noticeable
in slow motion than
in freeze-frame.

The search func-
tion was difficult to
use on DVDs and al-
most impossible on
audio CDs. The
search was really
"search," not the ac-
celerated motion you
get from VCRs. Pic-
tures didn't "tear" as

they do on a VCR, but they did snap from
scene to scene with no sense of continuity.
The advance was so rapid that it was easy to
fly past the point I wanted. The DVD chap-
ter -skip function didn't work properly
(though the same buttons worked fine for
skipping tracks on audio CDs), and I could-
n't set up markers for repeating scenes be-
cause neither DVD sampler carried a time
code. The samplers had no aspect -ratio in-
structions, either, so there was no difference
between the DVD-A300's three "TV
Screen" settings. Finally, the player re-
sponded slowly to most commands; if this
was player- rather than disc -related, I ex-
pect that shifting between alternate video
tracks won't be seamless. This could be a
problem on discs that contain alternate
scenes to offer a choice of story "threads"
(or that include PG- and R-rated versions).
But again, neither sampler offered these
choices, so I can't be sure.

The sound quality of the Panasonic
DVD-A300's internal Dolby Digital de-
coder and D/A converters was superb; few
CD players can challenge it. But you can't
use the A300's internal decoder unless the

COLOR PURITY,

CHROMA NOISE,

AND SHARPNESS

EQUALED OR BETTERED

LASERDISC'S.

MEASURED DATA

Output Level: Line, 2.135 V at 0 dBFS;
headphone, 4.8 V, maximum.

Channel Balance: ±0 dB.
Output Impedance: Line, 1,050 ohms;

headphone, 55 ohms.
Maximum Headphone Power: 600 -

ohm loads, 32.2 mW; 50 -ohm loads,
37.3 mW at 1% THD.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0, -0.22 dB.

THD + N: At 0 dBFS, less than
0.0182%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; at 1 kHz,
below -90.3 dBFS from 0 to -90 dBFS
and below -92.2 dBFS from -30 to
-90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
recording, 0.83 dB from 0 to -90
dBFS; dithered recording, 0.25 dB
from 0 to -100 dBFS.

A -Weighted S/N: -106.3 dBFS for infin-

ity -zero recording.

Quantization Noise: -88.6 dB.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 99.1 dB;

A -weighted, 101.8 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 66.4
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

preamp/processor or receiver that follows
has a six -channel input as well as an analog
volume control for all six. (Not every 5.1 -
channel preamp/processor or receiver does.)
If you therefore have to use the A300's digi-
tal output and the processor or receiver's
Dolby Digital decoder and DACs, you not
only forgo the A300's superb analog quality,
but you may have difficulty keeping the de-
coder locked to the bitstream. With one of
the Dolby Digital decoders I tried, I heard a
click for every scene change and, occasion-
ally, for no apparent reason. I can't be sure
whether that was entirely the DVD-A300's
problem, but the same decoder worked fine
with other AC -3 bitstreams.

A totally new format like DVD can be ex-

pected to have a few glitches, especially on
early samples of first -generation products.
Considering the scope of the undertaking,
I'm surprised there weren't more than I
found. But clearly, Panasonic's DVD-A300
can deliver extraordinary sound and pic-
tures, given well -recorded discs and appro-
priate ancillary equipment. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

PIONEER ELITE
DVL-90

DVD/LASERDISC PLAYER

Redefinition time. Combi-player, old
definition: A device capable of re-
producing laserdiscs and audio
CDs. Combi-player, new definition:
A device capable of reproducing
laserdiscs, CDs, and DVDs-a.k.a.,

the Pioneer Elite DVL-90, which comes as
close to being a universal optical -disc player
as you're likely to find.

True, The DVL-90 will play only those
DVDs that are coded for Region 1 (North
America), but this restriction applies to
every DVD player sold here-thanks to the
movie moguls who wanted a video carrier
that could be used anywhere in the world so
that they could restrict its use and thereby
defeat that capability. (So, what else is new
in Hollywood?) Nor will the DVL-90 han-
dle Video CDs, standard -density discs en-

coded with MPEG-1 digital audio and
video. But those never really took off here,
so that omission will not affect many pur-
chasing decisions.

When playing a laserdisc or DVD, the
DVL-90 delivers both composite- and S -
video signals, with two output jacks for
each. Dolby Digital (AC -3) 5.1 -channel
surround sound from DVD (and those
laserdiscs that carry it) isn't decoded within
the DVL-90, which means you need a Dol-
by Digital Surround decoder (and an RF
demodulator for laserdisc AC -3) down-
stream in the system. This is the sensible
approach to digital surround; there's no
point in paying for more than one AC -3 de-
coder and six -channel D/A conversion in a
system, since you can listen to only one
source at a time. The decoder logically be-

longs in the preamp, processor, or receiver,
where it can handle Dolby Digital bit -
streams from all sources that carry them.

Pioneer provides multiple ways of con-
veying Dolby Digital signals from the DVL-
90 to an external decoder. For laserdiscs,
there's an "AC -3 RF Out (LD)" RCA jack,
which, like all other pin jacks on the player,
is gold-plated. This output sends the raw
RF output from the laserdisc pickup to a
demodulator, which extracts the Dolby
Digital bitstream and hands it off to the
AC -3 decoder. (The demodulator is usually
in the same chassis as the decoder, though
some processors require an external de-
modulator that then feeds a standard digital
input.) For DVD AC -3, there's a "Digital
Out #1" RCA jack (subtitled "PCM/AC-3
Digital") and a Toslink optical connector
marked "PCM/AC-3 Digital (OPT.)" and
subtitled "Selectable to only PCM using

THE DVL-90 COMES AS

CLOSE TO BEING A

UNIVERSAL OPTICAL -DISC

PLAYER AS YOU'RE

LIKELY TO FIND.

GUI." There's also a second coaxial (RCA -
jack) digital output, "Digital Out #2," sub-
titled "PCM."

The subtitles are significant. You don't
want to send a Dolby Digital bitstream di-
rectly to a D/A converter or digital recorder,
as neither will understand the undecoded
signal. With Pioneer's arrangement, you
can cable "Digital Out #1" to an AC -3 de-
coder (which normally will detect whether
the incoming signal is Dolby Digital or
PCM and respond appropriately) and
"Digital Out #2" (which confines itself to
PCM) to a regular stereo D/A converter or

Dimensions: 18'/8 in. W x 55/8 in. H x
181 in. D (45.9 cm x 14.3 cm x 46.3
cm).

Weight: 22.9 lbs. (10.4 kg).
Price: $1,750.

Company Address: 2265 East 220th St.,
Long Beach, Cal. 90810; 800/746-
6337.

For literature, circle No. 91
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digital recorder. (When a DVD with a Dol-
by Digital soundtrack is played, "Digital
Out #2" carries a Dolby Surround stereo
PCM downmix of the Dolby Digital track.)
And you can use Pioneer's graphical user
interface, or GUI, to substitute the Toslink
output for either wired connection.

Accompanying the video and digital au-
dio outputs are two sets of "Audio Out"
RCA jacks. These convey ordinary analog
stereo when playing CDs and Dolby Sur-
round when playing videodiscs (unless the
soundtrack itself is straight stereo or
mono). The output level at these jacks is ad-

justable from the remote, so you must be
somewhat careful when using them to
record to a VCR. Completing the back pan-
el are miniature in and out jacks, for re-
mote -control interconnection with other
Pioneer equipment, and a removable, two -
prong IEC line cord.

Operation of the front -panel controls
should be self-evident to anyone familiar
with laserdisc players. There's a "Power
Standby/On" button at the lower left; a
two-color LED indicates power status. At
the upper right are three buttons that open
and close the small ("DVD/CD") and large
("LD") trays and stop the player. Below are
larger bars for play/pause and scan/skip for-

ward or backward. The disc -loading mech-
anism is directly above the display. The dis-
play's illumination can be toggled with an
"FL Off" button.

On the remote, many of the infrequently
used controls are concealed behind a sliding

THE PLAYER

CAN REMEMBER

RESUME POINTS

FOR AS MANY AS FIVE

SUITABLY ENCODED DVDs.

door. These include "Disc Side" to switch
between playing sides of a laserdisc, still -
frame advance on laserdisc and DVD, and
still -frame backup (laserdisc only). A
"CHP/Time" button displays, on the first
press, the DVD or laserdisc chapter number
(track number on CDs) and, on the second
press, time, and enables you to search for a
different chapter or time using the numeric
keypad that's also behind the door. DVD

chapter search is limited to chap-
ters within the same title, and
DVD time search requires that the
disc be encoded with time infor-
mation. Track/chapter repeat, title
repeat, repeat playback of both
sides of a laserdisc, and repeat
playback of (or return to) a speci-
fied location are possible by enter-
ing the proper sequence on the
"Repeat" and "A -B" keys. Because

these functions depend on appro-
priate encoding of the DVD, not
all functions will be available on
every DVD.

Random playback of laserdiscs
and CDs is activated with the
"Random" button and stopped
with "Clear." Programmed play-
back of suitably encoded DVDs,
laserdiscs, and CDs is available
with the "Program" button and
keypad. It's cleared with "Clear,"
activated with "Enter" (one of the
remote's major controls), and dis-
continued by pressing "Stop" twice
(another of the remote's always ac-
cessible controls).

The remote operates the main
transport controls via an elliptical,
four -button array with a central
"Enter" (play) key. The 3 o'clock
and 9 o'clock keys activate "FWD"
and "REV," respectively. Noon is
"Pause," and 6 o'clock is "Stop."
These buttons also serve to control
the cursor whenever on -screen
menus are used. An outer rectangular array
of pads provides the skip controls-"Next"
at 4 o'clock, "PREV" at 7 o'clock-and
three pads ("Title," "Menu," and "Return")
that are used primarily (but not exclusively)
for DVD playback.

"Aspect," "Subtitle," "Angle," and "Au-
dio" keys are on the remote's main panel
and select those functions on DVDs that are
encoded with multiple aspect ratios, subti-
tles, viewing angles, or languages. Aspect
ratio is changed via an on -screen menu;
subtitles, viewing angles, and languages are
chosen in cyclic fashion by pressing the
same key multiple times. When you're play-
ing laserdiscs, "Audio" cycles through six
presentations: analog stereo, left -channel
analog mono, right -channel analog mono,
left -channel digital mono, right -channel
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o

digital mono, and digital stereo (the choice
you'd normally make). When you're play-
ing CDs, "Audio" cycles through three
choices: left -channel mono, right -channel
mono, and digital stereo. Volume up and
down keys adjust the level at the two analog
audio outputs.

With the "Last Memo" key, you can mark
the point at which you wish to resume play-
back. The player can remember the resume
points for as many as five DVDs (provided
they're suitably encoded), which can be re-
moved from the player and reinserted later.
The feature is a bit less versatile with
laserdisc than with DVD, because the LD
must remain in the player. "Last Memo"
stores the audio, display, and mode settings
(as well as the start point), so playback re-
sumes with the same settings used previ-
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ously. The memory for a disc is automati-
cally erased when playback resumes.

The "Condition" key memorizes your fa-
vorite settings for as many as 30 DVDs, but
memory will be lost during a power outage.
"Mode" brings up four on -screen icons-
"Cinema 1," "Cinema 2," "Animation,"
and "Standard"-that enable certain dis-
play modifications when playing DVDs. For
example, "Cinema 1" changes the screen
background when the player is stopped,
"Cinema 2" sharpens picture contrast, and
"Animation" brightens colors.

The DVL-90 also offers variable digital
noise reduction (V-DNR) for the lumi-
nance and chrominance components of
laserdisc signals. V-DNR is controlled
through one of Pioneer's many GUI on-
screen menus. With these menus, you can
change parental lockout level, activate a
screen saver, change the signal fed to the op-
tical digital interface, check program titles,

IOOk 200k

and so forth. In short, you use the
GUI to operate and check almost
all of the Pioneer Elite DVL-90's
many features.

Measurements
Lacking DVD test discs, I could-

n't make technical measurements
of the DVL-90's DVD video per-
formance. However, I could evalu-
ate its laserdisc video performance
using the standard Pioneer test LD.
Results were excellent across the
board. Luminance -channel re-
sponse (related to horizontal reso-
lution) was down just a shade more

o than 6 dB at the highest frequency
on the disc (4.1 MHz); luminance
(brightness) level was spot on the
mark; and chroma level, although
low, was less so than typical. (Chro-
ma level relates to color saturation,
and video monitors automatically
adjust for differences in incoming
level provided it's not too far off;
this one certainly is well within the
normal correction range.)

Chroma phase and differential
phase accuracy were as perfect as I
can measure, which means that the
various shades of color were accu-
rate and that hue didn't vary with
scene brightness. The gray scale
was perfectly linear, too, which ver-

ifies that the player is capable of reproduc-
ing subtle brightness differences accurately.
I detected a small amount of chroma differ-
ential -gain error (shifts in color saturation
with changes in scene brightness), but the
figure cited in "Measured Data" is well
within normal bounds. Clearly, Pioneer has
not forgotten how to design a really first-
rate laserdisc player.

I measured the DVL-90's audio perform-
ance by playing my usual test CD (the CBS
CD -1) and monitoring signals at the audio
output jacks with the volume control at
maximum. Output level and impedance
were typical, and channel balance was as
close to perfect as can be documented.
Channel separation was outstanding, but
most of the other audio data bears a word
of explanation.

For the past few years, Pioneer has been
enamored of its proprietary Legato Link
digital -to -analog converter, which it says re-

creates musical overtones beyond the 20 -
kHz limit that is imposed by 44.1 -kHz sam-

pling, the rate used for Compact Discs. Pio-
neer has presented technical papers at

THE DVL-90'S RESULTS

FOR NOISE AND

DYNAMIC RANGE

ARE VERY IMPRESSIVE.

Audio Engineering Society conventions
suggesting that response beyond 20 kHz has
audible benefits, and the company has
strongly supported the use of 96 -kHz sam-
pling for DVD audio. In all fairness, the jury
is out regarding whether such a high sam-
pling rate is needed.

For now, there's Legato Link, but I con-
fess that I am not a fan of any of its incarna-
tions. I cannot fathom how a circuit can tell
which overtones are absent and re-create
them with any degree of fidelity. Nor have
my tests indicated that this is what actually
happens in a Legato Link converter. For ex-
ample, analysis of the DVL-90's output
simply shows additional components that
represent intermodulation of the signal
with the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate. These
components vary with signal level and fre-
quency, but not in any musically related
manner that I can see. In fact, these compo-
nents are precisely the type of crossproduct
that most designers go to considerable
lengths to avoid.

That said, there apparently are enough
people who have responded positively to
Legato Link for Pioneer to use this system
in its high -end Elite series. Since Legato
Link produces some rather strange test re-
sults, one can argue that the data should be
interpreted in light of Pioneer's goals rather
than by absolute comparison with the per-
formance data for other products. For ex-
ample, frequency response taken at 0 dBFS
(Fig. 1) begins to roll off above 10 kHz or so
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and is down almost 4 dB at 20 kHz. (Note
that I've used a vertical scale in Fig. 1 that
encompasses this unusually wide range.)
Perhaps the response rolls off to "make
room" for the spectral components that
Legato Link adds without changing the to-
tal level of high -frequency energy, but this
is not something that's easily verified.

Figure 2 shows total harmonic distortion
plus noise (THD + N) versus frequency at 0
dBFS. The curve looks normal out to about
5 kHz but then rises sharply, reaching 0.1%
at 10 kHz and a whopping 8.12% at 18 kHz.
Obviously, these numbers are orders of
magnitude higher than we typically see
from a CD player, and spectral analysis re-
vealed that the "distortion" components
were the intermodulation crossproducts
mentioned above. Since the crossproducts

ANYONE ACCUSTOMED TO

VHS TAPE

WILL BE BLOWN AWAY

BY DVD PLAYBACK

ON THE DVL-90.

are purposely introduced, do they represent
"worse" or "better" performance? The an-
swer will depend very much on your opin-
ion of the concept underlying Legato Link.

The Legato Link converters in the DVL-
90 are quite linear, as the plots of Fig. 3 (lin-
earity error versus level) and Fig. 4 (fade to
noise) indicate. Note that these plots are for
frequencies low enough that Legato Link
doesn't affect the results. The THD + N ver-
sus level curve of Fig. 5 is first-rate, but,
once again, the data was taken at a relatively
low 1 kHz, where Legato Link presumably
is quiescent.

The DVL-90's A -weighted noise on the
"digital -zero" track was an amazingly low
-126.2 dBFS. And, as the spectrum analysis
of Fig. 6 shows, power -line hum is absolute-

ly negligible, which testifies to good circuit
layout and an excellent power supply. There
are a few ultrasonic line components that
occur at unusual frequencies-approxi-
mately 28, 71, and 141 kHz. (When ultra-
sonic line components are present, they're
usually related to the sampling rate.) These
are so small as to be inconsequential, how-
ever, and I presume that their unusual
placement is related to Legato Link.

The A -weighted noise figure given above

relates mainly to the performance of the
analog output electronics, which clearly are
of excellent design. The quantization noise
and dynamic range listed in "Measured
Data" include converter effects and there-
fore are more meaningful. This data, too, is
very impressive.

So, Legato Link aside, the DVL-90 has ex-

cellent D/A converters. The ultimate judg-
ment therefore boils down to what you
think of Legato Link.

Use and Listening Tests

Actually, except for recording or feeding
a second system, you probably won't make
much use of the DVL-90's own D/A con-
verters in a typical home theater. More like-
ly, audio will pass from the DVL-90 to the
preamp, processor, or receiver in digital
form for decoding and D/A conversion
there. That definitely is the most desirable
arrangement when playing DVDs or
laserdiscs with Dolby Digital soundtracks. I
did, however, connect the DVL-90's analog
audio outputs to my preamp/processor and
listened to a few CDs via Legato Link. I
can't say I've changed my mind; I still find
the Legato Link sound hard and unmusical.
To each his own.

For the most part, I used the DVL-90 as
you probably would. I fed laserdisc Dolby
Digital to my processor's RF AC -3 input,
DVD Dolby Digital to my processor's "bit -
stream" AC -3 input, and stereo or matrix
Dolby Surround-in digital form-to a
PCM digital input on my processor. All D/A

conversion, therefore, was performed in the
processor, not in the DVL-90. Thus, the
preamp/processor and subsequent equip-
ment were the determining factors in estab-
lishing sound quality, not the DVL-90. All

ATA

D/A CONVERTER
Line Output Voltage for 0-dBFS Re-

corded Level: 2.15 V.

Channel Balance: ±0.01 dB.
Line Output Impedance: 935 ohms.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

+0, -3.81 dB.
THD + Nat 0 dBFS: Less than 0.1%, 20

Hz to 10 kHz, and less than 8.12% to
20 kHz.

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -92.2 dBFS
from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -96.8
dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: To -90
dBFS with undithered recording, 0.44
dB; to -100 dBFS with dithered
recording, 3.14 dB.

A -Weighted S/N for Infinity -Zero
Signal: 126.2 dB.

Quantization Noise: -96.4 dBFS.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 99.3 dB;

A -weighted, 101.4 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
111.3 dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

LASERDISC VIDEO

Luminance Frequency Response: -0.6
dB at 500 kHz, -2.3 dB at 1.25 MHz,
-3.5 dB at 2 MHz, -4.1 dB at 3 MHz,
-4.3 dB at 3.58 MHz, and -6.1 dB at
4.1 MHz.

Luminance Level: +0.2 dB.
Chroma Level: -3.3 dB.
Gray -Scale Linearity: No measurable

error.
Chroma Phase Accuracy: Within 2°.
Chroma Differential Gain:
Chroma Differential Phase: ±2°.

the DVL-90 need do is feed the processor a
solid RF carrier from laserdisc Dolby Digi-
tal and a strong bitstream from DVD Dolby
Digital so that the demodulator/decoders
can do their job without ticks, pops, or
other loss -of -sync artifacts. This it did
without a glitch, whether I used the optical
or the coaxial connections.

I like Pioneer's remote; I found its opera-
tion intuitive. You will need illumination to
see it in a darkened room, but that's usually
the case. When I was playing a DVD, still -
frame quality depended on the frame I

Continued on page 56
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EQUIPMENT
D. B. KEELE, JR.

POLK AUDIO
RT7 SPEAKER
AND PSW300

POWERED SUBWOOFER

olk Audio's RT (Reference Theater)
speakers are designed to perform
well in both home theater and two -
channel stereo music systems. The
line consists of five floor -standing
speakers, three bookshelf models,

plus a speaker designed specifically for sur-
round -channel application. (All of the
floor -standing and bookshelf speakers are
magnetically shielded for placement near

TV screens.) The two-way RT7 is the largest
of the bookshelf models; it's moderately
priced at just under $450 per pair.

The subwoofer I reviewed with the RT7s
is Polk's PSW300, the most expensive of the
company's three powered subwoofers. The
combination of the RT7s and PSW300
yields a high-performance satellite/sub-
woofer system for stereo music; with the
addition of a center speaker and a pair of

surround speakers, it would make a credible
home theater setup. (Polk suggests using its
best center -channel and surround speakers,
the CS350 and LSf/x, both of which are tim-

bre -matched to the RT7.)

Polk Audio's long-standing research pro-
gram in loudspeaker design has yielded
more than 20 patents since the company's
founding in 1972. The RT7 incorporates
two proprietary technologies, Dynamic
Balance and Acoustic Resonance Control
(ARC); the PSW300 uses two others, High
Velocity Compression Drive (HVCD) and
the Power Port.

Dynamic Balance refers to a combination
of materials, component geometry, and
construction techniques that Polk says re-
duces or eliminates driver resonances. It
emerged from laser-interferometry research
on resonant behavior of vibrating surfaces,
done in conjunction with Johns Hopkins
University (the alma mater of Polk's
founders).

Acoustic Resonance Control uses two
ports, of unequal length, to reduce frequen-

RT7 SPEAKER

Rated Frequency Response: 49 Hz to
25 kHz, +0, -3 dB.

Rated Sensitivity: 89.5 dB at 1 meter,
2.83 V rms applied.

Rated Impedance: Compatible with 8 -
ohm outputs.

Recommended Amplifier Power: 20 to
150 watts.

Dimensions: 19 in. H x 91 in. W x
111 in. D (48.3 cm x 24.1 cm x 29.2
cm).

Weight: 27 lbs. (12.3 kg) each.
Price: $224.95 each.

PSW300 POWERED SUBWOOFER

Rated Frequency Response: 28 Hz to
125 kHz, ±3 dB.

Rated Impedance: Speaker -level inputs,
4.7 kilohms; line -level inputs, 22
kilohms.

Dimensions: 18 in. H x 121/4 in. W x 20
in. D (45.7 cm x 31.1 cm x 50.8 cm).

Weight: 49 lbs. (22.3 kg) each.
Price: $799.95 each.

Company Address: 5601 Metro Dr.,
Baltimore, Md. 21215; 800/377-7655.

For literature, circle No. 92
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cy response aberrations caused by front -to -
back standing waves in a speaker enclosure.

Polk says these resonances can give vocals
or other midrange sounds a "thick" or
"chesty" quality and induce "both frequen-
cy and time response errors which audibly
degrade the midrange clarity and imaging
performance of the speaker." To reduce
such resonances, ARC uses destructive in-
terference from the output of an additional
port. The length of this second port's duct
is adjusted so that its fundamental organ -
pipe resonance coincides with the reso-
nance produced by the cabinet's internal
depth. The response peak caused by the in-
ternal front -to -back standing wave is can-
celed by the second port's output, which
has opposite polarity. The second port also
helps tune the cabinet for proper low -fre-
quency operation.

The PSW300 subwoofer's new technolo-
gies, High Velocity Compression Drive and
the Power Port, were described by Matthew
Polk in the May 1996 issue of Audio ("More

Bass in Less Space"). HVCD is a technique
for designing single -tuned bandpass vented
woofers whose acoustic output is high and
whose enclosure size is minimal; it requires
a driver with high moving mass and a very
large magnet structure. The Power Port is
intended to minimize wind noise and max-
imize bass output by improving a vented
enclosure's acoustic coupling to the room.

The RT7's long -throw, 8 -inch woofer has

an injection -molded rubber surround and
a steel basket it is magnetically shielded by
a second magnet and a steel cup. The sur-
round extends to the edge of the basket,
which Polk says damps basket ringing. The
speaker's 1 -inch dome tweeter combines
hard and soft materials, in what Polk calls a
Tri-Laminate structure; the dome is formed
by vapor -depositing a mixture of steel and
aluminum or a soft polymer base.

The RT7's two flared ports, at the bottom
of the front panel, are each 11/2 inches in di-
ameter but differ in length. The first port is
41 inches long; the ARC port, which ex-
tends to within 2 inches of the speaker's
back panel, is 8 inches long.

You may wonder why the ARC port's
length isn't exactly equal to the cabinet's
depth, which would seemingly make its
fundamental organ -pipe resonance equal to
that of the standing wave. The reason is that
the port's effective acoustic length signifi-

candy exceeds its actual length be- too

cause of acoustical effects at both
its ends. And the reason two ports
are used instead of one is that a sin-

gle port of the correct length for
the ARC correction would tune the
system lower than desired for
proper bass response. A second, so

shorter, port must therefore be
added to tune the cabinet to a
higher frequency. This port's own
organ -pipe resonance could theo-
retically interfere with the woofer's
output. However, because it's
shorter, its resonant frequency is
much higher and the Q of that res-
onance is significantly lower than
the ARC port's; this makes its effect
on response much less significant.

The walls and rear panel of the
RT7's cabinet are of 3/4 -inch medi-

um -density fiberboard, while the
front panel is of 1 -inch medium -
density -fiberboard to decrease
panel vibration. No internal brac-
ing is used. Two -inch -thick Dacron

batting is used for internal damp-
ing. The detachable grille's frame
is of 3/s -inch medium -density -
fiberboard.

The RT7's nominal
crossover frequency is
3.2 kHz. Polk points out
that this relatively high
frequency "places the
crossover out of the
critical midrange area
where the ear is most
likely to hear the nonlinearities and
phase shift associated with cross-
over networks." The crossover con-
sists of a 12-dB/octave high-pass
filter ahead of the tweeter and an
even simpler, 6-dB/octave low-pass
(a single laminated steel -core in-
ductor in series) feeding the
woofer. This is accomplished with
just six components, including a
small bypass capacitor across a
larger capacitor in the tweeter cir-
cuit. All internal connections are
made with 18 -gauge stranded wire,

which is soldered to the crossover and input
terminals but connected to the drivers with
clips. Input connections are via a set of
large gold-plated binding posts on the rear,
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Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis
frequency response of RT7
bookshelf speaker.
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Fig. 2-Frequency response
of PSW300 subwoofer for
three crossover settings.
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Table I-PSW300 frequency range as a function of the crossover's

low-pass control setting.

Low -Pass Setting

Counterclockwise ("50")

Middle ("80")

Clockwise ("125")

Frequency Range

-3 dB PASSBAND -6 dB PASSBAND

34to57Hz
35 to 63 Hz

36 to 87 Hz

29 to 69 Hz

30 to 87 Hz

31 to 101 Hz

100 1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 3-RT7's on -axis phase
response, group delay, and
waveform phase.
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which are angled upward for easy access; bi-
wiring is not supported.

The PSW300 powered subwoofer is only
about 50% larger than an RT7, yet it packs a
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Fig. 4-RT7's horizontal
off -axis frequency
responses.
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Fig. 5-RT7's vertical
off -axis frequency
responses.
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Fig. 6-RT7's impedance
magnitude (A) and phase (B).

lot of low -frequency wallop. The very ro-
bust, 10 -inch shielded woofer has a very
long excursion capability. Its extremely
rigid cone is made of an injection -molded
polymer/mineral composite, and the sur-
round is of butyl rubber.

The PSW300's single -tuned bandpass
enclosure consists of a closed box on one

side of the woofer and a vented box

on the other side; the sound output
is radiated by the port of the vent-
ed box. The PSW300's port is
Polk's Power Port. In the PSW300,
the port faces downward into a
bottom panel, or plinth, which
forms the base of the cabinet. A
flared cone below the port directs
the sound radially, providing a
constantly expanding cross-sec-
tional area that smooths airflow.
The sound exits the port through a
2 -inch gap around the bottom of
the woofer. Polk says that this vent-
ing method yields far less air tur-
bulence, noise, and energy loss
than a standard vent radiating the
same acoustic power. Polk also says

that radiating the sound around
the periphery of the enclosure at
floor level provides more efficient
loading, increasing bass output
and making it more consistent, so
that "the PSW300 suffers less from
room placement problems than
competing, conventionally ported
subwoofers."

The rear of the PSW300 houses
a 125 -watt amplifier whose cooling
fins are exposed. The amplifier,
with all its controls and connec-
tions, forms a sealed, removable
subassembly. Like most powered
subwoofers, the PSW300 has con-
trols for level and crossover fre-
quency (adjustable from 50 to 125
Hz) and switches for polarity and
power (including an auto -on posi-
tion). Compressor circuitry pro-
tects both the subwoofer and its
amplifier against overloads. The
PSW300 has speaker- and line -lev-
el inputs and outputs.

B Measurements
The RT7's on -axis frequency re-

sponse, measured in a large ane-
choic chamber, is shown in Fig. 1; I made
these tests at the height recommended by
Polk Audio, with the measurement micro-
phone positioned halfway between the
woofer and tweeter. The curve made with-
out the speaker's grille was smoothed with
a tenth -octave filter; the curve made with
the grille was not smoothed.

With the grille removed, the RT7's over-
all response fits a tight window of 5.5 dB
(±2.75 dB, referenced to 1 kHz) from 63 Hz
to 20 kHz. No sharp peaks or dips are evi-
dent in the unsmoothed curve. The grille
causes minimal change in response; the
main effect is a slight reduction in output
between 7 and 12 kHz. The RT7 should
sound equally good with or without its grille.

Averaged from 250 Hz to 4 kHz (giving
equal emphasis to each third -octave band),
the RT7's sensitivity measured 88.2 dB SPL,

fairly close to Polk's rating of 89.5 dB. Up to

12 kHz, the two RT7s matched closely,
within ±0.5 dB. At higher frequencies, one
speaker's output dipped below its mate's; at
14.5 kHz, the difference was about 3 dB.
The response of the RT7 that produced the
higher output is presented in Fig. 1.

The PSW300 subwoofer's anechoic fre-
quency response, measured 1 meter from
the front of the cabinet, is shown in Fig. 2.
(The subwoofer's level control was at its
midposition, 12 o'clock, and a signal of 2.83
volts rms was applied to one speaker -level
input.) These response curves were made
with the Polk's low-pass frequency control
set to its counterclockwise position (50 Hz),

THE PSW300

HAD IMPRESSIVELY HIGH,

CLEAN OUTPUT

AND A HEALTHY, 1 -INCH

PEAK EXCURSION!

its midpoint (80 Hz), and its full clockwise
position (125 Hz). Table I lists the
PSW300's -3 dB and -6 dB bandpass
ranges (referenced to the peak response,
which occurs at about 45 Hz) for each of
these low-pass settings.

Figure 3 shows the RT7's phase and
group -delay responses, referenced to the
tweeter's arrival time, and its waveform
phase. The phase curve is well behaved and
decreases about 208° between 1 and 10 kHz,
about average for a two-way speaker of the
RT7's size. When averaged between 1 and 4
kHz, the group -delay curve indicates that
the woofer lags the tweeter by a fairly short
0.18 millisecond. The waveform phase,
which directly indicates waveshape fidelity
in specific frequency ranges, shows that
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The PSW300 subwoofer's
Power Port.

waveshapes will not be preserved by the
RT7 over any significant frequency span.
However, this is normal for direct -radiator
speakers whose drivers are on a single baffle

plane. Interestingly, the waveform phase
undulates between 90° and 180° from 160
Hz to 4 kHz, indicating that waveshapes
will be more or less inverted in this range.

Figure 4 shows the RT7's responses off
and on its horizontal axis; on -axis response
is the bold curve at the rear of the graph.
The curve -to -curve uniformity indicates
very wide and even horizontal coverage. In
the main horizontal listening window, ±15°
of the axis, the responses are very uniform,
matching each other within 2 dB all the way
to 20 kHz.

Figure 5 shows the RT7's responses off
and on its vertical axis; the bold curve in the
middle is the response on the suggested lis-
tening axis, halfway between the woofer
and tweeter. The curves are quite uniform
except for a significant narrowing in the
lower treble. For listeners on the axis or
within 10° above it, response is fairly uni-
form and flat. But below the axis, a signifi-
cant depression develops between about 1.5
and 7 kHz. (This depression, which reaches
nearly -15 dB at 15° below axis, is not clear-
ly seen in Fig. 5. It occurs in the rear half of
the plot and is obscured by the on -axis
ridge.) The RT7's polar pattern is skewed
slightly upward through the crossover
range.

In the RT7's impedance -magnitude
curve (Fig. 6A), the two peaks and a dip
that characterize vented enclosures are
clearly evident below 100 Hz; the dip at
about 42 Hz is the approximate frequency
of the vented -box tuning. The maximum
impedance, 16.6 ohms, is at 76 Hz, the vent-
ed system's upper impedance peak. The
minimum impedance, 4.1 ohms, occurs at
175 Hz. The impedance falls to an almost

equally low 4.2 ohms at 5 kHz, a
little above crossover. A slight im-
pedance anomaly is evident at 186
Hz, just above the minimum im-
pedance. The RT7's impedance
varies over a range of about 4 to 1;
to ensure that your cables cause no
response peaks or dips greater than
0.1 dB, you would need to limit the
series resistance to 0.063 ohm or
less. For a typical run of about 10
feet, this would require 12 -gauge
(or heavier), low -inductance cable.

Figure 6B shows the RT7's im-
pedance phase versus frequency.
The phase glitch at 186 Hz corre-
sponds to the slight anomaly in the
impedance magnitude at this fre-
quency. Because the RT7's imped-
ance never goes below 4 ohms and
the variations in its impedance
magnitude and phase are moder-
ate, this speaker will be a fairly easy
load for most amplifiers. Two RT7s

should not be paralleled on a single
amplifier channel, however, unless
the amp is rated to drive 2 -ohm
loads.

The RT7's vented -box loading
worked very well, reducing cone
excursion at box resonance by a
significant 70%. As an experiment,
I covered each of the ports in turn
and checked the vented -box reso-
nance frequency. With both ports
open, the tuning was about 45 Hz.
(Resonance measurements can
vary by a few Hz, depending on the
test methods used.) Blocking the
longer port changed the tuning to
40 Hz; blocking the shorter one
dropped it to a low 33 Hz. The
RT7's woofer had a fairly healthy
maximum excursion of 0.4 inch,
peak to peak, and it overloaded
quite gracefully. I noted some dy-
namic offset.

To investigate the effect of Polk's
Acoustic Resonance Control, I took
several additional response curves
with the ARC port open and with it
blocked. When measured at 1 or 2
meters, the response from 700 to
900 Hz was definitely smoother
with both ports open, but the ARC
port's cancellation effect did seem
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Fíg. 7-RT7's 3 -meter
room response.
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quite sensitive to the height of the test mi-
crophone. At points closer to the RT7 and
below its axis, response was often smoother
with the ARC port closed.

Figure 7 shows the 3 -meter room curve
for the RT7, with raw and smoothed data.
The speaker was in the right-hand stereo
position and on a 22 -inch -high stand; the
test microphone was at ear height (36 inch-
es) at the main listening position on the
sofa. If you exclude the peak at 140 Hz and
the dip at 280 Hz, the smoothed curve fits a
fairly tight, 10 -dB, window. It fits an even
tighter, 7 -dB, window above 670 Hz and is
quite flat, smooth, and extended above 3
kHz. Overall, the smoothed curve fits a
loose, 16.5 -dB, window.

Figure 8 shows the RT7's EI (41.2 -Hz)
harmonic distortion. The second harmonic
reaches a moderate 7.1% at 50 watts, and
the third a slightly lower 6.8%. Higher har-
monics were less than 1.5%. At 1 meter in
free space and with 50 watts of input, the
speaker generates a fairly usable 92 dB SPL
at 41.2 Hz.

The RT7's only measurable Az (110 -Hz)
harmonic distortion at 50 watts consisted
of a moderate 10% second harmonic and
3.2% third harmonic. The A4 (440 -Hz) dis-
tortion rose to a more significant 15% sec-
ond harmonic, but the third harmonic
reached only 2.3%, and higher harmonics
were less than 0.5%. In free space and with
50 watts of input, the RT7 generated fairly
healthy levels, in the range of 104 to 106 dB
SPL at 110 and 440 Hz when measured
from 1 meter away.

Figure 9 shows how the RT7's intermod-
ulation distortion (IM) rises as power in-
creases from 0.1 to 50 watts, with a test sig-

nal consisting of 440 -Hz (A4) and
41.2 -Hz (E1) tones of equal power.
The IM rises smoothly and reaches
a moderate 10.8% at full power;
that's a good result, considering
that both frequencies are repro-
duced by the same driver.

When I swept the RT7 with
high-level sine waves, I noted one
significant box -wall resonance at
186 Hz, coinciding with the glitch-
es in the impedance curves. At this
frequency, the whole cabinet-
sides, top, front, and back-ap-
peared to take off. Both RT7s ex-
hibited this characteristic.

Like the RT7, the PSW300 subwoofer
had a significant (though lesser) box -wall
resonance. This resonance, at 130 Hz, in-
volved the sides, top, and rear of the box. At
40 Hz and above, the PSW300's ability to
deliver clean output was quite impressive,
though there was much less clean output
below 40 Hz. Fortunately, the acoustic low-
pass action of the bandpass enclosure
filtered out most distortion. Wind noise

TOGETHER,

THE RT7s AND PSW300

GREATLY EXCEEDED

MY EXPECTATIONS.

from the Power Port was fairly low but still
evident on test tones. The 10 -inch woofer
had a very healthy excursion of more than
1 inch, peak to peak!

The PSW300's EI (41.2 -Hz) harmonic
distortion is shown in Fig. 10 for an input
of 20 volts rms applied to one speaker -level
input. I set the subwoofer's level control at
its middle position and turned up its low-
pass frequency control to 125 Hz. (In Fig.
10 the input level scale is in volts instead of
watts, because the PSW300 is powered by
its built-in, 125 -watt amp. Its input imped-
ance is 4.7 kilohms, and thus it draws no
real power from the main amp in the user's
system. In practice, the input voltage for the
distortion levels shown will vary with the
PSW300's level -control setting.) The sec-
ond harmonic reaches a moderate 9%, the
third rises to 6%, and all higher harmonics

are 0.7% or less. With 20 volts rms applied
to the speaker -level input, the PSW300 gen-
erates a robust 105 dB SPL at 41.2 Hz,
measured at 1 meter in free space.

The peak acoustic output of the PSW300
and RT7, and the RT7's short-term peak
power input capabilities, are shown (with
room gain) in Fig. 11. (The PSW300's con-
trols were set as before, with the signal ap-
plied to one speaker -level input.) The RT7's

peak input power, calculated by assuming a
resistive 8 -ohm input impedance, starts low
(7 watts at 20 Hz), rises quickly to a peak of
125 watts at 46 Hz (near box resonance),
falls to 75 watts at 80 Hz, and then rises to
about 500 watts between 150 and 400 Hz.
(At higher input power levels, the RT7's
sound between 80 and 500 Hz became
harsh and significantly distorted; this may
have been caused by core saturation in the
crossover's low-pass series inductor.) At
higher frequencies, the peak input power
rises smoothly; it is about 3,200 watts above
2 kHz.

The maximum peak output of the RT7
starts at an unusably low 74 dB SPL at 20
Hz, rises very rapidly to a 117 -dB peak at
126 Hz, and drops to 113.5 dB at 200 Hz. It
then rises smoothly, reaching about 123 to
127 dB SPL above 1 kHz.

The PSW300 subwoofer's maximum
peak SPL starts at a quite usable 92 dB SPL
at 20 Hz, rises very rapidly to reach 112 to
115 dB between 42 and 95 Hz, and drops
rapidly above 100 Hz. At 40 Hz and above,
the PSW300's bass output was quite im-
pressive. In this test, the PSW300's internal
compressor did not limit input level in the
20-, 25-, and 31.5 Hz -bands until after the
subwoofer overloaded and began to sound
very distorted. But at higher frequencies,
the compression ensured that the output
was always fairly clean, no matter how high
the input. When input level was above the
compressor's limiting point, output did not
increase any further; the curve was taken
just below that point. For maximum out-
put, 90 to 100 Hz would be the logical point
to cross over between the RT7 and the
PSW300.

Use and Listening Tests
The RT7s I tested were covered on all six

sides in black wood -grain vinyl, the only
finish available. They were quite good-
looking, with or without their grilles. The
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cabinet's beveled front edges contributed
greatly to the speaker's appearance. When
the RT7's grille was off, my eye was drawn
to the gasketless woofer, whose surround
extends all the way to the edge of the frame;
to the two flared port tubes on the bottom
of the enclosure; and to the flush mounting
of the woofer and tweeter. There are no
sockets for attaching spikes.

The owrer's manual for the RT7 covers
Polk's complete line of RT loudspeakers
and is in four languages. Although the
manual covers stereo and home theater set-
ups, speaker placement, hookup, required
amplifier power, service, and specifications,
most topics are not covered in much depth.
The PSW300's manual is significantly more
detailed.

I evaluated the Polk speakers as a pair of
satellites with a subwoofer, not as speakers
in a home theater setup. Auxiliary equip-
ment included a Krell KRC preamp, a
Crown Macro Reference power amplifier,
and Straight Wire Maestro cabling.

I first listened to the RT7s alone, and I
was quite impressed with their overall
sound and bass extension. Although their
bass sounded a bit lightweight versus that
of the B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s I use for
comparisons, they nevertheless made a
good account of themselves on music
whose bass was mainly above 40 Hz, such as
most pop/rock and jazz. The RT7s' tonal
balance was quite similar to the 801s', but
the Polks were slightly brighter. Further lis-
tening revealed midrange differences be-
tween the speakers, with the B&Ws sound-
ing somewhat smoother. Classical music
sounded top-notch on the RT7s, with very
good imaging and soundstaging.

I then connected the PSW300 sub -
woofer's input to the RT7's speaker termi-
nals. This provided a proper stereo drive to
the PSW300 but did not provide any high-
pass filtering for the RT7s. I experimented
with different placements of the subwoofer
and settled on a centered location against
the rear wall, about 31 feet behind the
RT7s. With the PSW300's low-pass fre-
quency set at 80 Hz and its level control at
the 11 o'clock position, the Polk setup's
bass output was about equal to the B&Ws'.
The Polks sounded smoothest when I set
the subwoofer's "Phase" switch for reversed
polarity. This improved bass sound signifi-
cantly but still left the RT7s straining on

material that had high levels of low bass,
because they were not high -passed.

I then changed connections, driving the
PSW300's line -level inputs from my pre -
amp and feeding the subwoofer's high -
passed line -level outputs to the power am-
plifier that drove the RT7s. This provided
the cleanest sound and the lowest inter -
modulation distortion on music having
high levels of low bass. Connected this way,
the sound of the three-piece Polk system
changed from merely good to excellent. On
most recordings, the Polk setup's bass re-
sponse equaled or exceeded that of the
B&Ws; only on music having high levels of
very low bass, below 30 Hz, were the B&Ws

superior.

Rear of PSW300 subwoofer.

The RT7s had significantly greater sensi-
tivity than the 801s, requiring some 4 to 5
dB of line -level attenuation to match the
B&Ws' sensitivity on wide -band program
material. In other words, the RT7s required
about 21 to three times less power than the
801s, enabling them to play as loud with a
50 -watt amplifier as the B&Ws could with
an amp of 125 to 150 watts!

When I played pink noise through the
RT7s, I heard moderate tonal changes
through the upper midrange when I stood
up. On third -octave band -limited pink
noise, the RT7s (without subwoofer) gener-
ated no usable bass output, just distortion,
in the 20- and 25 -Hz bands. Output be-
came barely usable at 32 Hz, was fairly good
at 40 Hz, and was good at all higher bands.
But from 63 Hz on down, the RT7s were no
competition for the B&Ws. Connecting the

PSW300 subwoofer essentially leveled the
playing field. When I used its line -level in-
put, the sub had quite clean bass down to 32
Hz and usable output at 25 Hz. Although it
produced no usable output in the lowest
(20 -Hz) band, the PSW300 kept distortion
and extraneous noises to a minimum when
it was driven hard. Between 40 and 100 Hz,
the PSW300's output was quite powerful
and clean, and it could play somewhat
louder than a single B&W 801.

On "Misty," a track on the The Wonderful
Sound of Three Blind Mice (Golden String
GSCD004, a jazz sampler I recommend
highly), the RT7s and PSW300 were a true
knockout. Piano, bass, and drums had a
you -are -there presence that was quite strik-
ing. Every note of the piano was very dis-
tinct, and the sound of the acoustic bass
was smooth and extended. The intimate
quality of the jazz combo was well pre-
served. On "Wild One," a country hit from
Faith Hill ( Take Me As 1 Am, Warner Bros.

9 45389), the Polks rendered Hill's guitar
and voice in a forceful and lifelike manner
and preserved the vocal and instrumental
dynamics of her performance.

The RT7s' high sensitivity and the
PSW300's high output capability served
loud rock very well. (It's interesting how a
good subwoofer can turn a pair of laid-back
bookshelf speakers into a rock 'n' roll pow-
erhouse!) Yet the Polks performed equally
well together on full orchestral music. On
one of my favorite symphonies, Schubert's
Fifth (Bruno Weil conducting the Classical
Band, Sony Vivarte SK 46697), the sound
was highly detailed and well focused. There
was a good sense of hall reverberance and
excellent placement of the instruments.

The Polk RT7s, in partnership with the
PSW300 subwoofer, provided a level of per-

formance that greatly exceeded my expecta-
tions, given their price. They competed well
with my B&W speakers, thanks to their
smooth and extended response coupled
with powerful and smooth bass reproduc-
tion, the latter trait one that I would nor-
mally associate with much larger systems.
Used alone, the RT7s, at less than $500 per
pair, would be excellent budget or auxiliary
speakers. And the PSW300 should be con-
sidered by anyone interested in a reasonably
priced (and reasonably sized), high-per-
formance subwoofer for use in a music or
home theater system. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
BASCOM H. KING

ANTHEM PRE -1
PREAMPLIFIER

Anthem is a new series of tube com-
ponents built by Sonic Frontiers,
priced more affordably than the
company's flagship line. Besides the
Pre -1 preamplifier, the Anthem line
includes an integrated amplifier, a

power amplifier, and
a CD player with
HDCD decoding.

Like preamps of
yore, the Pre -1 has a
phono stage; it also
has three high-level
inputs, a loop for a
tape recorder or ex-
ternal processor, and
two sets of main outputs (useful for bi-
wiring or to feed active subwoofers). All in-
puts and outputs are unbalanced and use

high -quality phono connectors. Also on the
rear panel are a ground terminal (mainly for
use with the phono input) and a multipin
connector for the external power supply.

The Anthem Pre -l's front panel has
three knobs, one each for input selection,

balance, and volume
plus pushbuttons for
switching to and
from the tape/proces-
sor loop, muting, and
switching between
standby and full op-
eration. The Pre -l's
tube heaters are al-
ways on; pushing the

"On" just turns on the
high -voltage rectifier tube's heater and ini-
tiates a turn -on delay. During this delay,

TOGETHER,

ANTHEM'S AMP AND PREAMP

PRODUCED HIGH -END

SOUND AT A RELATIVELY

AFFORDABLE PRICE.

power switch to

the preamp's outputs remain muted until
the rectifier tube warms up enough for
the high voltage to stabilize. A green pilot
LED on the front panel dims during
standby, glows during normal operation,
and flashes as a reminder when muting is
turned on.

The Pre- l's power supply is housed sepa-
rately, to allow plenty of space for the pre-
amplifier circuitry and to eliminate the pos-
sibility of induced hum from the power
transformer. The power supply's captive
output cable plugs into the preamp chassis;
the AC line cord plugs into an IEC socket
on the power supply. A power -on LED is on
the front of the supply.

The Pre -1 is an attractive piece of gear, its

construction very neat and workmanlike.
This applies not only to the outside but to
the interior, which is nearly filled by the
main circuit board. This thick, double -
sided board is populated with many high -
quality components, including capacitors
by MIT, Solen, and Wima. A small p.c.
board, attached to the rear panel, carries
and connects the input/output jacks and
the selector switch (operated by a long shaft
from the front -panel selector knob). An-
other small board, attached to the bottom
of the balance and volume controls, holds
the gain switches for each channel's line -
amplifier stage.

Measurements
IHF sensitivity measurements for the

Anthem Pre -l's two gain settings are given
in Table I. Frequency response varies some-
what with gain mode and volume setting,
but mostly above 20 kHz (Fig. 1). When
volume is up full (the "0 dB" curves), the
rolloff above the audio band is more pro-
nounced in the low -gain mode; with the

Dimensions: Preamp, 19 in. W x 51/4 in.
H x 11 in. D (48 cm x 13.4 cm x 28 cm);

power supply, 71/2 in. W x 51/2 in. H x

9 in. D (18.4cmx 13.4 cm x 22.9 cm).
Weight: Preamp, 171 lbs. (7.9 kg);

power supply, 10 lbs. (4.5 kg).
Price: $1,495.

Company Address: Sonic Frontiers,
2790 Brighton Rd., Oakville, Ont.
L6H 5T4, Canada; phone, 905/829-
3838; fax, 905/829-3033.

For literature, circle No. 93
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volume set at -15 dB or lower, the high -fre-

quency responses are about the same in
both modes. However, if you use the low -
gain mode with low -output sources, you'll
need higher volume settings and therefore
get more rglloff above 20 kHz.

Loading 'also affects the Pre -l's frequency

response. With an IHF load, there's some
noticeable iolloff at each end of the spec-
trum (Fig. 2, measured in high -gain mode
with the volume control turned fully up).
The low end rolls off because a high-pass
filter is formed by the Pre -l's output cou-
pling capacitor and the 10-kilohm resis-
tance of the IHF load. The high end rolls off
because of a low-pass filter formed by the
Pre -l's output impedance and the IHF
load's 1,000-picofarad capacitance. Still,

this preamp does well
with the IHF load and
will therefore drive a
reasonably long cable to

your power amplifier
and will drive most sol-
id-state power ampli-
fiers without a problem.

Rise and fall times
varied. At worst, they
were 5 to 6 microsec-
onds (in low -gain mode
with the volume fully
up); they were only
about 1 to 2 microsec-
onds in either mode
with the volume con-
trol down in the -20 dB

Power supply, inside and out.

Table I-Input sensitivity at maximum and minimum gain.
Sensitivity

Low -Pass Setting LOW GAIN HIGH GAIN

Line Input to Main Out 324.7 mV 19.45 mV

Line Input to Tape Out 555.9 mV

Phono Input to Main Out 1.19 mV

Phono Input to Tape Out 2.15 mV

555.9 mV

730 µV

2.17 mV

CIRCUIT HIGHLIGHTS

A relatively new circuit topology, a
"mu follower," forms the basis for most
of the Pre -1's signal circuitry. This is
similar to a cascode connection, where
the first of two devices drives the second
device through the latter's emitter,
source, or cathode. In the mu follower,
the first tube's plate drives the second
tube's grid via a coupling capacitor. Two
resistors are in series between the second
tube's cathode and the first tube's plate;
one resistor acts as a self -biasing cathode
resistor for the second tube, and the oth-
er acts as a plate load for the first tube. A
third resistor connects the midpoint of
these two resistors to the second tube's
grid, serving as its grid leak resistor. The
output of the circuit is taken from the
second tube's cathode. This topology has
two benefits. The second tube acts as a
cathode follower and multiplies the ef-
fective vakie of the plate -load resistor.
And the first tube's gain, unrestricted by
output loading, approaches its nominal
amplification factor, or "mu"-hence
the name, mu follower.

The phcno preamp circuit's first stage
is a cascode-connected triode. (The tube
used, a 6922, can yield quite low noise
and, in the cascode connection, is very
linear.) The plate output of this tube is
capacitor -coupled to the second stage (a
12AT7 triode connected as a mu follow-
er) through an interstage RC equalizer

network that performs part of the RI AA
equalization. The rest of the equalization
is performed by an RC feedback network

from the output of the 12AT7 back to its
input and by the resulting interaction
with the interstage RC network.

Signals coming into the Anthem Pre -1
pass through the selector switch to the
switch for its tape monitor loop (or ex-
ternal processor loop), via a 1-kilohm re-
sistor at the input to the monitor switch
and another such resistor at the tape
outputs. The wiper (output) of the mon-
itor switch then passes to the balance
control, which is connected as a variable
resistor in series with the volume con-
trol. Switching the Anthem Pre -1 to low -
gain mode inserts an additional resistor
between the balance and volume con-
trols. Switching in this resistor curtails
the balance control's adjustment range.
It also reduces the circuit's high -fre-
quency response and increases noise, be-
cause it raises the impedance seen by the
grid of the first stage.

Following the wiper of the volume
control is the output amplifier, which,
not surprisingly, is a single mu -follower
stage. This stage inverts signal polarity
(it's to Sonic Frontiers' credit that this is
mentioned in the Anthem's specs), so
the Pre -1 inverts overall polarity from
any input to the main output but not to
the tape output.

Power -supply circuitry is quite exten-
sive in this design. In the high -voltage
supply, the tube rectifier is followed by a
three- stage RC filter that feeds the main
high -voltage regulator. In this circuit,
which I call a zener follower, a constant -

current source feeds a shunt regulator
formed from a string of zener diodes.
The output of the shunt regulator then
feeds the gate of a MOS-FET series pass
transistor whose source terminal is the
circuit's final regulated output of 245
volts.

Following the main high -voltage reg-
ulator are six additional high -voltage
regulators, three per channel. A 24 -volt
zener diode and a resistor are connected
in series between each regulator's high -
voltage input and ground; the voltage
drop through this zener goes through a
resistive divider to supply +12 and -12
volts for the regulator's error -amplifier
op -amp. The op -amp's output drives the
gate of a MOS-FET series pass transistor,
whose source terminal feeds about 233
volts to the preamp circuitry; the source
terminal's output is also applied to the
negative input of the error op -amp. In
each channel, separate regulators feed
the phono section's first stage, its second
stage, and the line output section. Each
channel also has separately regulated
tube -heater supplies for the phono sec-
tion and the line output amp. B.H.K.
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range and reached a low of 0.6 mi-
crosecond (in the high -gain mode
with volume fully up and with in-
strument loading). Volume -con-
trol tracking between channels was
within ±0.5 dB down to -70 dB,
which is very good.

The Anthem Pre- l's total har-
monic distortion plus noise (THD
+ N) is plotted as a function of
output voltage for the right chan-
nel with instrument loading (Fig.
3A) and with IHF loading (Fig.
3B). Note the prodigious output
voltage this preamplifier can deliv-
er with low distortion. With the in-
strument load, the distortion is ad-
mirably uniform with frequency;
the 1,000-picofarad capacitance of
the IHF load does cause somewhat
more distortion at 20 kHz than
the instrument load does, but
that's to be expected.

Crosstalk generally increased
with frequency, at about 6 dB per
octave over the audio frequency
range, and varied with direction
and gain mode. The worst case was
from the left to the right channel in
low -gain mode, where it was -115
dB at 20 Hz, -85 dB at 1 kHz, and
-60 dB at 20 kHz. Switching to
high -gain mode or measuring from
the right to the left channel im-
proved these figures by about 10 dB.

Output impedance did not vary
with the gain setting, measuring
385 ohms at 1 kHz for the left
channel and 411 ohms for the
right. Input impedance, however,
varied quite a bit with gain. In the
high -gain mode, impedance with
the volume control at maximum
was just about 24.5 kilohms in ei-
ther channel; with the volume low-
ered 20 dB, it rose to 48.3 kilohms.
In the low -gain mode, the imped-
ance was too high to reliably meas-
ure with my standard technique,
but from the schematic, I estimat-
ed it as about 417 kilohms. In ei-
ther gain mode, each channel's in-
put impedance increased by as
much as 100 kilohms when the
balance control was set to increase
the output of the other channel.

THE ANTHEM PRE -1

CAN DELIVER

PRODIGIOUS

OUTPUT VOLTAGES

WITH LOW DISTORTION.

The Pre -l's IHF signal-to-noise ratio in
the high -gain mode was 86.1 dB for the left
channel and 86.5 dB for the right. In the
low -gain mode, the Pre -1 was noisier, with
an IHF S/N ratio of 79.6 dB in either chan-
nel; this increase was caused by a series re-
sistor used in that mode (see "Circuit High-
lights"). In high -gain mode, A -weighted
output noise was 43.6 microvolts, worst
case. It dropped to 24.1 microvolts with the
volume control at maximum and to 17.1
microvolts at the minimum volume setting.
In low -gain mode, worst -case noise (63 mi-

crovolts) occurred at the maximum volume
setting; the noise fell to 16.8 microvolts at
minimum volume. The channels matched
quite closely, and neither was consistently
the noisier.

The phono preamp section's RIAA
equalization accuracy is presented in Fig. 4
for the left channel; right -channel response
was almost identical. The admirably flat
curve made with instrument loading is es-
sentially what you'd get from the Pre -l's
main outputs if there were no loads on its
tape outputs. With IHF loading, the RIAA
response rolls off by about 1 dB at either
end. You're likely to get some of that rolloff
with a tape deck or external processor con-
nected to the Pre -1 but not as much as can
be seen here. This is because the combined
capacitance of the deck's or processor's in-
put and the cables feeding it will probably
be lower than the IHF load's 1,000 pico -
farads. If the processor or deck has an input
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impedance of 10 kilohms or less, the bass
will roll off as shown.

Figure 5, phono overload versus frequen-
cy, indicates what output voltages can be at-
tained at 2% THD + N with instrument
loading and the input voltages needed to
produce this output (left channel shown;
the right was almost identical). In an ideal
phono preamp, the output voltage would
be flat with frequency and the correspond-
ing input voltage would be the exact inverse

of the RIA_A equalization curve. In the Pre -

1, the attainable output voltage is very large,

with a corresponding input acceptance of

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

Equipment used in the listening tests
for this r?view consisted of:

CD Transports: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1
and Counterpoint DA -11A

CD Electronics: Genesis Technologies
Digital Lens anti -jitter device; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 MKII, Classé Audio
DAC-1, and Manley Reference D/A
converters

Phono Equipment: Oracle turntable,
Well Tempered Arm, Accuphase AC -2

moving -coil cartridge, and Vendetta
Research SCP-2C phono preamp

Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 250 cas-
sette recorder, and Technics 1500
open -reel recorder

Other Preamplifiers: Quicksilver Audio
preamp, Forssell balanced tube line
driver, and the reviewer's passive sig-
nal selector/volume controller

Amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Power -3
mono tube amplifiers, Anthem Amp -
1 tube amplifier, Quicksilver M135
mono -ube amplifiers with Svetlana
EL34 output tubes, and Arnoux 7B
digital switching amplifier

Loudspeakers: Genesis Technologies
Genesis Vs

Cables: Digital interconnects, AES/EBU
balanced Illuminati DX -50; analog in-
terconnects, Transparent Cable Music -
Link Reference (balanced) and Music
and So Ind (unbalanced); speaker ca-
bles, Transparent Cable MusicWave
Reference

200 millivolts at 1 kHz. At high fre-

quencies, the Pre- 1 departs from
the ideal, most probably a sign that
the input stage overloads before
the output stage does. With IHF
loading, the attainable output volt-
age dropped about 80%, and
1 -kHz input acceptance fell to 52
millivolts.

In the pre -equalized square -
wave responses of the Pre -l's
phono stage with instrument load-
ing (Fig. 6), the 1 -kHz traces (mid-

dle) reveal both a virtue and a vice
of the Pre -1. I have overlaid three
1 -kHz traces, for output levels of 2,
4, and 6 volts, peak to peak. Some
asymmetry begins to appear at 4
volts out and becomes quite no-
ticeable at 6 volts, a sign that the
Anthem's high -frequency accep-
tance is less than perfect. But the 4 -
volt square -wave output is still
quite good and better than you'd
get from many other phono pre -
amps. The 40 -Hz trace's tilt (bot-
tom) indicates that response falls
off below 20 Hz.

The Pre -1 phono section's left -
channel THD + N is plotted in Fig.
7 as a function of output level with

instrument loading. (The 20 -Hz
curve is higher than the others at
low outputs because its measure-
ment bandwidth extends down be-
low 10 Hz, whereas the measure-
ments for the other curves are cut
off below 400 Hz. This filtering is
used when measuring phono stages
so that THD readings won't be
swamped by low -frequency noise,
which is boosted by RIAA equal-
ization.) With IHF loading, distor-
tion was about twice as high, and
maximum output was more on the
order of 10 to 12 volts.

Interchannel crosstalk via the
phono input was better than -80
dB up to 5 kHz and was 68 dB
down at 20 kHz. With an IHF
dummy moving -magnet cartridge
load terminating the undriven
channel's input, crosstalk from the
left to the right channel was -53 dB
at 10 kHz but only -70 dB at 10
kHz in the opposite direction.
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Fig. 4-RIAA equalization
accuracy.
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Fig. 5-Phono overload vs.
frequency with instrument
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Fig. 6-Square-wave
response for 10 kHz at 2 V
out, peak to peak (top); for
1 kHz at 2, 4, and 6 V out,
peak to peak (middle); and
for 40 Hz at 2 V out
(bottom).
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Rear panel of the Anthem Pre -1.
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The IHF signal-to-noise ratio from
phono input to final output was 75 dB for
either channel, based on an assumed input
level of 5 millivolts from a moving -magnet
cartridge and an output level of 500 milli-
volts. The Anthem's A -weighted noise, re-
ferred to its input, was 0.32 microvolt with
the input short-circuited, 0.41 microvolt
with a 1-kilohm source impedance, and
0.73 microvolt with the IHF simulated
moving -magnet cartridge load, all for the
worse (right) channel.

Use and Listening Tests
For my first listening to the Pre -1, I tried

the Anthem in a familiar setup, where I use
an Arnoux 7B switch-

ing power amplifier
with either a Quick-
silver Audio preamp
or my passive signal
selector and volume
control. Here, the An-
them sounded very
good and similar to
the other preamps.

I next set up the Pre -1 between a Manley
Reference 20 -bit D/A converter and a pair
of Sonic Frontiers Power -3 mono tube
amps, which fed a pair of Genesis V speak-
ers. Because the Anthem Pre -1 has only un-
balanced inputs and outputs, I had to
switch from my usual Transparent Audio
Reference balanced interconnects to Music
and Sound (MAS) unbalanced intercon-
nects. I listened for a while with the Manley
feeding the Power -3s directly via the MAS
cables, and the sound was very good. I then
inserted the Pre -1 between the Manley D/A
and the Power -3s.

50

When evaluating components, I
feel it's essential to compensate for
any polarity reversals they intro-
duce. Because the Pre -1 inverts po-

larity and the Genesis V speaker
has a multipin connector between
its woofers and servo amp, I could-
n't just reverse one end of each
speaker cable; I also had to make
up polarity -reversing cables to feed

the servo amp's line inputs.
With the Anthem Pre -1 added to

my system and polarity corrected, I

could detect some loss of "there-
ness" in the reproduction, but the
sound was still very good overall.

The noise level of the Pre- l's phono stage
was low enough for me to try feeding a low -

output moving -coil pickup directly to the
phono input, without bothering to use a
step-up transformer. At normal volume set-
tings, I could hear some noise right at the
speakers, but the sound was so good that I
felt no need for the transformer. I was very
pleasantly surprised at how good my
records sounded.

To see how the Pre -1 sounded with an
amplifier in the same price category, I also
paired it with an Anthem Amp -1, a tube
power amplifier of 40 watts per channel.
With CDs, this combination produced a
smooth and spacious musical sound.

The Pre -1 operated

flawlessly in the lab
and in my various
listening systems.
All of its controls
worked smoothly
and had a nice feel.
This preamp sent
nary a click or pop to
the amplifiers when I

turned it on or off. Overall, the sound I
heard from the Anthem Pre -1 was spacious
and detailed, with natural tonal balance.
Bass quality, extension, and impact were all
excellent. Further, I was pleased that I never
heard any undue edginess, in any of my lis-
tening systems; to me, that is a major posi-
tive attribute.

I liked the Anthem Pre -1 quite a bit. And
my experience with the Anthem preamp
and amp together convinced me that Sonic
Frontiers' Anthem components do, as
claimed, deliver high -end sound at relative-
ly affordable prices. A

PHONO PREAMP NOISE

WAS SO LOW

THAT I DIDN'T NEED

A TRANSFORMER

FOR MY MC PICKUP.

PIONEER ELITE, continued from page 45

stopped at; it could be excellent, blurry, or
pixelated in spots, or it might shake as if the

decoder were skipping between nonrelated
fields. There's no slow-motion capability for

DVD, nor is there realistic accelerated mo-
tion. In search mode, pictures snap between
distant frames with nothing in between.

Chapter skip worked properly on laser -
disc and the two sampler DVDs I had.
These DVDs did not provide a way to check
the subtitle or aspect -ratio features, but I
see no reason why they wouldn't function
with a properly encoded disc. The samplers
did afford a limited way to check the multi -

language and viewing -angle features, and
these worked properly.

Subjective video evaluation is at least as
problematic as subjective audio evaluation.
One's acuity to artifacts varies with seating
position, ambient light, and a host of other
factors, including what one had for break-
fast. That said, I found the DVL-90's default
contrast setting somewhat higher than I
would like. Pictures were punchy and at-
tractive but, perhaps, a bit much so. Hori-
zontal resolution was excellent, but I was
more aware of vertical interlace problems
on the DVL-90 than with other video
sources. Maybe because of this, I was more
aware of dot crawl along straight lines. I
also seemed to be more aware of motion ar-
tifacts in fast-moving scenes, but I can't
claim to have had a vast amount of experi-
ence with DVD performance.

Time will tell where the Pioneer Elite
DVL-90 ranks among DVD players. At the
moment, it has relatively little competition,
and it does perform very well. I have no
doubt that anyone accustomed to watching
VHS tape will be blown away by a DVD
played on the DVL-90. There's no compari-
son in resolution, clarity, or color accuracy.
And overall, DVD picture quality was better
even than laserdisc's. The DVL-90 also does

an excellent job with laserdiscs, however.
It's so good, in fact, that I'd not be surprised
to find some viewers preferring the LD for-
mat, at least initially, for its superior slow-
motion and still -frame features and for its
currently much deeper software catalog. In
any event, with its ability to play almost
every type of optical disc on the market-
audio as well as video-the Pioneer Elite
DVL-90 offers a universal solution, and a
very fine one at that. A
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Addendum:
DIGITAL PHASE
AP -2.1 SPEAKER

n my review of the Digital Phase AP -2.1

speaker (November 1996), I noted a
somewhat uneven bass response, a
rolloff below 50 Hz, a high -frequency
rolloff, and a low (2.7 -ohm) impedance
at high frequencies. Daryl Powell, pres-

-::s^+!-'dÑ.d'ik

Company Address: 6223 Lee Highway,
Suite 205, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37421;
800/554-7325.

http://www.mindspring.com/
--dgpow/dphase.htm

For literature, circle No. 94

ident of Digital Phase, called to say that the
company's measurements showed solid and
smooth response throughout the treble and
to below 40 Hz in the bass.

The high -frequency rolloff and the low
impedance made Powell suspect that the
tweeters in the speakers I'd evaluated had
been damaged. Such damage could occur in
shipping or from the speakers' being over-
driven by a prior listener. (To prevent such
problems, I always do my maxi-
mum power testing on a speaker
after my other measurements and
my listening tests, and I make
maximum -power tests on only
one speaker of the pair.)

Digital Phase then sent me two
new tweeters, which I installed in
the original speakers. With these
new drivers, the AP -2. l's high -fre-

quency response improved greatly,
becoming commendably flat all
the way to 20 kHz. The high end,
which I had called subdued in the
original review, was subdued no
longer and had become smooth
and extended. This can be plainly
seen in the new frequency re-
sponse graph (Fig. 1), which I
made with the speaker's grille off.
Pink noise was reproduced quite
smoothly, with hardly any tonality.
The AP -2.1s were now slightly
brighter than the B&W 801 Matrix
Series 3 speakers I use for compar-
isons, but this brightness did not
translate into any harshness on
cleanly recorded female vocals or
other demanding material.

Figure 2 shows the impedance magni-
tude with the new tweeter installed. The
high -frequency minimum impedance has
increased from 2.7 to 3.4 ohms (and shift-
ed downward in frequency from about 5.5
to 4.5 kHz).

100

m

80
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It turned out that the uneven, rolled -off
bass I originally reported was not a charac-
teristic of the speaker; rather, it resulted
from response irregularities below 100 Hz
in the large anechoic chamber I now use
for speaker tests. These irregularities affect
bass measurements made with a micro-
phone 2 meters from the speaker. In previ-
ous reviews, I had combined the 2 -meter
low -frequency response data with data
from closer mike positions, which mini-
mized the effect of the chamber errors.
This was not practical with the AP -2.1,
however, because of the very large separa-
tion between its woofers and ports.

The response curve in Fig. 1 takes the
chamber's low -frequency irregularities
into account and includes additional cor-
rections based on ground -plane measure-
ments. Except for the dip at 166 Hz, which
is not very significant (and does not appear

TEF
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response.
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Fig. 2-Impedance
magnitude.
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in measurements made in normal listening
rooms), the curve fits a very tight, 3.4 -dB,
window from 42 Hz to 20 kHz. The low -
frequency response is smooth and extends
below 40 Hz.

To double-check the anechoic measure-
ment of Fig. 1, I retested the AP -2.1 at sev-
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eral different places in the anechoic cham-
ber and with several different microphone
positions, made several ground -plane
measurements, and examined a ground -
plane curve made by Digital Phase. All these

curves had different versions of the 166 -Hz
dip seen in Fig. 1, so I concluded that the
test chamber was not causing it. However,
the dip's depth varied from curve to curve,
obviously varying with the phase relation-
ship at the microphone between the
woofers' aad ports' outputs. In Digital
Phase's curve, the dip was about only 2 or 3
dB deep.

In my original review, I praised the Digi-
tal Phase AP -2.1 but expressed two reserva-
tions. The f rst concerned the speaker's sub-
dued high end; with the new tweeters, that
reservation is gone, and my already favor-
able impression of the AP -2.1s has gone up
a large step. My second reservation con-
cerned a resonance at 166 Hz, caused by
spurious radiation from the ports at the

WITH THE REPLACEMENT

TWEETERS,

RESPONSE BECAME

COMMENDABLY FLAT

ALL THE WAY TO 20 kHz.

rear of the enclosure. In the follow-up lis-
tening tests I made with the replacement
tweeters, I paid close attention to the audi-
ble effects of this resonance and, as before,
could hear it on only a very few CDs. I be-
lieve there are two reasons why this reso-
nance is hard to hear. First, it has a high Q,
and hence a narrow bandwidth; low -Q,
broad -band resonances are far more audi-
ble. Second, its effect is masked by standing
waves and modal effects in the listening
room, which often cause frequency peaks
and dips quite similar to the effects of the
resonance.

With the flat and extended high end
from the replacement tweeters, the Digital
Phase AP -2.1s represent even better value
for the money than I originally thought.
They should be considered by anyone seek-
ing a high-performance tower speaker with
extremely good looks (complimented by al-
most everyone who saw them) and a solid
high -end pedigree. A
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AURICLE
COREY GREENBERG

THETA DIGITAL
CASABLANCA

SURROUND PREAMP

hen Theta Digital's Neil
Sinclair told me more
than a year ago that he
was thinking about in-
troducing a home the-
ater surround processor,

I wondered which category the new
Theta would wind up in. Would it be
like processors from Proceed and
Meridian, which took home theater
seriously from the outset and de-
signed innovative, high-performance
surround sound preamplifiers that
hit all the right notes for music and

Company Address: 5330 Derry
Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hi11s;
Cal. 91301; 818/597-9195.

For literature, circle No. 95

movie soundtrack processing? Or
would the new Theta be another of
the oddball processors that eschew
even basic Dolby Pro Logic process-
ing in favor of
nothing more
than active
versions of the
30+ -year -old
Hafler passive
sum/differ-
ence matrix
circuit, meant
to subtly en-
hance stereo music rather than prop-
erly decode movie soundtracks?

Coming out with a multithou-
sand-dollar surround processor
these days that doesn't have Dolby
Pro Logic, much less Dolby Digital

(AC -3) or DTS, is just plain frighten-

ing. And most high -end surround
processors that do decode Dolby Sur-

round are flawed in other ways, such
as having overly wide steps in the
channel level -calibration scheme,
skimping on the number of inputs
because the designer's got no idea
how many sources can pile up in a
home theater, failing to include prop-
er bass management and subwoofer
crossovers, or adding on -screen
menus only for the composite video
output, not the S -video. Or or or.

At first glance, the Theta
Casablanca looks like the biggest,
beefiest surround preamp you've
ever seen. This thing's huge! At 19
inches wide x 16 inches deep x 71/2
inches high, and weighing in at a
healthy 43 pounds, it's even bigger
than Theta's Data III laserdisc/CD
transport, which was the biggest slab
in my equipment rack before the
Casablanca arrived. Why's it so big?
Because aside from its multiple over-
sized power supplies, its design is
more akin to that of a personal com-
puter than a hi-fi component. In-
stead of everything mounted on the
same circuit board, the Casablanca is
basically a mainframe and power sup-

ply on a chassis, with a series of slots
that accept Theta's various circuit
cards, each handling a different task.
Just as a PC has slots for internal mo-

dem cards, video cards, sound cards,
and so forth, the Casablanca has card
slots for digital input, analog audio,
video, Dolby Digital/Pro Logic, DTS,

and anything
else that devel-
ops down the
road. I think
this is a great
idea (as does
Meridian,
which adopted
the same kind
of PC -like de-

sign for its new 800 -series electron-
ics). State-of-the-art home theater is
such a moving target these days, and a .r

PC -type design makes customization
and upgrading as easy as installing an

internal modem.

IS THE CASABLANCA

SURROUND PREAMP

PERFECT IN EVERY WAY?

YES AND NO.
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You start with the base model Casablan-
ca, which runs $4,500. This includes the
digital input card, which has six coaxial S/P
DIF inputs and two Toslink optical inputs,
and the analog input card, which has provi-
sion for six analog stereo audio sources. The

analog card can be thought of as a signal
router and high -quality analog preamp,
with a gain stage and a stepped attenuator
for each of the Casablanca's six audio out-
puts. The attenuator-which consists of a
digitally controlled, precision, metal -film
resistor ladder with an active buffer stage
on its output-is the last stage before the
output jacks.

Unlike other DSP-based surround pre -
amps, such as the Meridian 565 and Lexi-
con DC -1, the Casablanca has an "Analog
Direct" mode that bypasses the A/D and
D/A conversion stages entirely to get the
best sound from stereo -only analog
sources, siiich as LPs. I say "stereo -only," be-

cause the Casablanca doesn't perform any
kind of analog surround decoding. If you
want to hear Pro Logic surround from an
analog source, such as a VCR, the Casablan-

ca converts the analog audio to digital
through its high -quality, 18 -bit A/D con-
verter and then sends it on to the DSP en-
gine that enables the various surround
modes. The Casablanca does have what
Theta terms an "Analog Matrix" surround
mode, however, which passes left and right
signals like bran flakes through a goose,
simultaneously tapping them to the A/D
converter to derive a DSP-generated L + R
center channel and L -R surround chan-
nel-essentially a Robo-Hafler circuit. I've
never found myself in any listening/viewing
scenario where this particular mode was the
most appropriate, but at least brawny own-
ers of Audio Research and Naim surround
preamps Won't be able to kick sand in your
face at they beach.

However, you can't run home and plug
this thing in right away. You still need to
add some D/A conversion cards, which is
where the customizing comes in. The
Casablanca has three D/A card slots, and
Theta offers two grades of D/A cards,
Standard and Superior. The 18 -bit Standard
card is said by Theta to be somewhat better
than its $695 Chroma D/A converter, while
the 20 -bit Superior card is said to fall
between its DS Pro Basic III -a ($2,100)
and its flagship DS Pro Generation V -a Bal-

anced ($5,600). I happened to have a Gen-
eration V -a on hand, so I compared the
sound of the Superior card to the V -a
plugged into an analog input with the
Casablanca in "Analog Direct" mode. Yes,
the V -a sounded better, but we're really
splitting ant hairs here. I didn't hear much
tonal difference, but there was a bit more
sense of depth with
the V -a than with the
Superior card. If I

were a rich man, yada
dada deeda dada dee-
da deeda deeda dee, I
would plug a V -a into

the Casablanca for the
very best sound from
my CDs. But back on
planet Earth, I'd be more than happy with
Theta's Chroma-grade Standard card for
the front -channel audio, much less the 20 -

bit Superior card.
With these two grades come further op-

tions. You can get a two -channel Superior
D/A card if you want the Casablanca to be
just a stereo digital preamp. For surround
sound, you can stick a single six -channel
Standard card in the first slot or a three -
channel Superior card in the first slot for
the front channels and a three -channel
Standard card in the second slot for the
subwoofer and surround outputs. Or you
can go whole hog and stick Superior cards
in both slots for 20 -bit processing all
around the room. The six -channel Stand-
ard card has unbalanced RCA outputs,
while the three -channel Superior and
Standard cards have balanced XLR as well
as unbalanced RCA outputs. And the third
slot? Well, that's for when your wife finally
leaves your scary ass because you wanted a
third three -channel card for right front sub,
left front sub, and surround sub (figuring if
you can go there, you're capable of God -
knows -what).

The base model Casablanca includes
Theta's proprietary DSP surround engine.
But if you want to add Dolby Digital, you'll
need to get the $500 Dolby Digital board
and, if you want to play AC -3 laserdisc
soundtracks, the $500 RF demodulator
board (DVDs won't need the RF demodu-
lator stage, as they deliver the Dolby Digital
bitstream directly via a standard S/P DIF
output). The RF demodulator board has
two RF inputs plus an AES/EBU digital in-

put, a BNC digital input, and a Toslink opti-

cal input; an ST or Theta Single -Mode opti-

cal input is optional. DTS decoding re-
quires another $500 board. All three boards
were in my review sample.

Although the video card wasn't ready for
me to review, it should be available by the
time you read this. Forgoing this card

means having to plug
all of your video
sources directly into
your video monitor
and doing the video
switching there while
the Theta preamp
switches the audio!
As I understand
it, hard-core video

goons do this as a matter of course and look
down on anyone who routes video through
a surround processor. But, criminy, who
wants to punch two remotes every time he
switches sources? Theta's video card will
handle even the most comprehensive home
theater rig; it will have six composite video
inputs, four S -video inputs, and full on-
screen menus for both types of connection.

All the best surround processors have
enough bass management options to cover
most systems, but the Casablanca really
goes to the mat with its DSP bass cross-
overs. Not only can you send each individ-
ual speaker a full -range signal (or one that's
high -pass -filtered to remove the bass in sys-

tems where a separate subwoofer handles
the low end), but you can adjust the cross-
over frequency in 20 -Hz steps from 40 to
120 Hz. You can also decide how steep a
slope you want the high-pass filter to have:
6, 12, 18, or 24 dB per octave (first through
fourth order, respectively). And when you
decide to bass -manage any of your speak-
ers, the Casablanca is smart enough to send
the bass to the front left and right speakers
if they're full -range or to a separate sub -
woofer if one is connected.

Okay, on to the audio modes. In its basic
form, the Casablanca has seven modes:
"Analog Direct," an all -analog, no -process-
ing, purist stereo pass -through; "Analog
Matrix," the Robo-Hafler mode that passes
the left and right analog signals and digital-
ly derives an L + R center channel and an
L -R surround signal; "Simple Matrix," a
full DSP iteration of the Robo-Hafler mode
for digital inputs; "Special Matrix," a DSP

THE CASABLANCA HAS

THREE D/A CARD SLOTS,

AND THETA OFFERS

TWO GRADES OF CARDS,

STANDARD AND SUPERIOR.
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mode similar to Dolby Pro Logic but with
more extended high -frequency response in
the surround channel and what sounds like
a subtle stereo-izing there as well; "Dolby
Pro Logic" itself, tweaked and polished in
the DSP realm by Theta; "Stereo," which is
straightforward, two -channel D/A conver-
sion for listening to CDs via a digital trans-
port; and "Mono," which for some strange
reason combines the left and right channels
into one and sends it to both the left and
right speakers. Why it does this, I have no
idea, because it would sound much better
and more coherent if the mono signal were
sent to just the center speaker; off -center
listeners won't hear the apparent image
jump over to whichever main speaker they
are sitting closer to, for one thing. And then,
of course, there are the optional surround
modes, Dolby Digital and DTS. (I'd love to
see other manufacturers offer their own
plug-in cards for the Casablanca, like an
Audible Illusions phono stage or a Pioneer
karaoke board. Karaoke in digital surround
would be a turning point for mankind!
Why are they keeping this from us?)

Here's another great thing about the
Casablanca: This thing is a breeze to set up.
Two buttons, "Mode" and "Setup," and an
up/down/left/right quartet of cursor con-
trols are on the front panel and duplicat-
ed on the remote.
"Mode" and "Setup"
get you into option
menus, and the cur-
sor controls get you
where you want to go.
As Theta puts it, "The
same button that gets
you into a menu gets
you back out of it."
Sounds simple, but believe me, this one
thing makes all the difference in the world.
Without on -screen menus or even reading
the manual, I had the Casablanca dialed in
and ready to rumble in no time flat. Theta
really scores here for designing a surround
preamp that's so comprehensive and yet re-
mains so easy to set up and opérate.

So how's it sound? Given my strong lik-
ing for Theta's two -channel D/A converters
over the years, I expected the Casablanca to
rock. And looking at the circuit flow chart
and feature set, I immediately could tell that
Theta had paid full attention to those little
areas in which some competitors come up

short. Theta must have taken notes about
the weaknesses of earlier processors, be-
cause it has avoided every one of them. But
more important, Theta imported its leg-
endary DSP and D/A conversion and then
hung a simple, audiophile -grade analog
preamp on the output, avoiding the volt-
age -controlled amplifiers, digital -domain
volume controls, and other sonically com-
promised approaches to multichannel level
control found in other processors. The re-
sult is surround sound like I've never heard
it before, even from such standard-bearers
as the Meridian 565 and the Citation 7.0.
The Theta Digital Casablanca is the clean-
est, meatiest, and best -sounding surround
processor I have heard.

As you might expect from any box sport-
ing the winged Theta logo, the Casablanca
has amazing bass. Not just tight and power-
ful bass but fast, detailed, multidimensional
bass, the likes of which I don't hear from
the Citation or the Meridian. Bass sounds
of all sorts were unraveled by the Casablan-
ca, revealing more complexity and texture
than I'd previously noticed. Even some-
thing as simple as the opening bass riff at
the start of Apocalypse Now, when the
chopper flies across the screen and The
Doors kick off "The End," suddenly sound-
ed like a real electric bass being played by a

real guy's finger.
(This passage wasn't
that clear on the orig-
inal record and sure
didn't gain fidelity
when Francis Ford
Coppola's technician
dubbed it onto the
soundtrack, revers-
ing the right and left

channels.) It had all the added upper -bass
character and color of an old Ampeg tube
bass amp.

The Casablanca also beat the other
processors in sheer dynamic impact. The
Citation is very, very good in this respect,
while the Meridian's smoother, gentler
character seems to rein in its ultimate fury.
But the Theta is the champ here, by a long
shot. It's no wonder that an all-out, no -
compromise $8,500 processor (the price of
the configuration I reviewed) can sound
more gutsy and unrestrained than one less
than half its price, but the Meridian 565
AC -3/562V combo is right in the Theta's

THE CASABLANCA

IS THE CLEANEST,

BEST -SOUNDING

SURROUND PROCESSOR

I HAVE HEARD.

ballpark price -wise, and it doesn't convey
anything like the sense of dynamic scale
that the Casablanca hurls at the rest of the
system. Hearing this difference reminded
me of the first time I compared a purely
passive preamp to one with a good active
buffer on its output. Both sounded pris-
tinely clean and detailed, but the buffered
preamp seemed to hurl dynamics at the
amp and speakers. Music sounded like it
was being played at a faster tempo, and
transients leapt into the room like they do
in real life. That's precisely the effect that
installing the Theta Casablanca had on my
reference system. It has never sounded as
good as it does with the Theta at the wheel.

The Casablanca sets a new high-water
mark for spatial coherence, too. On first lis-
ten, it sounded as if its surround channels
were lower in level than those of the Cita-
tion or Meridian, even though my SPL me-
ter showed perfect channel calibration for
all three processors. But after a while, the
Theta's subtler, more natural presentation
won me over. The Citation's "6 -Axis" sur-
round mode throws so much front left and
right info back to the surrounds that the
sheer quantity of information coming from
them can be distracting (even though most
of the time it sounds so cool). The
Casablanca, on the other hand, carves an ac-
curate sound field that presents the original
mix, nothing more and nothing less. It took
some getting used to after living with the Ci-
tation for so long, but now I'm hooked.

Even in Pro Logic mode, the Casablanca
presented surround mixes that sounded
precisely anchored, as if I were hearing a
good discrete Dolby Digital mix. It's the
same kind of improvement I heard when I
first compared the sound of a good Philips
CD player to the sound of that player's dig-
ital output driving a Theta DS Pro Basic
D/A converter. In the first seconds of my
initial session with the Casablanca, I could
tell that its image solidity was markedly bet-
ter than that of the Citation and Meridian
processors. I did most of my auditioning
with the Casablanca set for Pro Logic (the
"Special Matrix" mode doesn't sound that
different, and I found I preferred straight
Pro Logic on most movies), but my com-
ments about image solidity apply to Dolby
Digital soundtracks as well. The few DTS
demo discs I had on hand to audition the

Continued on page 72
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It falls apart, destroys amplifiers, there's no bass and no volume, only one person at a time can listen, it takes up too much

space and it's dangerous. But its clarity is beyond any other loudspeaker known to man. The year was 1978, and

everyone raid I was mad. Back then, their fears of electrostatic loudspeaker technology were well-founded. But I was

obsessed with the clarity, and determined to create a loudspeaker the like of which this world had never known.

After four fears of struggle and disappointment, Martin -Logan introduced the Monolith I. We had eliminated every problem

and overcome every fear. All that remained was the incredible clarity. When you become disenchanted

by the ordinary, we invite you to experience Martin -Logan technology. One of our chosen specialists will show you

what it is to touch space, feel an image, relish a sublime madness. mnn.«
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Controls for
phase, volume,
and crossover
frequency are
on the rear.

AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

REL STENTOR II
POWERED

SUBWOOFER

Iis ironic that one of the world's
best subwoofers comes from
Britain. Most British speakers
lack deep bass, and British hi-fi
reviewers sometimes approach
low bass as if it were a lower-class

aberration, tolerable only in the
Colonies. The REL Acoustics Stentor
II powered subwoofer rises above-

or, rather, delves be-
low-this prejudice.
It is musically accu-
rate, and its deep bass
and musical dynamics
are world -class.

The Stentor II, very definitely a
high -end product at $4,000, shows
its quality in its sound, not in unusu-
al styling or new technology. Better -
finished than most subwoofers, it
still looks like just one more big box

(23 x 21 x 141 inches).
Only when you try to lift
it and find that it weighs
132 pounds do you be-
gin to realize that it is
hardly an ordinary sub -
woofer.

The Stentor II's fre-
quency range is roughly
15 or 20 Hz to 100 Hz,
and it has a built-in, 12-
dB/octave low-pass filter.
Its sole driver, a propri-
etary 10 -inch woofer
with a cast magnesium
basket, fires toward the
floor from its 72 -liter
ported enclosure.

The Stentor II has a
built-in, MOS-FET pow-
er amplifier that is said
to deliver 200 watts of
high -current power and
is DC -coupled; like

many powered subwoofers, it has a
limiter to prevent overloading. On
the rear are a volume control and
switches for polarity inversion and
crossover frequency. The crossover
switches, "Fine" and "Coarse," en-
able you to adjust the nominal cross-
over frequency from 25 to 100 Hz in
16 gradual steps.

The Stentor II does differ from the
pack in two important ways. First, it
uses relatively complex resistive
loading rather than a standard bass -
reflex design. Second, it does not
have a built-in high-pass filter; you
may need to add one to keep low
bass frequencies from going to your
main speakers.

Connections to the Stentor II con-
sist of an XLR and two RCA jacks,
which are in parallel. The owner's

manual tells you how to wire a cable
to feed stereo or mono line -level sig-

nals to the XLR jack. For speaker -lev-

el signals, REL provides a cable with
an XLR plug at one end and bare
wires at the other. For stereo music, I
recommend using the speaker -level
connections, which the manual says
will provide the highest quality
sound. With surround, it might be
better to connect your system's sub -
woofer output to the Stentor II's line
inputs; this will enable you to roll off
your main and surround speakers'
bass below 80 Hz and therefore drive
those speakers to higher output levels.

The Stentor II requires extensive
breaking in (more than 50 hours) to
perform at its best. It also requires a
great deal of experimentation with
the polarity switch, the "Fine" and
"Coarse" crossover switches, and
placement to optimize its musical
performance and minimize very
low -frequency resonances from
room interactions.

The instruction manual does a
reasonably good job of telling you
how to deal with connections and
control settings. However, just a sin-
gle long paragraph is devoted to
placement, which greatly understates
the value of corner location. (Per-
haps the reason the manual says so
little about corner placement is that
REL presumes the Stentor II will be
used with British speakers. Many of
these speakers have less bass exten-
sion than their American counter-
parts; when the Stentor II is used
with them, its crossover must there-
fore be set at frequencies high
enough to make the subwoofer's
output seem directional.)

Before you start experimenting
with this subwoofer's placement, I
strongly suggest that you read Tom
Nousaine's article, "Placing the Bass:
Two Subs in a Corner Beats Five in
the Round" (Audio, June 1996). I

Company Address: do Sumiko,
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, Cal.
94705; 510/843-4500.

For literature, circle No. 96
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then recommend that you begin with cor-
ner placement and next try moving the
subwoofer in and out along an 18 -inch di-
agonal until you find where it sounds best.
Every room is different. The key to success is

experimentation and extended listening; the
best result may come from breaking the rules.

Test tones are not enjoyable listening, but
they can give you considerable insight into
a subwoofer's ability to deliver extremely
deep bass, to do so at loud volumes, and to
clearly differentiate one bass tone from an-
other. The REL Stentor II's performance
with sine -wave test tones and third -octave
pink noise was outstanding. Very few sub -
woofers can reproduce test tones as solidly
and cleanly to the depths below 35 Hz as
the Stentor II did. It also proved exception-
ally clean with sine -wave and pink -noise
sweeps. The few colorations I did hear were
mostly due to problems of my listening
room.

The real test of audio equipment is how
it sounds with music, and the Stentor II did
a superb jcb on disc after disc. I played all of

my bass spectaculars and a wide variety of
organ and bass drum music. This included
several very demanding tracks: organ music
going down well below 32 Hz (e.g., Freder-
ick Fennell, Pomp & Pipes, Reference
Recordings RR 58), the usual Telarc bass
drum spectaculars, bass synthesizer and
bass guitar music (The Absolute Sound,
Hearts of Space HS -11103), and the famous
heartbeats on Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the
Moon. The Stentor II seemed to fill in the
bottom half -octave almost seamlessly, with
no added warmth or overhang.

This is one subwoofer whose ultra -low
bass contributes to the music rather than
dominating it. The Stentor II easily handled
the most demanding deep bass from solo
instruments, the most complex percussion
music (the Sheffield Drum & Track Disc,
Sheffield Lab 11420, and its LP version),
and orchestral music (Eiji Oue with the
Minnesota Orchestra on Stravinsky's Le
Sacre du Printemps, Reference Recordings
RR 70).

The Stentor II also delivered outstanding
musical accuracy on many LPs and CDs
whose deep bass content is limited. On
these recordings, subtlety-not power-is
required; a subwoofer must deliver tight,
musically accurate bass on low- to mid -lev-
el signals and do so without coloring the

THE REL STENTOR II

IS MUSICALLY ACCURATE,

AND ITS DEEP BASS

AND DYNAMICS

ARE WORLD -CLASS.

music. The Stentor II was almost sonically
invisible in such cases. It delivered the
amount of bass that was actually there, and
only that bass.

A subwoofer this good would be wasted
if it were used with a main speaker that has
significant bass problems, one whose bass
rises just before it cuts off or whose bass re-
sponse is so weak that it requires a cross-
over setting much higher than 80 Hz. A cut-
off much above 80 Hz could make the
subwoofer's location audible and, in my ex-
perience, lead to excess warmth in the over-
all sound.

That said, it should be unusually easy to
match the Stentor II to a wide range of
high -quality main speakers. It may not have
a built-in high-pass filter, but the ability to
set its crossover frequency in very small
steps from 100 Hz down to 25 Hz helps
provide an excellent match between the
Stentor II and the bass rolloff of well -de-
signed main speakers. For example, I found
that the REL best matched my main speak-
ers at lower crossover frequencies than I am
used to using with them. The Stentor II's
ability to cross over very low is a major ad-
vantage because it reduces the ear's ability
to localize the subwoofer or otherwise dis-
tinguish it from the main speakers, thereby
improving the overall sonic blend. (When

used at high crossover frequencies with typ-
ical 12- to 18-dB/octave crossovers, most
subwoofers can audibly pass lower mid-
range tones.)

The Stentor II is one of the few sub -
woofers possessing the speed, dynamic
range, and flexibility to match up well with
even ribbon and electrostatic speakers. Al-
though a purist might want to use a dedi-
cated crossover with them, I got good per-
formance from the Stentor II with Thiel
CS7s, the ribbon drivers in Apogee Studio
Grands, and Quad ESL -63s. These very de-
manding, reference -quality speakers have
vastly differing requirements, and the Sten-
tor II did well with all of them.

The Stentor II is considerably more live
and dynamic than many powered sub -
woofers of its size; equally important, it is
more musically natural. It does not, howev-
er, have the dynamic capabilities of the
largest subwoofers and bass towers. After
all, there are limits to what a single 10 -inch
driver can do. If you are looking for the ul-
timate in deep bass dynamics and power for
home theater, I would recommend REL's
Studio II subwoofer ($8,000).

The Stentor II performed very well in my
audio/video system when I kept listening
levels within rational bounds. I could hear
the effects of its power limiter when I
played extremely demanding Dolby Digital
(AC -3) soundtracks at full volume, and it
started breaking up at levels where a few
other subwoofers, designed to deliver more
than 110 dB SPL, are still going strong. On
the other hand, the Stentor II experienced
these problems only at sound pressure lev-
els well in excess of 105 dB.

The REL Stentor II was remarkably im-
pressive. Unlike many products that claim
to be subwoofers, it really did reproduce the
lowest depths. It did not alter the sound of
organ, percussion, piano, cello, or bass vio-
lin. Instead, it smoothly provided, with as
much "concert hall" or "live performance"
realism as my room allows, the bottom oc-
tave or half -octave of bass that the vast ma-
jority of full -range speakers can't deliver.
Yes, it was also a very good subwoofer for
home theater, but artificial spaceship,
bomb, and cannon noises are more a test of
loudness than of listenability. Audiophiles
will value the REL Acoustics Stentor II for
the superb way it reproduces the bass in
classical, jazz, and acoustic rock music. A
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APOGEE ACOUSTICS
SLANT 6 SPEAKER

Company Address: One Prog-
ress Way, Wilmington, Mass.
01887; 508/988-0124.

For literature, circle No. 97

y love affair with ribbon
drivers dates back to the
Kelly tweeters in a speaker
system that I had as a stu-
dent, back in the 1960s.
Even now, I suspect the

Kellys would provide some of the
cleanest treble around, though only
within their narrow frequency range
and their limited dynamic range. But
today's ribbons, reflecting 30 years of
evolution, offer smoother frequency
response (including full midrange
coverage), excellent dynamic range,
much better dispersion, and reason-
able efficiency; they also present rela-
tively normal loads to an amplifier.
Ribbons have unique sound qualities
and provide a great deal of informa-
tion and detail in an exceptionally
musical, natural form. I am not sure
that current ribbons are measurably
or audibly "faster" or "cleaner" than
the best current dome tweeters. Yet
they are certainly competitive with
the best domes, and some ribbon
drivers have better upper -octave per-
formance than any electrostatic I've
heard.

These qualities are a key reason I
use the Apogee Acoustics Studio
Grand as one of my reference speak-
ers, and the ribbon in the Slant 6 has
many of the same advantages.
(Apogee is phasing out the "Centau-
rus" designation that appears on the
Slant 6 I reviewed.) However, the
Slant 6's ribbon is not a full -range
exotic driver but a 26 -inch dipole,
crossing over at 1.2 kHz to a 61/2 -inch

cone woofer. This hybrid design of-
fers many of the benefits of a full -
range ribbon in a less expensive
($2,500/pair) and much smaller
package.

The Slant 6 looks surprisingly
small, considering its size (141 inch-

es wide x 141/4 inches deep x 521/2
inches high), because its rounded
and slanted shape makes it seem less
obtrusive. Further, it weighs only 80
pounds, enough to be solidly built
without presenting the weight -lifting
challenges posed by full -range rib-
bon loudspeakers.

The 26 -inch ribbon in the Slant 6
may be too small to cover the entire
midrange or create the broad, spa-
tially fixed image of a full line source,
but it sounds exceptionally clean and
coherent. It is smooth and sweet but
doesn't sacrifice life or dynamic ex-
citement. As a result, this is a highly
competitive speaker in one of the
most demanding price ranges in the
high end.

The Slant 6 demonstrates that hy-
brid speakers can deliver a remark-
ably smooth transition between their
cone woofers and their ribbon or
electrostatic top -end drivers, which
was not the case a mere half decade
ago. Today's best hybrids minimize
the differences in driver directivity,
efficiency, and apparent speed that
once made such speakers' crossover
points all too audible, and they no
longer pose dauntingly complex
loads to amplifiers.

The Slant 6's woofer has a large
voice coil and heavy magnet, placed
in a well -designed, solidly built reflex

enclosure that produces no audible
port noise. The speaker is easy to bi-
wire, uses very high -quality speaker
connectors, and comes with spikes. A
three -position switch enables you to
adjust the relative level of the woofer
and ribbon, helping to compensate
for inevitable interactions between
the room and the speaker.

The Slant 6 needs extensive break-
ing in (I put some 50 hours of music
into the speaker before I felt it

sounded its best), but this is becom-
ing common and is scarcely a big
deal. In spite of rubbish you may
hear, breaking -in does not require
special CDs or tone generators. Just
use FM interstation hiss, or set your
CD player to repeat a disc indefinite-
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ly while you're at work or out of the room.
Moderate volume seems to work fine;
there's no reason to annoy yourself or your
neighbors.

Do pay close attention to the Slant 6's
setup instructions. To get the best imaging
and highs, it's critical to adjust the speaker's
tilt to optimize its sound at your listening
position. (A small mirror is provided to
help you get this right.) And pay equal at-
tention to the manual's instructions about
placement, spacing, and toe-in-at least as
a starting point. The Slant 6 is sensitive to
all these factors, perhaps because it is a di-
pole and has a large radiating area to the
rear. I've read ads, articles, and engineering
tracts that say dipoles are less sensitive to
room effects than other speakers are; all of
my practical experi-
ence tells me that's
not the case.

Speaker placement
and room character-
istics always have a
major impact on a
speaker's sound char-
acter, and this seems
to be especially true
of dipoles. Relatively minor changes in the
distance between the speaker and the wall
behind it often affect the apparent energy
and focus of the upper octaves, softening
them or niaking them seem slightly bright;
placing a dipole too close to a side wall or
piece of furniture can smear or confuse the
soundstage. The absorption or reflectivity
of the wal behind the speaker can also af-
fect upper -octave energy and the sound -

stage, as can placing ribbon drivers too
close to furniture or a shelf.

To get the very best out of the Slant 6,
you have to go beyond the manual and find
how far apart the speakers must be to yield
the widest soundstage without loss of cen-
ter fill, imaging quality, and depth. Tweak-
ing the toe -in may not be vital, but the
soundstage is so well focused that you'll
miss a lot of sonic nuance if you don't take
the time to experiment.

It also takes experimentation to find the
room placement that simultaneously gives
you the best sound from both the Slant 6's
ribbon tweeter and its cone woofer. Fortu-
nately, this was significantly easier than
with many hybrid speakers I've tried. To
some extent, I credit this to the Slant 6's

woofer, which appeared to emphasize speed
and dynamics over deep bass power. (Its
bass rolloff tapered smoothly below 35 or
40 Hz, without rising to an audible peak.)
These woofer characteristics not only im-
proved the sonic match between the ribbon
and the cone but also made the Slant 6's
bass less sensitive to room placement. In
three different rooms, I could position the
speaker for optimum midrange and treble
performance without making major sacri-
fices in bass.

Even after I played around with room
placement, I found the Slant 6's woofer just
a bit warm in the mid -bass, upper bass, and
lower midrange. Fortunately, this warmth
sounded pleasant with many close-miked
recordings and was not accompanied by the

bass overhang that
blurs detail and com-
presses musical pas-
sages that have lots of

deep bass energy. The

bass was good, not
great. There was a
surprising amount of
bass energy and de-
tail, and the low bass

was audibly present when required. Howev-
er, as is common with speakers in this price
range, real bass power kicks in only above
45 Hz.

The Slant 6 handled percussion tran-
sients and dynamics more naturally than
most of its competitors and did an equally
good job of reproducing bass guitar, syn-
thesizer, piano, and bass viol. Organ notes
were well defined, with minimal blurring
and little tendency to compress the organ's
dynamic range.

I could hear some transition problems in
the lower midrange that went beyond a
touch of warmth. Although the woofer's
sound blended well with the ribbon's, the
blend was not as seamless as in some far
more expensive hybrids. Because those
speakers have larger ribbons or electrostatic
panels, their crossover frequencies can be
low enough to be nearly unnoticeable. (To
make the crossover truly inaudible, it would
have to be at 90 Hz or lower.) A lot of the
coloration could be minimized by slightly
altering toe -in, slightly adjusting the speak-
er's distance from the wall behind it, and
changing the setting of the switch on the
speaker's rear.

THE APOGEE SLANT 6

GIVES YOU MANY

OF A FULL -RANGE

RIBBON'S ADVANTAGES,

AT A LOWER PRICE.
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The Slant 6's ribbon does not cover the
entire midrange, as the ribbon of Apogee's
Studio Grand ($13,000/pair) does. I found
the Slant 6 had a bit too much upper -mid-
range energy and life above 1 kHz, which
sometimes gave it a slightly forward sound -
stage perspective. To compensate, this
speaker offered the exceptional midrange
transparency, detail, and speed above 1 kHz
of the best ribbons and electrostatics. It had
a great deal of upper -octave life and energy,
without hardness. There were no significant
rough spots. When I moved my head a bit, I
heard no sudden shifts in imaging or treble
energy. The treble and soundstaging were
surprisingly stable over a relatively wide
horizontal listening area. You could proba-
bly fit two or three listeners into the listen-
ing area at reasonable distances.

The Slant 6 had a slight rolloff in the top
octave, but this complements most record-
ings, especially digital recordings. I doubt
that even those audiophiles who are used to
far more expensive speakers will miss much
when listening to the Slant 6, provided their
ears are below the top of its ribbon driver.
(The Slant 6's upper -octave energy seemed

to fall off sharply if I was standing or sitting
too high.)

The soundstage produced by the Slant 6
was large and open and had lots of depth.
At the same time, the image was of natural
size and had excellent stability and focus.
This speaker was about as good as Apogee's
Mini Grand in its ability to reproduce
soundstage depth, soundstage width, and
ambience. And it did so even with complex
classical music recordings, such as the LP of
the Drottningholms Barokensemble's Barock

(Proprius 7761), which has a very complex
mix of tenor voice and strings and a lot of
depth and space. One CD passage was espe-
cially revealing of the Slant 6's strengths,
the seventh and eighth minutes of the Dal-
las Symphony Orchestra on Shostakovich's
Symphony No. 7 (Dorian DOR 90161).

The Slant 6 combined particularly good
depth reproduction with good back-to-
front imaging. Some speakers tend to do
better at left -to -right than front -to -back
imaging; others tend to shift instruments
away from the center and cluster them near
the left and right speakers. The Slant 6 was
scarcely perfect in these respects, but its

performance was competitive with any-
thing I have heard in its price range.

The Slant 6 needs an amplifier that pro-
duces far more than 50 watts per channel
and one that is load -tolerant. I would not
recommend using a solid-state amp that
doesn't have considerable current as well as
voltage capability or a tube amp that has
trouble delivering deep -bass power or con-
trolling woofers.

This speaker is not particularly cable -
sensitive. Symo cable seemed to work best
with the Slant 6, but a variety of Audio -
Quest, Discovery, and Wireworld cables
performed very well. Goertz cable did less
well, and I'd be particularly careful of
speaker cables that have trick terminators.

Auditioning the Apogee Acoustics Slant 6

reminded me that very good ribbon drivers
are available in very affordable hybrid pack-
ages. This speaker brought musical pleasure
and life to a wide range of recordings, and
its trade-offs were always musically natural,
regardless of the instruments or voices be-
ing reproduced. Its sound was outstanding,
in one of the most competitive price ranges
in high -end audio. A

ACROTEC
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Stereo Review

and Cliesky Records

Introduce The Gold

Stereo And Surround

Sound Set -Up Disc
tereo Review and cutting -edge audiophile label
Chesky Records have produced a most entertaining and

informative set-up disc. This jam-packed (76+minutes)
gold CD runs the gamut from basics like speaker channel ID
and phasing tests, to fun stuff like The Wandering
Audiophile, which clearly demonstrates how low frequencies
are distributed throughout your listening room, and The
Clap Test, that just might be the first step to improving your
room's acoustics. And you won't even have to reach for your
bifocals to read the CD booklet-an announcer talks you
through all of the tests and demos. You're free to settle back
into your comfy chair while you listen and learn.

Chesky Records' Producer Steve Guttenberg and
Writer/Technical Consultant Anthony Chiarella joined forces
with Stereo Review's Technical Editor David Ranada to create

this must -have Set -Up Disc. Utilizing test tones developed
by David Ranada, the primary goal was to make this disc as
easy to use as possible, and to fashion a tool that could
effectively improve the performance of most Stereo or Home
Theater systems. Mission accomplished!

The Subwoofer Set -Up tracks will improve the integration
and blending of subwoofers with your main stereo speakers;
the Shake, Rattle, And Roll test reveals the frequencies of
your listening room's resonances; there's a section dedicated
to optimiziing stereo speaker set-up; you'll be amazed by
the three-dimensional acoustics of the Imaging And
Soundstage demo; and for Home Theater fans, there are
a battery of Dolby Pro Logic surround sound tests. This
Gold CD also features a generous sampling from Chesky's
latest releases, which serve as musical illustrations for
each test. Tracks include new music from Chesky's women
of song, Rebecca Pidgeon, Sara K, & Ana Caram; Jazz

Stereo Review (WPSKY 1 RECORDS

010k
STEREO AND SURROUND SOUND

SET-UP DISC

legends Oregon and Paquito D'Rivera; guitar virtuosos Bad'
Assad and Carlos Heredia: a dash of Mozart; some lovely
music from the Westminster Choir; even a "Theater Without
Pictures" piece from Igor Stravinsky's "The Soldier's Tale".

There's also a track from Chesky's trailblazing New Age/
World Music group I Ching's new CD, "Of The Marsh And
The Moon". This CD was recorded with a new process
dubbed "Natural Surround Sound". Unlike other surround
sound systems which require a decoder and four or more
speakers, "Natural Surround Sound" is 100% compatible to
any conventional two -channel, two speaker stereo system.
Remarkably, this process eliminates "magic" boxes
or processing of any kind in the recording chain, or even in
post -production. As you listen to the I Ching track, you'll
hear ambient sounds well in front of the plane of the stereo
speakers! Truly an out of this world music experience!

The Stereo Review and Chesky Records

Gold Stereo And Surround Sound Set -tip Disc

is now available to Stereo Review readers

for only $9.98

(plus $2.00 shipping and handling).

To order, please call 1-800-294-5894.

operators are standing by

24 hours a day, 7 days a week...
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WADIA 27
D/A CONVERTER

is hard to get a good perspective
on an audio component with
the technology and price of the
Wadia 27 Decoding Computer.
What do you get from a D/A
converter costing $8,450 that

you don't get from less expensive
models?

For one thing, the Wadia 27 pos-
sesses outstanding technology and
specifications, a wide range of useful
features, construction quality and
styling that belong in the Museum of
Modern Art, and superb sound. Ex-
pensive as it may be, it meets every
test relating to value for money I can
think of. Furthermore, the Wadia 27
can be used as a digital preamp, en -

Company Address: Wadia Dig-
ital, 624 Troy St., River Falls,
Wisc. 54022; 715/426-5900.

For literature, circle No.98

abling you to eliminate the col-
oration inevitable in the use of a sep-
arate preamp and extra intercon-
nects. The features that make this
possible begin with six digital inputs
(one AES/EBU input with an XLR
connector, two coaxial inputs with
BNC connectors, two ST optical in-
puts, and one Toslink optical input)
and versatile analog outputs (the
balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA
outputs can be used simultaneously,
and internal switches can set the au-
dio output voltage to suit your pre -
amp). Equally important are the Wa-
dia's digital volume and balance
controls, which are free of any appar-

ent coloration. You can even use the
Wadia 27 to control a system con-
taining both digital and analog
sources, by adding the Wadia 17 A/D
converter.

The Wadia 27's front panel has no
buttons or controls, just an alphanu-

meric display that indicates control
settings. Operation is handled by the
remote control, which you can use to
vary volume in steps of 0.5 dB and
channel balance in 0.1 -dB steps. It
also has muting and absolute -polari-
ty buttons and can be used with any
Teac-based Wadia CD transport.

The Wadia delivers 24 -bit digital
processing by way of two Motorola
56000 DSP chips, and 22 -bit digital
resolution and throughput via eight
Burr -Brown 1702 DACs in full -dif-
ferential mode. These chips are all
surface -mounted; Wadia feels this
improves performance because of
the shorter lead lengths and reduced
number of internal connections.
Like most Wadia products, the 27 is
easily upgradable: The ROM con-
trolling its software -based digital fil-
tering is socketed for easy replace-
ment, each of its six circuit boards is
devoted to one specific function and
is removable, and the rear panel is
modular. This upgrade capability,
which includes the possibility of
sampling rates up to 96 kHz, may be
of great value if the industry ever
moves to a CD technology more ad-
vanced than today's system.

The Wadia 27 has full 64 -times
oversampling, accomplished by
performing 16 -times Spline resam-
pling in the Motorola chips and
four -times first -order LaGrangian
resampling in dedicated chips. Be-
cause a single DAC chip can't handle
2,822,400 samples per second (64
times CD's 44,100), the resampling
chips feed each channel's four DAC
chips sequentially, 705,600 samples
at a time. The Wadia 27 has a propri-
etary jitter -reduction circuit called
RockLok. The output stage uses sur-
face -mounted Burr -Brown OPA642
current -to -voltage converters and
Burr -Brown BUF634P output buff-
ers. The circuits are on four- and six -
layer boards with integral ground
planes. The power supply uses dual
toroidal transformers, 36 individual
stages of regulation (plus a four -
stage, 60 -watt preregulator), and
more than 30,000 microfarads of fil-
tering and energy storage.
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The cabinet is fairly compact (4'/s inches
high, 17 inches wide, and 16 inches deep).
However, it weighs 32 pounds because of its
thick chassis panels, which double as heat
sinks, and because the transformers are on
a subchassis that isolates them electrically,
mechanically, and acoustically.

Even though I've heard more D/A con-
verters than is good for my psyche, I can't
say how the Wadia (or any other top D/A)
sounds in comparison to all its competitors.
I have not heard even a quarter of the con-
tenders in the $3,000+ range, but I did
compare the Wadia 27 with the $15,950
Mark Levinson No. 30.5 and the $5,595
Theta Digital DS Pro Generation V -a Bal-
anced, two of the finest -sounding convert-
ers I have heard.

Listening comparisons with even a few
top-quality D/A converters are anything
but easy to conduct.
Even if you match the

converters' output
levels within a frac-
tion of a dB, the
sound characteristics
of the reference sys-
tem and room inter-
actions introduce ex-
traneous colorations.
Further, some CDs sound better with some
D/A converters than with others, in ways
that are atypical of CDs in general.

I tried to get around these problems by
using CDs from many labels, using several
different transports (principally the Mark
Levinson No. 31.5), and using three differ-
ent audio systems in different listening
rooms. Such listening showed me that
many of the sonic nuances that distinguish
one D/A converter from another in one sys-
tem and mom are not repeatable in other
systems and rooms. There are audible inter-
actions between the converter, the rest of
the system, and the room. The most impor-
tant differences were audible in all three
rooms.

That said, my listening experience con-
vinced me that the Wadia 27 will likely be a
top performer in any system. Its timbre was
consistently accurate in reproducing my
reference CDs and DATs that contain natur-
al acoustic performances of classical music,
jazz, solo woice, and solo instruments.

There are more euphonic D/A converters
than the Wadia 27, and it may not have the

warmth or slightly softened treble of some
top -of -the line models that use vacuum
tubes in their output stages. On the other
hand, the Wadia 27's rendition of the over-
all timbre of strings, woodwinds, brass, per-

cussion, and voice was simply as "right" in
reproducing what was on the original CD
or DAT as that of any D/A converter I've en-

countered. Although you can fully appreci-
ate the Wadia 27's timbral accuracy only by

listening to a wide range of music, the in-
strumentals and vocals on Alan Parsons'
and Stephen Court's Sound Check (Mobile
Fidelity SPCD 015) provide a good starting
point for understanding why I praise the
Wadia's musical realism and accuracy.

The only D/A converter I have heard that
produces a slightly more natural timbre on
some CDs is the Levinson 30.5, which costs
nearly twice as much as the Wadia 27. The

Levinson's midrange
sounded a bit more
natural on strings
and piano, although
it may not have been
quite as realistic as
the Wadia in the bass.
The Theta unit also
had a musically nat-
ural timbre but slight-

ly more upper -octave energy than I believe
was actually in the recordings.

The Wadia's transients and dynamic re-
sponse were excellent and musically natur-
al. The Wadia resolved low-level detail,
complex musical passages, and complex
musical harmonics without any artificial
hardness or spotlighting of detail. This high
resolution also gave the Wadia an unusual
ability to reveal sonic differences between
CD transports and various types of CD
mastering without adding significant col-
orations of its own.

I would rank the Levinson 30.5 as slight-
ly superior in sheer resolving power, partic-
ularly with very low-level musical passages
and old CDs. However, the Levinson's dy-
namic transients seemed a bit soft, and the
match between dynamics and timbre was
better with the Wadia. The Theta's dynam-
ics and detail also matched its timbre, but a
touch of synergistic coloration made its
performance seem closer to the instru-
ments than was entirely natural.

There were some interesting differences
among the three D/A converters in specific

THE WADIA 27

HAS OUTSTANDING SPECS

AND TECHNOLOGY,

ART -MUSEUM STYLING,

AND SUPERB SOUND.

areas of the frequency spectrum and in
soundstage performance. The Theta had
the most bass dynamics and energy, the
Levinson had the most bass definition and
tightness, and the Wadia struck a balance
between them (although its sound was clos-
er to that of the Levinson). These differ-
ences in the bass emerged clearly in Eiji
Oue's recording of several Stravinsky pieces
(Reference Recordings RR -70), in Jacques
Loussier Plays Bach (Telarc CD -83411), and
in the National Philharmonic Recording of
The Mysterious Film World of Bernard Herr-

mann (Mobile Fidelity UDCD 692). I admit

that these bass differences had limited over-
all musical significance, but they were more
immediately apparent than other sonic dif-
ferences between converters. (I suspect
these differences in bass energy and defini-
tion may explain why some reviewers refer
to one converter as doing more to preserve
the beat or rhythm of the music than an-
other. A D/A converter cannot introduce
meaningful timing errors in the bass beat,
but the "beat" may seem stronger if the bass
sounds louder or more dynamic.)

The differences in the midrange and tre-
ble related more to the reproduction of dy-
namic contrasts than to differences in fre-
quency response or timbre. The midrange
timbres of the Wadia 27 and Levinson 30.5
were almost the same, but the dynamic
contrasts in the Wadia were a little sharper.
The apparent midrange response of the
Theta Generation V tilted just slightly to-
ward the high end, and dynamic contrasts
were sharper than in the other two units.

In the treble region, there were no strik-
ing differences among the converters in en-
ergy or extension. All three had excellent air
and harmonic definition in the top octaves,
although the Levinson seemed to have
slightly cleaner harmonic detail and the
Theta had a touch more apparent treble.

All three units reproduced an excellent
soundstage, but the apparent soundstage of
the Theta was a bit more forward than that
of the other two units. The Levinson's
soundstage was more mid -hall, and the Wa-

dia's was just a bit forward of that. All of the
D/A converters presented excellent width
and depth, but the Levinson and Wadia
portrayed a bit more depth than the Theta.
Soundstage detail, ambient information,
and imaging were very good with all three,
but the Levinson had a trace more sound-
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stage detail than the other two. Interesting-
ly, my son-who is no fan of either classical
music or listening comparisons-picked
this difference out consistently in blind
comparisons using fairly ordinary record-
ings (such as the Haydn trumpet concerto
on L'Oiseau-Lyre 417610).

Performance did vary according to the
type of CD I played, but not always in the
ways I would have predicted. Somewhat to
my surprise, I did not notice any consistent
change in the three converters' sonic char-
acteristics when I played CDs labeled "20 -
bit" or discs made with advanced mastering
technologies like Sony's SBM or JVC's
XRCD. Although some CDs did sound
cleaner than others, their recording and
production values shaped sound quality far
more than any specific recording process or
D/A converter did. The "techno-hype" on
the CD's cover rarely correlated with how
good the recording really was.

The Wadia 27 does not have HDCD de-
coding. But prolonged listening to HDCD
recordings through the Wadia and through
the Levinson and the Theta in their HDCD
modes convinced me that the Wadia's lack
of this circuit was no drawback. It also con-
vinced me that HDCD is largely a waste of
time. I have been impressed by the overall
quality of recent HDCD recordings and of
the filter used in HDCD decoding, but play-
ing HDCD discs through the Levinson and
Theta did not reveal any musical informa-
tion that I could not hear from the Wadia. I
also detected no musical detail on HDCD
recordings that was not available, and just
as musically convincing, on many top CDs
without HDCD encoding.

It was interesting to use the three D/A
converters to listen to the same recordings
with and without HDCD. These compar-
isons are available on HDCD Sampler 2
(Reference Recordings RR-905CD) and
Doug MacLeod's You Can't Take My Blues
(AudioQuest AQ 1041). Even though the
Wadia 27 does not provide HDCD decod-
ing, the HDCD-encoded tracks on the Ref-
erence Recordings disc still sounded better
than the tracks mastered with Sony's 1630
and KOJ-701 ES A/D converters-possibly
reflecting the fact that neither the 1630 nor
the KOJ-701ES is a state-of-the-art convert-
er. In contrast, the non-HDCD passages on
the Doug MacLeod album sounded better
than the HDCD-encoded passages. This

held true with the Wadia, the Levinson, and
the Theta. Apparent dynamic range and
soundstage detail were slightly better with-
out HDCD via all three converters, and the
upper midrange seemed more harmonic
and natural. In fact, the recordings made
using the Apogee A/D 1000-20 Super En-
coding System sounded as superior to those
made with the HDCD encoding system as
the HDCD-encoded tracks seemed to those
made with the Sony 1630 and KOJ-701ES.
And none of these recordings, incidentally,
approached the transparency and musical
integrity of the best true 18- and 20 -bit
recordings I have heard.

I also compared the sound of the Wadia
to that of top mid -priced D/A converters
from Adcom, Audio Alchemy, and PS Au-
dio. On many types of music, the differ-
ences between it and the mid -priced units
were scarcely to die for. Today's best mid -
priced D/A converters are very good in-
deed. And the differences I did hear again
depended on the recording and the associ-
ated components. However, there were
some sonic differences that were musically
significant when I played really good
recordings on a really clean system.

Such differences in sound quality involve
the same diminishing returns you expect
when making an investment in any high -
end electronics. You do not get the kind of
sharp audible differences you do when you
compare top speakers with similar price
differences. What you do get is more har-
monic detail and natural harmonic integri-
ty-particularly with strings, piano, and
woodwinds-and a sweeter, more detailed
sound. Soundstage resolution is better, as is
the overall quality of left -to -right and back-
to-front imaging. Depth is as natural as the
recording permits, without the slight fore-
shortening or slight sense of echo common
to the less expensive units. Bass and dynam-
ic contrasts are better defined.

Yes, there are diminishing returns in pay-
ing thousands of dollars for a D/A convert-
er. However, the differences are important
enough for me to find that a converter like
the Wadia 27 is aesthetically competitive
with the best in analog sound, while mid -
priced converters are not. This is the name
of the game in high -end audio, and it gives
you the same justification for buying the
Wadia 27 that a different set of passions
does for buying a Rolex or a Mercedes. A

THETA, continued from page 62

Theta's DTS board sounded fine, although
I heard nothing in the DTS-encoded
laserdiscs or music CDs that suggested any
kind of sonic advantage over Dolby Digital.
(DTS CDs may someday be filed next to
dbx LPs in the Dumb -Ass Audiophile Ideas
warehouse. But if you want the option to
play whatever titles come out in the format,
Theta again has got you covered.)

Is the Casablanca perfect in every way?
Yes and no. In terms of sound quality and
movie surround processing, it's far and
away the best I've heard. But I did not find
the music surround modes very interesting
or usable. It's not that they're whacked out,
like so many of the cheap 'n' cheesy DSP
surround modes in typical A/V receivers,
but just the opposite. Being nothing more
than Robo-Hafler sum/difference circuits,
the Theta's analog and digital matrix music
surround modes sound relatively dull and
just aren't as sophisticated and awe-inspir-
ing as the Citation 7.0's "6 -Axis" mode or
the Meridian 565's "Tri-Field" mode. Both
of these modes take a stereo music signal
and generate an intensely vibrant, always
appropriate, very natural surround presen-
tation. Yes, the Theta has an L + R center
channel and an L -R surround channel, but
to my ears they sounded dated and weird
on most of my CDs. Maybe these modes
would sound better with classical music
than with Hendrix, Coltrane, and Sebadoh.
As it was, I ignored the matrix modes and
used just Dolby Pro Logic for movies and
straight stereo for music. The Casablanca's
startling sound quality in these modes
made it pretty easy to forgive its lack of cool

music surround capabilities.
That aside, the Theta Casablanca is an

undeniable success. Its combination of sim-
ple, intuitive setup and operation; stunning
Theta -grade digital sound quality in stereo,
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital, and DTS;
and an obsolescence -free design push it to
the front of the race for best surround pre -
amp on the market. If your main goal is
synthesized music surround from stereo
CDs, you will be happier with the Meridian
565 or the Citation 7.0. But you won't get
better sound quality in stereo and Dolby
Digital/Pro Logic. And if the best is what
you're lusting after, the Theta Digital
Casablanca should be the beginning of a
beautiful relationship. A
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Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way
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Pacific Audio & Alarm
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When you've got questions about Audio and Video,

see a specialist AUDIO

QI want a home theater but, I don't
want speakers all over the place,
what can I do?

AThere are many customers that
believe floor standing speakers are not
esthetically appealing and can be an
intrusion on your living space.
Fortunately there is a solution, they are

called architectural (in -wall) speakers. They mount
in the walls and ceilings of your home
and are less obvious than air vents and smoke
detectors. They perform just as well and many
times better than floor standing speakers and they
can be painted or wallpapered to match your
home's decor. I recommend using speakers that
come with pivoting tweeters, they let you aim the
sound toward your listening area (great feature
for rear channel use). Adjustable bass and treble is
also a really important feature, it allows you to
fine tune the speaker to your listening taste.
Architectural speakers can be used in all five
channe s of your home theater, they sound great
and they don't sacrifice your homes' esthetics.

-Douglas Sullivan
VIP Systems

Westlake Village, California

vzP
SYSTEMS

QShould I consider custom installation?

AIf you are remodeling or building a
home you should consider working
with an A/V specialist that offers
custom installation. Today's "multi -room"
options can be as sophisticated as

control' ng every aspect of your audio/video
system from anywhere in the house, or as simple
as adding speakers in another room Having your
local specialist pre -wire your home, preferably
be=ore the drywall stage, will be the most cost
effective and will allow music to follow you from
room to room. Experienced custom installers will
work wi :h you and can overcome the obstacles
of running wires, and installing speakers and
controllers in existing walls. Most will tailor their
recommendations to your exact needs and
budget. Of course, you can always expand in
stages as your home and budget expands.
Remember, if you are building or remodeling.
be sure to Dring your blueprints!

-Chris Perkins
Cookin'

Manchester-, New Hampshire

Each month, Audio Magazine's feature "See a Specialist" showcases the finest audio/video dealers from across the country. The dealers,
chosen as a result of recommendations from equipment manufacturers, Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, exemplify the best
audio/video dealers from New York to California. The chosen dealers offer solutions to problems that can best be handled by a specialty
audio/video retailer.

If you would like to submit questions to dealers in your area please write to
See a Specialist, c/o Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019
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Bach: The Well -Tempered
Clavier, Part I

Valery Afanassiev, piano
DENON CO -78834-35
Two CDs; DDD; 138:20

Sound: A, Performance: A

he equal -temperament
system has been around
for so long that most of
us have never heard any-
thing else. Yet in Johann
Sebastian Bach's day, the

subject of temperament-different
methods of dividing the octave-
was still controversial. Many musi-
cians still adhered to the richness of
the pure intervals produced by the
older tuning systems. The problem
with these older systems was that
they were limited to only a few keys
(C major, G major, F major), and
playing in remote keys (D -flat ma-
jor, G -sharp minor, F -sharp major)
resulted in music that was horribly
out of tune.

Brilliant composers such as Bach
were not about to limit themselves to
only a few keys. Therefore he advo-
cated the "equal -tempered" tuning
system, whereby an octave is divided
into 12 equal parts. This was an
acoustical compromise. Although
the pure intervals of the older tuning
systems would be unavailable, equal
temperament would enable corn -

posers to write in remote keys; for
Bach, this flexibility was well worth

the compromise.
As if to champion equal tempera-

ment, Bach composed a set of 24
preludes and fugues-one in each of
the 12 major and 12 minor keys-
that he called The Well -Tempered
Clavier. Bach used this first part,
which he finished in 1722, in the ed-
ucation of his sons. He carefully
wrote out a copy each for two of
them, Wilhelm Friedemann and Carl
Philipp Emanuel; these copies still
exist today. (Bach finished another
set of 24 preludes and fugues in
1744, completing The Well -Tem-
pered Clavier as we know it.)

For almost two centuries, these
pieces have been staples for young pi-
anists. The artist of this recording,
Valery Afanassiev, knew all of them by

heart before he entered the Moscow
Conservatory. Each prelude and
fugue presents a different aspect of
Bach, and The Well -Tempered Clavier

has become a milestone in musical
thought. As Albert Schweitzer, the
eminent organist and Bach scholar,
put it, "It is not as though we enjoy
The Well -Tempered Clavier as much

as we are edified by it."

Although Bach originally com-
posed the work for the clavichord
(and it is often performed on the
harpsichord), this Denon recording
of a modern piano is extremely ef-
fective. Afanassiev's playing is

thoughtful and sensitive, maintain-
ing a critical balance between the
cerebral and the romantic. It is inter -

Of all the world's outstanding
conductors, none has more sterling
credentials for conducting Berlioz
than Sir Colin Davis. This recording
is everything one might reasonably

C-

Olga ro ' ' a, me
Thomas oser, to

bas Bavarian Ra
Vien a Philharmonic, Colin Davis

PHILIPS 442 134
Two CDs; DDD; 1:36:19
Sound: A, Performance: A

oméo et Juliette
sfano;

4ilc<,
o Choir;

r; Alas

II

hope fo#in a
m . 'cal

II

avis perfo ance in
of the world-

nctively ripe beauty
of the Vienna Phil-
harmonic is not
likely to be dupli-
cated elsewhere.
Still, the slick inter-
nationalism leaves
one hankering after

something a little fresher and a little
more idiomatically French. But nev-
er mind; it's a fine job musically and
sonically. Robert Long
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UDCD 682 NEW RELEASE
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... still the leader

THE SEARCHERS
Meet The Searchers &

Sounds Like Searchers

:Ifl
2 LPs on 1 CD

UDCD 693 NEW RELEASE

ORIGINR! MRS," RECOROING

Zoot Sims
with The Kenny Drew Trio

Zoot Sims
1,

In Copenhagen

UDCD 694 NEW RELEASE

IF IT'S MUSIC WORTH LISTENING TO, IT'S WORTH MOBILE FIDELITY.
For 20 yeare, Mobile Fidelity has been providing audiophiles and music enthusiasts with the ultimate listening
experience. )ir Ultradisc II TM 24 -karat gold CD brings you the warmth and sweetness of analog with the realism
of live muse. By starting with the original master tapes and our proprietary mastering technology,
The GAIN SystemTM, we have become the leader in creating the most sonically accurate audio
software in -he world. You'll hear our difference; and, every beautiful nuance of the original recording. If it's
worth listeni_r, to, it's worth listening to Mobile Fidelity!

nlunt=3a vsm,aaCH.- The Original 24-kt Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.:
To receive a ,rlor catalog or The GAIN System" technical paper. call 800-423-5759.

105 Morris Street  Sebastopol, CA 95472
WWW URL address: http://www.mofi.com/
In Canada cel 800-267-1216 (Music Retailers)
or 800 465-4434 (Hi -Fi Retailers)
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titles and more
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"1 can't name a single interconnect
at it's price point that can begin to
challenge the overall performance of
the PBJ, a more amazing fact is that
I can't name a single interconnect at
any price that I know can best it."

The Audio Observatory
Volume II # IV

Now available
with

CON NECTORS

KIMBER KABLE

2752 S. 1900 W OGDEN, UT 84401

801. 621. 5530 FaX 801. 627.6980

VAN Al ROSE TIM
Orchestral Works

Catherine Dubosc, soprano;
Orchestra Symphonique

et Lyrique de Nancy,
Jéróme Kaltenbach

MARCO POLO 8.223768
DDD; 59:17

Sound: B, Performance: A

Manual Rosenthal is remem-
bered primarily as the arranger
of "Gaité Parisienne" from bits of
Jacques Offenbach's operettas.
He also was well established as a
conductor. But here he is repre-
sented as a com-
poser. There are
two orchestral
suites-"Les pe-
tits métiers," a
musical charac-
terization of Pa-
risian tradesmen, and "Musique
de table," an eight -course musi-
cal repast-plus three brief song
cycles with orchestra.

,A...
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A student of Maurice Ravel
and obviously influenced by him,
Rosenthal's music nonetheless
contains passages that bear a
closer relationship to his nearer
contemporaries, notably Jacques
Ibert and Francis Poulenc. The
songs may remind you of Ravel's
Shéhérazade, but the ebullient
and even raucous outbursts in
some of the orchestral move-
ments add spice to the "classic
cuisine" of his writing.

There are all sorts of sonorities
to savor, and this disc could serve
as first-rate demo material if the
hall where it was recorded were
acoustically a little mellower and
a little less reverberant. As it is,
the soundstage is somewhat dif-
fuse, and musical detail some-
times seems obscured by the am-
bience. The performances are
very solid, however, and the
music is, among other things,
great fun. Robert Long

i
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esting that after a childhood filled with The
Well -Tempered Clavier, Afanassiev put it away
and "didn't touch it for 27 years." Now, with
the experience of an adult concert artist, his
interpretation of each movement reveals a
maturity of style and remarkable consistency.

Afanassiev is also a writer and poet. His
program notes for this two -disc set are fasci-
nating (he sees James Joyce as Bach's literary
successor) and include his Homage to Bach, a
poem depicting the artist's feelings about Bach's
life and work through allusions to everything
from Shakespeare's sonnets and Webern's
cantatas to cups of coffee and Indian monks.
Concerning The Well -Tempered Clavier, he
notes both its sublimity and its utilitarianism,
describing it as "...both a treasure chamber and
a prayer. And also a walk between my bath-
room and my study." Patrick Kavanaugh

Purcell: Dido and Aeneas and
Music for Plays & Masques

Boston Baroque, Martin Pearlman
TELARC CD -80424; DDD; 70:01

Sound: A, Performance: A

With so many recordings of Dido and Ae-
neas already available, Telarc must be experi-
encing a certain angst in releasing yet anoth-
er-particularly one that has no international
stars to attract the faithful. In fact, partly by

avoiding superstars it has achieved a consis-
tency of approach that has been missing from
glittery past productions. This is a period per-
formance that single-mindedly focuses on the
opera as musical drama rather than as a musi-
cological demonstration.

The only really unusual element in this
presentation is the use of a thunder machine
to frame the scene in Act II with the Sorcer-
ess and her cronies. Although the sound is
neither very convincing as thunder nor par-
ticularly apt as drama, it does serve to un-
derscore the change of scene.

If you're looking for a period version of
Dido, I'd recommend you also listen to

William Christie's ver-
sion on Erato (4509-
98477, reviewed in the
August 1995 issue).
Christie is more imagi-
native and marginally
more musical, but you

may prefer Martin Pearlman's approach,
which is at once "straighter" and more
overtly dramatic. There is one additional,
obvious difference: Erato gives you just the
opera (some 52 minutes), whereas Telarc
adds a suite of instrumental movements
from Purcell's stage works. This is a mixed
blessing, however. Unless you indulge in
elaborate programming of your player, the

I )Í(
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LISTEN
The Extended Resolution

brings the listener the high

NOW AVAILABLE
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Mighty Sam McClain
Give It UD To Love
JVCXR-0012-2

Rhythm & Blues legend Mighty Sam
McClain's first release for AudioQuest
Music received every possible accolade

Blues
Album of tse Year for 1993.

JVC

JIMMY ROGERS

Jimmy Rogers
Blue Bird
JVCXR-0015-Z

This outstanding release, originally
available cn the Acoustic Sounds label,
won the W C. Handy award for
Traditional Blues Album of the Year
in 1995 and represents the mature work
of an unde'appreciated blues giant.

AND COMPARE
CD is JVC's mastering and manufacturing process that

est audio fidelity available from a standard compact disc.

ON XRCD:

11/. BENNIE WALLACE
lriF MO SCiNi:1

Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs
JVCXR-0013-2

This set finds tenor sax master Bennie
Wallace at the top of his form, putting
his indelible stamp on a program of
classics. Bennie is joined by Lou Levy,
Alvin Queen and Bill Huntington.

nu.linl.Nil. IJVC

Victor Feldman
Audiophile
JVCXR-0016-2

Victor Feldman is considered by many to
be the finest, all-around jazz musician
ever to come from Great Britain. The
two projects included here, "Secret of
the Andes" and "Soft Shoulder, are
originally from the Nautilus Superdisc
audiophile series.

To find out more about XRCD access our web site at: xrcd@jvcmusic.com

To order by phone with a major credit card, call toll free 1-800-JVC-1386

JVC Music, 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Terry Evans
Puttin' It Down
JVCXR-0014-2

Terry Evans has built a career providing
back up vocals to some of the biggest

names in rock and roots music. Join
Terry, Ry Cooder and friends on Puttin'
It Down, a journey direct to the center
of Terry Evans' soul!

John Coltrane
Black Pearls
J VCXR-0017-2

Originally released in 1964, this
compelling collection is a prime example
of the synergy between Coltrane and

his contemporaries; Red Garland,
Paul Chambers, Arthur Taylor and
Donald Byrd.

JVC ZDbIÍSK&

oudioquest . dig .
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e Amplifiers

IGSI_OI

40W Stereo Integrated Amplifier
12AU7x4 12AX7x1 EL34x4

:$760

;SP -02 60W Stereo Power Amp
12AU7x2 12AX7x2 KT100x

GSM -260 Monobloc Power Amplifier
65W Ultralinear 35W Triode
12AU7x2 6550x2

14 -day no obligation home trial
Setup service available in the Bay Area

C I I Centasound Inter
PO Box 210337
San Francisco, CA 94121
el (415) 668-9003 Fax (415) 668-9638

8:00 am -8:00 pm PST Mon -Sat
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starkness of the silence following the final
choral lament is undercut by the extra mu-
sic. Christie, on the other hand, leaves you
ruminating on the tragedy that has just un-
folded, for a more penetrating impact.

Telarc recorded its Dido in Mechanics Hall
in Worcester, Massachusetts, which here lives
up to its sterling acoustic reputation. The
sound is spacious and, partly because of the
performance style, suggests the ambience of a
fine theater. Robert Long

Gade: Elverskud and Spring Fantasie
Soloists, Tivoli Concert Choir and

Symphony Orchestra, Michael Schenwandt
DACAPO/MARCO POLO 8.224051

DDD; 62:38
Sound: B+, Performances: A (Elverskud)

and C (Fantasie)

Gade: Orchestral Works
Staatsphilharmonie Rheinland-Pfalz,

Ole Schmidt
CPO 999 362; DDD; 69:12
Sound: A, Performance: A

Niels Wilhelm Gade was the most promi-
nent figure in what the Danes now refer to as
their musical golden age in the last century.
Like those of many of his colleagues, Gade's
fortunes (and, doubtless,
his loyalties) vacillated
between his home coun-
try and Germany. He
served as Felix Men-
delssohn's assistant in
Leipzig but left when his
music fell out of favor among the Germans
because, paradoxically, it had lost its Nordic-
ness and become too German. At home in
Copenhagen, Gade resumed his course as a

specifically Danish composer-and, indeed,
musical factotum.

"Echoes from Ossian" was Gade's first pub-
lished work and served as his entrée to Ger-
man musical society. All the remaining works
on these discs date from after his return to
Denmark. "Ossian" is a sort of concert over-
ture in which the legendary Scottish bard is
somehow transported east of the North Sea.
It, the "Hamlet" Overture, and two suites are
included in the CPO disc. One suite is "Hol-
bergiana," intended (as was Edvard Grieg's) to
celebrate the bicentenary of poet/dramatist
Ludvig Holberg; the other is "A Summer's
Day in the Country." All of these pieces have
their charms, and "Ossian" enjoys a special
place in Gade's oeuvre, being an historic first
as well as very effective music. But the overall
emphasis is on Gade as a composer of decora-
tive music; his deeper feelings are expressed
elsewhere.

Among other places, in "Elverskud" (usual-
ly translated as "The Elf -King's Daughter").
This is a secular cantata drawn from the Dan-

ish legend of a bride-
groom who, on the eve
of his wedding, sleeps on
the Elf Hill and spurns
the advances of a siren.
She consequently casts a
spell so that he drops

dead on returning home. Whether this tale is
used by Danish youths as an excuse for
prenuptial carousing, I don't know, but it has
frequently been an excuse for creating effec-
tive musical settings, as here. The soloists are
consistently fine and manage to outpoint
the Chandos competition in this piece. Un-
fortunately, CPO's quartet incorporates only
one of the "Elverskud" soloists and is far less
satisfactory.

,....,,W...._
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Altán j43dály

Kodály: Háry János Suite,
Dances from Galánta,

and Peacock Variations
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Yoel Levi

TELARC CD -80413; DDD; 68:52
Sound: A, Performance: A/
here are all of Zoltán Kodály's

best-known orchestral works, done
to a rich -voiced turn by Yoel Levy
and the Atlanta Symphony and cap-
tured in impeccable sound. What
more need be said? Perhaps that the
Háry János Suite, derived from an

.;.

eponymous opera, is favorite demo
material as well as delightful fare.
The other two compositions, though
somewhat more post -Romantic in
their aesthetic and therefore less

sparklingly mod-
ern, are also im-
pressive in these
readings. And all
three pieces, each
in its own way,
have something

to say about Hungary and being
Hungarian. Robert Long
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DO\I ETTI
String Quartets,

Nos. 10, 11, and 12
The Revolutionary

Drawing Room

CPO 999 279; DDD; 57:57

Sound: A, Performance: A?!

t had to happen: Donizetti meets
period instruments. Sure, musicol-
ogy tells us this was pretty much
the Performance style he would
have expected when he wrote these
admittedly late -classic bonbons.

But where, in the rela-
tively astringent per-
formances, is the Gae-
tano Donizetti we all
know and love-effu-
sive, sentimental old

Donizetti? Romantic old Donizetti?
Still, on the positive side, the perform-
ances are secure and even brilliant, the
sound is excellent, and the repertory is
delightful. Robert Long

GatIM Om.
íINb0.Will, 1) R

Dacapo, working in the Tivoli Concert Hall,
achieves a good soundstage, with slightly dry
sound. Put it this way: There's a pleasant am-
bience peeping shyly through the pickup. The
sound itself is up to good commercial stand-
ards but not as super -clean as that in the CPO
disc. The latter also has an even more impres-
sive soundstage and the more convincing con-
cert hall ambience, though no hall is men-
tioned in the notes.

Which should you choose if you want to
sample Gade's music? It depends on your
taste. "Elverskud" is the most impressive piece
here, the most characteristic of Gade, and per-
haps the best performed. "Ossian" comes in
second in all three respects. But if you're not a
fan of vocal music or don't take sonics ex-
tremely seriously, you may be better off with
the CPO issue. Robert Long

Bach: The Goldberg Variations
Sergey Schepkin, piano

ONGAKU RECORDS 024-107
DDD; 71:53

Sound: A, Performance: A

This beautiful keyboard composition owes
its existence to the insomnia of Count Keyser-
lingk of Leipzig, who employed Johann Gott-
lieb Goldberg to play the harpsichord for his
many sleepless nights. The Count asked Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach to write a special piece
for this odd purpose, and the result was quite

a success. Bach was awarded a golden goblet
filled with a hundred gold coins, and the rest
of us received one of the greatest theme and
variation works in the
world of music.

Although some musi-
cologists dispute the de-
tails of this famous story,
few listeners will dispute
the charm of Sergey
Schepkin's debut CD of the "Goldberg Varia-
tions." Ever since Glenn Gould's celebrated
recordings of this masterpiece on the piano
(instead of the original harpsichord), more
and more pianists have boldly programmed

ir (dnvr ..r

and recorded it. There are those who still pre-
fer harpsichord for this, and still others who
will forever cling to Gould's work as definitive.
They would do well to hear this recording.

Schepkin's interpretation is sensitive and
emotional, and it displays a wide variety of
tonal color. He explains, "My idea is to play
the piano as if it were a `superharpsichord': an
instrument with a clear and crisp sound, but
one that allows for literally millions of degrees
of touch and subtle change in sonority." This
young pianist succeeds in his objective, and
Ongaku Records has captured his many nu-
ances well. For an alternative to Gould, this is
a worthy recording. Patrick Kavanaugh
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"flawless"... "astonishing"...

"a landmark"... "the best"
CS.5
cc ...one of the best speakers available at any
price-Thiel's full size CS.5. 53
-Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

CS1.5
GG The CS1.5 is a landmark speaker of
the 1990s...an astonishing speaker.),
-Sam Tellig, Stereophile,Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

CS2 2
GC I think they are one of the
best, if not the best, performers
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-Andy Benham,
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Winter '92/93
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«...the CS3.6s outperform every
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-Robert Harley, Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS7
cc Thiel's CS7 loudspeaker is
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-Anthony Cordesman,
Audio, August '95
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GGA completely flawless design. 33

-Nagashima,
Stereo Sound/

Japan, Winter '93
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Never Home
Freedy Johnston

ELEKTRA 61920, 30:22

Sound: B, Performance: A

Freed hnston's rangy croon and
subtly detailed songs put him in that
small cadre of singer/songwriters-
Elvis Costello, John Hiatt, and Jim
Lauderdale, among others-whose
insights ring with clarity, wisdom,
and humor. Johnston can wrangle
you in with the perfect lyric or re-
sounding chorus, while his melodies
recall the glory years of folk pop. For
the listener who can see clear of
commercial alternative, rap, and
country, this "thirtysomething" mu-
sician creates a haven of pure, unadul-
terated melodic joy.

Never Home is chock-full of Beat-

le-esque melodicism, its absorbing
wordplay and full -throttle choruses
falling somewhere between Rubber
Soul's country/folk lushness and Re-
volver's guitar -driven punch. Far
from being a dumbed -down clone, á
la Oasis's Noel Gallagher, Johnston's
infectious tunes sting, and his acer-
bic wit remains intact.

The opening track, "On the Way
Out," pounces like Tom Petty danc-
ing with snakes. This mid -tempo
boiler weaves a snarling narrative of
love abused, as told through the eyes
of a petty thief. "Western Sky" de-
scribes a trucker's marriage and his
solitary nights, endless drives, and
isolated phone contact. Conjuring
both the romance and loneliness of

AUDIO/APRIL 1997
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the road, Johnston sings with an inti-
macy unknown to songwriters who
are more adept at casting off banal
one-liners than creating a heart -
wrenching scenario.

Just as easily, Johnston plunges
into the mean -spirited side of love.
"You always tell me that I'm just one

more thing to break," opens "One
More Thing To Break," about a rela-
tionship doomed to failure. Shifting
from rocking verses to half-time ,<
choruses, the song is layered with á
lurching guitars and gentle har-
monies. "He Wasn't Murdered" re- ,
calls Hank Williams and Creedence ó0
Clearwater Revival; "Hotel Seven- ó
teen," with its entwining strummed

MO RP HI NE
Like Swimming

DREAMWORKS 50009, 37:43
und: B+, Performance: B+

lever ideas go only so far be-
fore becoming predictable and
boring. Morphine, which works

ith only a two -string electric
bass, baritone sax, drums, and vo-
cals, has managed to avoid falling
'into this trap. With Like Swim-
ming, the Boston trio successfully

=broadens its sound, using an or-
,gan that sashays in front of a syn-
copated beat and taking advantage
of bassist/vocalist Mark Sand-
man's forceful presence by placing
him front and center. Stretching
on "Wishing Well," Sandman
yearns and cries as saxophonist
Dana Colley coolly saunters in
the background.

'Sandman down-
shifts to the lan-
guid, burnt -out
resignation of the
title track, which
captures the rich
nuances of his voice, while the
band breaks down walls with
the frenetic pace and caterwaul-
ing sprawl of noise in the song
"Eleven O'Clock."

Morphine's brave new sound is
a welcome one. Yet its slabs of
sexy, lazy, and smoky mile -long
grooves that have always satiated
are still intact, proving that good
things don't need to come to an
end. They just need to be tweaked
now and then. Vickie Gilmer

MORPHINE LIE: 'Av:!
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Receivers
YAMAHA'

Yamaha RV -501
Audio/Video Receiver

70 watts x 3 (Font) + 15 watts rear
Dolby Pro Logioc Surround 3 -digital
surround modes: Dolby 3 Stereo, Hall
& Rock  40-AM/FM presets Remote

$24999
NC RX-318
110 watts per channel, 4/V remote '159"
Technics SA-EX300
*Home Theater, 60 watts : 2, Dolby Pro Logic . .' 179"
Technics SA-EX400

Home Theater, 120 watt- x 2, Dolby Pro Logic '229"
Sherwood RV -5050R
A/V, 90 watts x 2, Dolby Pro Logic, remote '249"
Harman Kardon AVR-30
A/V, 50 watts x 3 + 20 watts x 2, Dolby '499"

(YAM RV501)

CD Players/Chan ers
YAMAHA'-I

Yamaha CDC -501
5 -Disc CD Changer

Fully opening tray with PfayXchange'"
allows changing 4 discs while one
plays 20-t/ack programming
*Remote control

519999 (YAM CDC50t)
NC XLV -282
*CD player, 1 -hit, 32-traci programming, remote . ' 149"
Technics SL-PD387
 5 -disc changer, 32 -track programming, pitch control' 159"

Technics SL-MC5O
. 60 -disc changer + 1 -single play, 32 -track prog. _1199"
Yamaha CDC -901
 5disc changer, 20-trackprogromming, remote ...'249"
NC XLMC301
 100 -disc changer+ 1 -single play, remote '349"

Cassette Decks
TEAC.

TEAC W-8508
Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

Dual auto -reverse record & play
'Continuous play Dolby B, C,
HX-Pro *Twin electronic tape counters

$19999 (TEA W850R)

TEAC V-377
Cassette Deck, Dolby B, 110/220 volt '69"
TEAC W-518
*Dual Cassette, outo-eeverse, Dolby B/C/HX'Pro

TEAC W -760R
Dual Cassette, Dolby S + Dolby B/C/HX-Pro.....' 129"

Technics RS -11373
*Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro . ' 179"
NC TDW-318
Dual A/R rec./play, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, pitch .1179"

t79.,

M MUSIC'
UOÇ WORLD,
AUDIOPHILE CD PLAYER AT A GREAT PRICE!

dynracco
TUBES FOR SUPERB SOUND!
Dynaco proudly introduces the

update to the remarkable CDV-1Mal
$59 9D99 CDV2)

Dynaco CDV-2
 16 -bit Sigma Delta D/A converter

with 8x oversampling
High -voltage, tube -driven output

stage with variable volume
control- it can drive a power amp
directly

 Newly designed superior
transport

 20 -hack programming
Audiophile -grade ALPS volume

control
Ultra -quality chassis -mounted
output connectors Gold-plated
headphone jack Full -function
remote control

Mini Audio Systems Turntables/
a l

Aiwa NSX-V2100
Mini Audio System

3 -disc CD changer Dual cassette
AM.FM tuner with 32 presets 15
watts per channel 2 -way shielded

speakers Remote control

1 9 999 (AIW NSXV2100)
NC UXT3-BK
'CO, AM/FM, auto -reverse cassette, remote '199"
NC MX-D4T
3 -CD changer, dual A/R cassette, AM/FM, remote .1299"

Aiwa NSX-V8000
3 -CD changer, dual A/R cassette, AM/FM, remote '349"

Aiwa NSX-AVH80
5 -speaker surround, 3 -CD changer, dual A/R cars. '449"

Bose' Lifestyle° 3 -II Was $999
*CD, AM/FM, cube speakers + Acoustimass' bass .'799"

THOR;
3 SPEEDS

33/45/78

Thorens TD 180
3 -Speed Belt -Drive Turntable

33/4 /78-r.p.m. *Auto shut-off &
retract "Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge$29999

(THN 180)

Gemini XL-BD10
Semiauto Turntable, belt -drive, pitch control 199"
Technics SL-BD22K
Semi -auto Turntable, beltdrive, pitch control '149"
Thorens TD280 Mk IV
 Beltdrive Turntable, auto shutoff, with cartridge '369"
Technics SL -120011
 Directdrive Turntable, manual, quartz -lock, pitch '479"
Audio Technica AT-ML150
*Audiophile standard -mount Cartridge '199"

Audiophile Components
Ofyiltfac0

TUBES!

50% OFF
Mfr. Sug. Retail $999

Dynaco PAS -4
Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

Exceptional sound quality at a great
price Full -featured design with MM
phono preamp, tape dubbing & on/off
mute (eliminates thumps)

$49950 (DYO PA54)

Dynaco Stereo 200
Power Amp, 100 watts/channel, solid state '399"

Dynaco PAT -6
Preamp AM/FM Tuner, solid state, remote '349"Vel° VA -1210

Powered bwoofer, 100 watts, black '649°'
Sennheiser HD -580
*Headphones, (ircumaurol, ultra -wide response '279"
Denon DA -500
D/A Converter, ALPHA processor ' 199"

Speakers
JBL

59% OFF
Mfr. Sug. Retail

5859.90

JBL ARC9O
3 -Way Bookshelf Speakers

 10" cast frame woofer 5" midrange
1" titanium tweeter 200 watts
power handling 8 ohms Black
woodgrain finish

$34 999/pr. IJBt ARC90)

Technics SB-LX10-BK
2 -way, 6.15' woofer, block pr '59"
Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
Compid, 1 -way, diaduct port pr '99"
JBL ARC50
 2 -way, 8" woofer, titanium tweeter pr ' 199"
Bose° 301° Series IV
Direct/Reflecting', 8' woofer, bookshelf -size ..pr. '318"

Bose* 501° Series V-BK
 Dired/Refecting`, faonstonding, black pr. '518"

Wireless Headphones X10 Home Automation April is Classical Music Month
iiiijLip SENNMEISER

Sennheiser RS6
Wireless Stereo Headphone System
900 MHz RF technology 325 range
3-switchable frequencies *Volume
control on headphone 'Includes Ni -
Cad rechargable battery

$19999 (SEN R56)

Sony MDR-IF125RK
*Cordless Headphones/transmitter, 23' range '59"
Recoton W-500
900MHz Wireless Headphones, 150' range

Sony MDR-RF94ORK
900tAHz Wireless Circumaural Headphones '129"
Sennheiser IS 450
*Infrared Wireless Headphones/transmitter '179"
Sennheiser RS8
900MHz Wireless Headphones with noise reduction '279"

s99

ists"
ACTBVEMOME-

Illrsnrrsas SERIAL CARBE
X CD-ROM

SORWAtAE FOR
Wee 3.lXc/WtM 95

X-10 ACTIVEHOME"
Home Automation System For PC

Control your entire home (up to 256
devices) Includes SuperREMOTE',
keychain remote, transceiver appli-
ance module & lamp module$9999

(X10 CKIIA)

Home Automation Kit With SuperREMOTE"
Remote control system, no PC required 000 RI OAI'49"

Appliance Module
 For appliance, TV, stereo, 2 -pin 000 AM4461'12"
Lamp Module
turns an/off/dims incandescent lights .tato LA4651' 12"
Universal Module
*Controls low voltages devices (X10 555001119"
Wall Receptacle
* Replaces exisiting wall outlets (X10 58221)' 14"

CHANDOS

CHA 9511

Britten
... >r n

MMus: Choral Edition, volume 1$ 99 CD
The Finzi Singers launch The Britten Choral
Edition, an important new recording series of
the complete choral works of Benjamin Britten.

Machaut Messe de Notre Dame,
Ensemble Organum
HM 901590 ........................... CD $12.99
Bliss: Orchestral Works, Lloyd -Jones
HEX 8553383 ........ ....... CD $4.99
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The ,

Perfect
Home

Theater
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FREE
Stereo Catalog
Dtscover

the fun, comfortable alternative to
those dizzying, frustrating mega -stereo

stores. Relax with your new
Crutchfield catalog and
find out why Catalog
Age magazine calls
Crutchfield the
"King of Service."

Information you
can't find
anywhere else
You'll love the detailed
product descriptions,
color photos, comparison
charts and honest specs. All
those technical terms are explained
in the simple language that's helped make
Crutchfield famous.

Discounts on major

brands, with loads
of information to
help you shop and

compare!

You'll find

Home Theater

components

and Digital

Satellite

Systems, too.

You won't believe
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guitars, tells of shattered love; and "If It's
True" billows with the melancholy grace and
irresistible tunefulness of James Taylor.

Freedy Johnston's powerful, romantic
melodies captivate your heart, while his en-
grossing wordplay sticks to your ears. An
anomaly in these genre -blurred times, he has
the lonely world of the singer/songwriter
practically to himself. Ken Micallef

Antichrist Superstar
Marilyn Manson

NOTHING/INTERSCOPE
INTD-90086, 77:26

Sound: A, Performance: A

In the more peaceful past, Marilyn Man -
son's apocalyptic crusade and nihilistic im-
agery were perceived as a bit of a sham. The
band's first album was cluttered with second-
rate garage metal, and its ghoulish cover of
Eurhythmics' "Sweet Dreams (Are Made of
This)" was a blatant self -parody. But forget
those naive, artistic expressions, because An-
tichrist Superstar is an eviscerating hate-fest
that hums with the volume and clarity of a
round of machine-gun fire, foreshadowing
the demise of humanity in 16 easy -to -swallow
doses of aggressively melodic poison.

Assisted by covenmate Trent Reznor and
Skinny Puppy producer Dave Ogilvie, Marilyn
Manson has created an album that combines
the most daunting aspects of industrial music
with the most energizing elements of heavy
metal. Gurgling sound effects and grinding
samples bubble through pounding beats and
buzzsaw guitars, while vocalist Marilyn deliv-
ers spiteful lyrics with
the voice of a dement-
ed despot. "Wormboy"
slithers through synco-
pated beats and a slinky
guitar line, climaxing in
a chorus vaguely remi-
niscent of The Breeders' "Cannonball." And
"Irresponsible Hate Anthem" rips like a cy-
clone as Marilyn chants, "I wasn't born with
enough middle fingers."

Heed the signs. The end is nigh.
Jon Wiederhorn

Earthling
David Bowie

VIRGIN 7243 8 42627, 48:57
Sound: A, Performance: B+

Whereas the title hints that Earthling may
be a more "grounded" effort than Bowie's last
album, Outside (which definitely lived up to
its name), this record shows that Bowie still
resides in a distinctly different galaxy from his
peers. Temporarily abandoning the trilogy
theme he started in Outside, Bowie instead
opts for a "band -oriented" album dominated

SNEAKER PIMPS
Becoming X

VIRGIN 7087 6 12200, 53:02
Sound: A, Performance: A -

Like the Generation Xers they are, Sneaker
Pimps fit nowhere. Likewise, their music is un-
taggable, fitting into no single category. Which
isn't to say that their sound doesn't have defin-
able elements. The group's sultry, smoky at-
mospheres are totally in step with the musical

climate in its native
Southern England, home
of Tricky and Portishead.
But guitarist Chris Cor-
ner gives the Pimps a
trick all their own, taking
Becoming X through the

wilds of southern rock, swamp rock (via some
wicked slide guitar), folk rock, and more.

Programmer Liam Howe is equally insistent
on stretching musical boundaries. Although his
pulsating drums and bass are the Pimps' musi-
cal core, his samples and keyboards also dip
into Eastern mysticism, ambient electronica,
and soulful synth sounds while not forsaking
the group's melodicism.

Vocalist Kelli Dayton completes the picture,
her baby -doll voice reminiscent of Transvision
Vamp's Wendy James but with more attitude. She
delivers the cynicism -warped lyrics with all the
innocence of a toddler grinning and cooing...as
she strangles the family cat. Jo -Anne Greene

by the rhythms of techno and jungle (or drum
and bass) dance music. But with its dark,
cryptic lyrics and sophisticated instrumental
solos, this music stimulates the brain as much
as it motivates the feet.

Bowie's first self -produced album since
1974's Diamond Dogs, Earthling is surprising-
ly stark and stripped -down compared to the
lavishly produced efforts he's released during
the last two decades. Although he is credited
with performing "guitar, vocals, alto sax, sam-
ples, and keyboards" on the album, Bowie
gives his band plenty of room to show off. In
fact, on "Law (Earthlings on Fire)" he reduces
his vocals to a rhythmic chant that blends with
the instruments. Guitarist Reeves Gabrels and
keyboardist Mike Gar -
son dominate "Looking
for Satellites" and "Bat-
tle for Britain (The Let-
ter)"; their virtuosic per-
formances and unusual
(at least for techno)
tones bring a distinctly human edge to the
dense beds of pulsating synth bass, static
drum machine bursts, and electronic bloops
and bleeps. Dwelling in the nether regions of a
bass -heavy mix suitable for testing the capa-
bilities of any subwoofer, bassist Gail Ann
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Dorsey and drummer Zachary Alford turn in
performances that are felt more than heard.

Earthling may be based on dance music, but
it ain't no Lets Dance or Tonight, for that mat-
ter. Although "Little Wonder" is the best pop
song Bowie has written in a long time, fans
looking for chart -topping hits will have to
continue to wait. But those who appreciate his
experimental indulgences will certainly enjoy
this latest phase of his career. Chris Gill

Live at the Isle of Wight Festival, 1970
The Who

COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K 65084
Two CDs; 1:52:23

Sound: B, Performance: B

When a baby burps, it's like a symphony to
those who love and care for him. When Pete
Townshend goes "kerrang!" with his guitar,
his die-hard fans experience something equal-
ly sublime; they'll overlook flaws, flubs, half-
baked songs, and anemic performances for
any opportunity to hear their baby burp.
Which is why Live at the Isle of Wight Festival,
1970 will probably be embraced by them more
than anyone else.

This two -disc album's excellent annotation
informs us that The Who hit the stage at 3 a.m
and remained there past 5 a.m, playing a set
similar to the one heard on the superior, in-
comparable Live at Leeds album.

But though the band is full of spunk, hav-
ing fun with itself and the audience, the un-

godly hour as well as the
festival's chaotic, dour
mood (check out Mur-
ray Lerner's film docu-
mentary to witness the
mayhem of this giant
bummer for yourself)

might explain why much of this sounds un-
characteristically weak, at least by Who stand-
ards. Yet even at 5 a.m., The Who could
squeeze out enough juice and spontaneity to
make this music worth hearing. What most
jazz greats do with ease, only a few rock bands
can do at all. And The Who was one of the
best of 'em. Mickey Leigh

The Doctor Came at Dawn
3inog

DRAG CITY DC -95, 38:59
Sound: A, Performance: A

Leonard Cohen titled his second album
Songs from a Room. Pictured on its back cover
was a room as sparse and claustrophobic as
the album itself. But that room's a luxury con-
do compared to wherever Smog's Bill Calla-
han went to create his fifth and most fully re-
alized album. The Doctor Came at Dawn.

As Smog's sole member, Callahan special-
izes in songs of alienation that reflect this soli-

tary state. "And I hope you don't mind/If I
grab your private life/Slap it on the table/And
split it with a knife," he sings at the end of
"You Moved In," the opening track. Through-
out The Doctor Came at Dawn, Callahan
makes his observations in a dry, near -cataton-
ic baritone. Often at odds with the lyrics' un-
flinching honesty, his restrained delivery com-
plements the music's minimalism perfectly.
Stray piano notes and slow, deliberate acoustic
guitar picking, for example, create an uneasy
sense of imminent disaster. Even the hand-
claps accenting "Somewhere in the Night,"
the most upbeat tune here, are rather joyless
and seem obligatory.

Doctor's dark tone draws you in like a good
mystery, and Callahan's subtle melodies keep
you there. The relationship in "All Your
Women Things" may be seven years dead, and

Callahan may catalog his
obsessions faithfully, but
eventually it all comes
down to the gentle sway
of the notes. The way his
voice hangs in the air
while the guitar mourn-

fully puts things to rest proves that he's not
mired in hopeless self-pity. Rather, it's a com-
pelling way of making sense out of difficult
emotions. Rob O'Connor

Better AUDIO for your VIDEO !
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JAZZ -BLUES

Individually Twisted
The Jazz Passengers

featuring Deborah Harry
32 RECORDS 32007, 46:12

Sound: A, Performance: A

ike many avant -think-
ing visionaries, The
Jazz Passengers exist in
a parallel musical reali-
ty, where tongue-in-
cheek irony, cinemat-
ic melodrama, play-

ground humor, sublime sensuality,
and art -song hipness are de rigueur.
A simple Passengers performance
demands not one but all of these ele-
ments, blended together like well -
spiced chili. Theirs is a universe
where a line meanders rather than
directly making its way between two
points, touching on as many of these
disparate -but -entertaining elements
as possible along the way. Or maybe
the ensemble is just lucky.

L

Individually Twisted combines a
multitude of jazz styles-most im-
pressively, a kind of over -the -top
cabaret flair and an irrepressible East
Village attitude. Fronted by ex-
Blondie chanteuse Deborah Harry
and led by saxophonist Roy
Nathanson and trombonist Curtis
Fowlkes, The Jazz Passengers leave
no niche unexplored, tackling every-
thing from the untamed vibe of
Mingus ("Maybe I'm Lost") to glim-
mery melodramatic pop (a remake
of Harry's signature tune, "The Tide
Is High"), from be -bop ("Auber-
gine," sung by guest Elvis Costello)
to vaudevillian jazz/pop ("Pork
Chop"), from sexy balladeering
("Imitation of a Kiss") to Latin
grooving ("Jive Samba, Pt. II").
Completing her metamorphosis
from pop nymph to jazz singer,
Harry is brilliant as the insouciant
star of the show, with lovely phras-
ing and an irresistibly sexy per- Ú
sona. In her tongue-in-cheek duet
with Costello on the Harry James
standard "Don'cha Go 'Way Mad,"
she and Costello (also impressive as a a
silky jazz singer) hit it off like Ray
Charles and Betty Carter (remember

Long before winning his Gram-
my awards for producing, Don
Was played bass in jazz combos
around his native Detroit. But in
his own inimitable way, this mu-
sician -cum -producer's greatest
strength lies in his
ability to mix and
match musicians
with music that is
out of their nor-
mal realm.

It's evident on
Forever's a Long,
Long Time, the genre -
spanning debut from
Orquestra Was, his latest
musical brainchild follow-
ing his '80s project, Was
(Not Was). In true Don
Was quirkiness, Orquestra Was
takes the songs of country legend
Hank Williams and marries them
with jazz/funk arrangements per-
formed by a cast of all-star musi-
cians, including Was (Not Was)

alumnus Sweet Pea Atkinson (a
truly awe-inspiring singer), trum-
peter Terence Blanchard, Herbie
Hancock, and Harvey Mason.
"Never Again (Will I Knock on
Your Door)" wrings out a mature,

emotional vocal
performance from
Sheila E., and
legendary MC5
axeman Wayne
Kramer kicks out
the jams on one of
the album's more

"out" pieces, "Excuse Me,
Colonel. Could I Borrow
Your Newspaper?"

Was takes what might
have become a loose fab-
ric of styles and influ-

ences and has created a sonically
satisfying, rich, and diverse al-
bum. Forever's a Long, Long Time
takes Williams' legacy to places
that only Don Was would think of
going with it. Hank Bordowitz

Forever's a Long, Long Time
O r' "vas

VERVE/FORECAST
314533915,51:12

Sound: A, Performance: A
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It's Cold O /), while on "Pork Chop,"
she sounds a old slapstick pro. Sure,
The Jazz Pa:' is are wacky and excessive
in all the dir .s they pursue. But in their
own hypercc mt way, that's what makes
them so ende ig and accessible.

In a sense, individually Twisted looks back
at the spectru n of ideas that has made jazz so
compelling over the last three decades. Part
anachronism, part avant-garde, part reverent,
and part irreverent, it's the cure for what ails
ya. Which, in this case, may be the retro -fa-
naticism and neotraditionalism that has
plagued jazz in recent times. Bob Gulla

Wilderness
Tony Williams

ARK 21 54571, 65:12
Sound: B, Performance: B

In a career spanning more than 30 years,
Tony Williams has been anything but pre-
dictable. Unlike today's wash 'n' wear jazz
icons, who seem as bent on mass acceptance as
they are on proselytizing corporate jazz,

Williams has relied on
soul-searching music
and risk -taking. From
the avant freeness of his
mid -'60s debut (Spring),
to epic fusion fusillades
with Lifetime in the '70s,

to the solid straight -ahead of his '80s quintet
sides, he has proved that he's an idiosyncratic,
sometimes brilliant leader.

Wilderness encompasses Williams's many
phases. Having studied composition for years,
he finally debuts on record some of his or-
chestral works. As on Spring, Williams shows
some romantic tendencies; his compositions
soar majestically, like eagles over a California
redwood forest. On "Wilderness Voyager," he
solos over strings with the blazing single -
stroke rolls that are one of his trademarks. Re-
volving around the theme of the great expanse
of the West, Williams's symphonic works (like
those of one of his inspirations, Aaron Cop-
land) are serene and cinematic.

The drummer's forays with a "super-
group"-comprising Stanley Clarke, Pat
Metheny, Herbie Hancock, and Michael
Brecker-are a little more erratic. Several
tracks ("China Road," "China Moon," and
"China Town") are open improvs that emu-
late a looser Lifetime, but they ultimately fall
flat; even this heady band is not quite up to
blowing bo' terous jazz/rock. The experi-
mental "Wit erness Island" fares better (even
with Metheny's rockish, overdriven guitar
sound); Williams's double -bass drum -prod-
ded solo creates an eerie tension over Han -
cock's synth washes.

But it's when the band relies on styles clos-
er to swing and ballads that Wilderness shines.

Metheny's "The Night You Were Born" is a
beautiful, melancholy gem, with gorgeous so-
los over Williams's roving brushwork. Clarke's
"Harlem Mist '55" possesses a stately, Gersh-
win-like beauty, while Williams's "Gambia"
floats a bubbling drum groove under a bright
melody. "Cape Wilderness" closes the album
with a tranquil jaunt of loping drums and
wistful piano melody.

An unusual album with lush symphonic
passages, ripping guitar, and drum blowouts,
Wilderness is full of dynamic peaks and val-
leys, enough to make it a good recording for
testing a stereo system. It's an elegant offering
from this budding modern composer, one of
jazz's true originals. Ken Micallef

Tell Me Something:
The Songs of Mose Allison

Various Artists
VERVE 314 332 032, 36:58

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Mose Allison, the enduring singer/song-
writer/pianist, certainly deserves a tribute al-
bum more than most who have been feted
lately. On Tell Me Something, when the hon-
oree appears during his own tribute, he un-
masks his hosts as pretenders with good inten-
tions. There's no doubt that this project was
fueled by admiration and love of this philoso-
pher -cum -jazzman, but hearing Van Morri-
son, Ben Sidran, and Georgie Fame doing
their best Mose impressions is a little, um,
strange at times. When Mose finally joins in
the fray, you're reminded of how unusual his
talent really is.

With so many great tunes to plunder from
Mose's penetrating repertoire, the obvious has
been avoided-no "Young Man Blues" or
"Your Mind Is on Vacation," nor any of Alli-
son's idiosyncratic tunes, such as "Monsters of
the Id." Instead, the focus here is on lesser -
known jewels. Fame's honey -sweet rendition

of "Was" is pure melan-
choly pleasure. He drops
the mimicry and in the
process lets the song
sweep him along in
its backwards gaze. Ben
Sidran's piano chops

can't match Allison's, but his vocals perk up
"Look Here" and especially "No Trouble
Livin'," where he finds and holds onto just the
right groove. Surprisingly, most of Morrison's
peaks are on shared tracks with Fame, Sidran,
and Allison. He makes "Benediction" sound
like one of his own gospel -infused tunes, but
it's not until the last track, "Perfect Moment,"
that Van truly enters the Mose zone.

Tell Me Something will surely whet your ap-
petite for Mose Allison's music. So, yes, Morri-
son, Sidran, and Fame may have succeeded in
their tribute after all. Steve Guttenberg
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 GRADO

 HARMAN KARDOII

 JAMO

 KEF

 NAKAIAICHI

 NILES AUDIO

 NITTY GRITTY

 OMNIMOUNT

ONKYO
 PANAMAX

POLKAUDIO

PROAC

 PSB

RECOTON

 ROCKFORD FOSGATE

SAP/US SYSTEMS

 SONYDSS

*SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

 SOUND ANCHORS

SOLNDSTREAM

 STAX

 TARGET

 THORENS

2838 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1.800.826.0520

Your world class resource for
audio and home theater systems.

Acurus ... ADA... Aragon ... Audio Research

Bryston... B&K... Citation... Creek ...Grado

JM Labs ... Jolida ... Magneplaner ...

Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson ... MBL...

Meridian... Meadowlark... M&K... NAD...

NEAR... Parasound... Proceed... PSB ...

Revolver ... Rotel ... SME ... Sota ... Stewart

Sumiko ... Symdex ... Transparent Audio ...

Vidikron... and much, much More!

Hi Fi EXCIIANqE
Foreside Mall - Route 1

Falmouth, ME 04105

(800) 244-2326
Home of 4R Sr u.t`r signature theaters.

PENNSYLVANIA

IMO PLUS IAIM10
WE DELIVER

SPEAKERS & SIBS AUDIO COMPONENTS

VIDEO

EQUIPMENT

fiOur TIII II I h PI( Dines

J
We carry too many

products to list.

Stop in our
showroom at
6533 Roosevelt Blvd..

Philadelphia. PA 19049

MON-SAT 10.9 SUN 12.5

or ea II us for door lo door drlit'erl'

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com/-VPA

email: info@videoplusaudio.com

WISCONSIN

ARCHITECTURAL RUDD

' DAT

I.UNIDISC

' WORLD BAND RADIO

 PRO I'IALKI.IAN

'CABLES

' FIELD RECORDERS

TOSS

' SONY DST

' CUSTOM INSTALLATION

Medium ' ACDSSORIIESR

EeR,sne Elear ncs Clnhaunhe EpeeW

heHappy

ADS

' ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

'BANG & OLUFSEN

'CARVER

'CELESTION

' ENERGY

' GRADO

' HARMAN KARDON

JVC

' KEF

LEXICON

' MONSTER CABLE

NAD

NAKAMICHI

' NILESAUDIC

' ONKYO

' POLK AUDIO

' PSB

PROAC

SANUS

' SONY DSS

' SONY ES

' SONY VIDEO

SENNHEISER

' TARGET

'THORENS

43) State St. Madison, WI 53703  FAX 11608I2554425

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434)

SHOP US
LAST

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

HOME THEATER
SINCE 1979

ADS *ALPINE ATLANTIC TECH
BOSE  CARVER  DENON  INFINITY

KENW00D  NAKAMICHI
ONKYO  SONANCE  SONY ES

VELODYNEYAMAHA'
and man we can't rint'

CAR STEREO

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY " STORE

WARRANTY

TEXAS

AUDIOB;.DESIGN

MAKE US AN 01-hER f WE DELIVER!

Acurus Mirage
Angstrom Niles
Aragon Onkyo
Arcam Parasound
AudioQuest Quicksilver
Bryston Rega
CAL Audio Ruark
Citation SharpVision
Enlightened Audio Snell
Denon Sonic Frontiers
Melos Stand Design
Jolida Threshold

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
CALL FOR LINES NOT LISTED

(512) 458-1 CC7
911 W. Anderson Ln. #116

Austin, TX 78757

VERMONT

C, PERSONAL H1Í-1 Anv,cc

TOLL -FREE

FAE IN VFAMONT FEOPLE DI -HAND VALUE

WE DON, wgS,F EIISroMEAS' MONEY,
ANn N[IDIER DO THESE FOI KS,

AncoM ATLANTIS AUDED%tuES7

BLWt CASTLE GRADO

MONSTER NAD ONKYO

ORACLE PSL-¡'FOTEL*

SrANDESIGN IARGI-r

TDL WNARFEDALT

: FIN,NnNAAVAN.e,,

hut I,n.N ,N
NFwG,ENn ¡ NYC

-YE<i W: uNnE:

S[IEMINC

STER1 (l

MNN.

800 456-Tf3'I

102)257-585:

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL I-800-445-6066, 9AM-5PM EST



DEALER SHOWCASE

THE BEST

IN NOME GROUJH

8ÚU10
With over 20 years of experience in

hi -end audio equipment, we proudly

inventory the following products:

 Quad

 Rccuphase

 OCM

 Magnum

 Cardas

 Epos

 lion Schlueikert

 Sonic frontiers

 Spendor

 Coda

 Kimber

 BE<K

 Rcrotec

 Tara labs

 Rlon

 Creek

We haue a huge assortment of accessories and

many more brands to choose from. We also

offer a large inuentory of used equipment.

Call For Information Toll Free:
1-800 -752.4018

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At:

http://www.hififarm.com

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen is where people
are looking. And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers read AUDIO for
information.

The AUDIO Dealer Showcase is an ideal
forum to reach interested audio/video
enthusiasts who are active buyers them-
selves, and who advise others on stereo
and video purchases.

The Dealer Showcase is an exdusive sec-
tion designed to showcase your adver-
tising in AUDIO.

To place your ads, or for further infor-
mation call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
(9am to 5pm est)

FAX 212-767-5624

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, Linn, YBA, Aragon, Acurus,
B&K, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, NHT, PARA-
DIGM, Spica, Hales, Totem, Von Schweikerl, Ariel, Creek,
EAD, Micromega, CAL, Golden Tube, Tara, Lexicon. (608)
284-0001.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DIS-
COUNT SOUND SOURCE SUPER DEALS ON: SONY,
PYLE, DENON, ADS, CLARION, JVC, LANZAR, POLK,
BLAUPUNKT, PIONEER, SCOSCHE EFX, ORION, AUTO-
TEK, CERWIN-VEGA, ADVENT CAR, KITS, BASSBOXES
AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES
FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH YEAR. VISA/MC; COD. P.O.
BOX 596, MONROE, NY 10950. (914) 782-6044.

FOR SALE
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, KEF, PARA -
SOUND, KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOQUEST, CARV-
ER, KIMBER, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE! READ
BROTHERS, 593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403.
(803) 723-7276.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE OMEGA Ill active feedback ampli
tiers, full function buffered preamplifiers, basic line
headphone preamplifiers, phase inverters, and parallel pro
cessing DACs provide stunning clarity and musicality with
economical prices, rugged engineering, and long-term dura-
bility! New ultratransparent BIRO LOUDSPEAKERS give
$6000 performance for under $1600. FET-VALVE hybrid
tube DACs, amplifiers, and preamplifiers achieve ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. Active feedback circuits
for DYNACO and HAFLER amplifiers set new standards for
transparency, dynamic range, and liquidity. Recycle your
PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 with AVA circuits (kit of wired)
from $199 including new cards and precision controls. Free
illustrated catalog with reviews. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517. Fax:
(612) 894-3675. E-mail: avahifi@aol.com

BUY DIRECT FROM JAPAN AND SAVE $$$!
SUPPLIERS OF JAPANESE FAMOUS
BRANDED ELECTRONICS. WORLD-WIDE
SHIPPING AVAILABLE. RAMSONS CORPO-
RATION (JAPAN) LTD. TELEPHONE:
6-271-6185; FAX: 6-271-6183. E-MAIL:
ramsons@sun-inet.or.jp

SINGERS!VOCALS
Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..'
LT Sound Dept AU -1
7980 LT Parkwayy.Lithonia.GA 300 aInternet-http:/,/ Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Line (770)482.2485Ext 51
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA/
SRMT1 $2,900; PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $399; IONOVA CRYS-
TALL $200; NOVA/TIS $1,395; ALL UNUSED (212)
966-1355.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and
whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you pur-
chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manu-
facturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-
tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufac-
turer's warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of
the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.



FOR SALE AUDIO CLASSICS
FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, AND LOWEST PRICES!

American Buyer's Club
Home Theater Specialists

1-800-354-1324
www.steraoabc.com

ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33

ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 CONSULTANTS

FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER SERVICE

CALL 908-780-6600
FOX ORDER 908-294-7480

RECEIVERS

YAIWAHA
RX-V990 AC -3 -$739
RX-V2090 CALL

HARMON KARDON
AVR80MKII CALL
AVR25MK II . CALL

DENON
AVR2600 CALL
AVR3600 AC -3

AVR5600 THX
ONKYO

TX -DS -838

TX -DS -939

AC -3

THX

SEPARATES
NAD

218THX AMP
PARASOUNO

P/SP-1000 .... PRO LOGIC
HCA 1206 AMP

ADCOM
GTP600 PREAMP
GFA7000 AMP

CARVER
TFM35X ..... CALL

SPEAKERS

KEF
Q70 CALL
MODEL THREE CALL

PSB
STRATUS GOLD CALL
STRATUS MINI NEW

CELESTION
IMPACT 20 CALL

JAMO
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

BOSE
ACOUSTIMASS 10.... LOW
ACOUSTIMASS 7 II..PRICE

MIRAGE
MANY MODELS CALL

BIC
V62 SI TOP RATED

CAMCORDERS
SONY LOWEST
HITACHI PRICES
PANASONIC ... LOWEST
CANON PRICES
SHARP CALL

DSS
SONY CALL
RCA CALL
TOSHIBA CALL
DISH NETWORK CALL

CD PLAYERS

DCM-560

CDC -755
CDC -655

DENON

YAMAHA
CALL

$299
CALL

NAD
502 TOP RATED
517 TOP OF LINE

NAKAMICHI
MB -1S CALL

ONKYO ALL
NAKAMICHI CALL
YAMAHA FOR
DENON YOUR
H.KARDON BEST
PIONEER PRICE
SONY MINI DISC...CALL

MINI SYSTEM

(2~I SONY -Es
(t)r,Uucen I.:FIYITV OSl-_...d_ JarTIQ
YAMAHA

SONY
Acoustic He_sea[Ch

ttantic

MILLION DOLLAR

INVENTORY

5 YEAR WARRANTIES

AVAILABLE FOR ALL REMS

All products are new USA
merchandise covered by the
manufacturer's warranty or
ABC's exclusive limited
warranty. Minl Systems are
final sale.
MEMBER OF THE BETTER
BUSINESS BUREAU.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures have arrived! New mods with HyperFast
diodes, BlackGate caps and more. Signature updates
for all previous mods -now! Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, Dyna(tjbes, too!) and Hailer mods! PA -2 front-
end board for Haf ler amps! Signature CD is ready! Enig-
ma, Epoch CD players and CDT -4 Transport $795 -
Highly -rated uy The Audio Adventure. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304. (314) 447-0040.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demysti-
fy wire technology. Ask for literature.

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Thea:er, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES! ADCOM, B&K, B&O,
BRYSTON, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION, CITATION,
CLASSE, DEFINITIVE, DENON, DYNAUDIO, H/K, KEF,
LEXICON, LUXMAN, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, NHT, ONKYO,
PIONEER ELITE, POLK, ROTEL, SUNFIRE, TANDBERG,
THIEL, VELODYNE, WADIA, WILSON. MANY MORE. IN-
CORPORATED 1964.

NORCROSS INC.
(770) 772-7700

SPENT SOUNDLY

RODIO EXCELLENCE, Inc
THE BEET ADIID & VIDEO EQIIPMENE FROM ALL MAJOR MR Acts

OENON NAKAMICHI  ONKYO
SONY ES  YAMAHA BOSE KLIPSCH

B+W  VELODYNE  AND MORE!

SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS & H I -END AUDIO

CALI NOW (212) 229-1622
145 West 24th Street, New Yeti, NY 10011
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

USED & DEMO HIGH -END & HOME
THEATER EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEV-
ABLE SAVINGS! CALL OR E-MAIL OR
FAX FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG -VOICE/
FAX: 609-799-9664. E-MAIL: Sa-
vant@SavantAudio.com WWW.Savan-
tAudio.com

- limited-

www.audioclassics.com
Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs
34 Gardiner Place, POB 176AAA, Walton, NY 13856

8AM-5PM ET Mon -Fri

607-865-7200 FAX: 607-865-7222
E -Mail: info@audioclassics.com

AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase P260 $759; ADS -10 5149; Air
Tight ATM2 $4995; ARC D70-MKII $899, D125 $1599,
M300-MKII $4899; B&K TX4430 $1328; B&W MPA1 $113;
Caner AV634 $247, TFM75 $1599, Cary CAD300B $3299;
CM Labs 80MRM $299; Counterpoint SA12 $729; Crown
D150A-II $730, P5200 $339, REFERENCE -2 $2145;
Dynaco ST70-II $695; HK PA2400 $499; Krell KMA200
$3647; Marantz 15 $299, McIntosh MC30 $499, MC150
$2256, MC225 5299-797, MC250 $265, MC275-11 $2995,
Mrsr17 $593699, MC752 $569-699, MC1000 $3799-4618,
MC2105 5296-899, MC2120 5599-799, MC2205 $999-
1599, MC2300 51215-1599, MC7100 $999, MC7104
51367-1895, MC7108 $1270-1599. M1200 $2000-5000;
Mesa Engineering BARON $2995, Nobis CANTABILE
$999; PS Audio TWO -C $121; Sunfire $1884, Yamaha
M70 $187-299. CD PLAYERS: Accuphase DP55 $3599;
Carver SDA370 $476; Denon DCM360 $289; DCM560
$399, DN961FA $1485; HK FL8400 $197, HD710 $191;
NAD 5240(AI) $151; Nakamichi OMS2A $75; Rotel
RCD820(AI) $227; Yamaha CD1000 $45, CDC805(AI) $75.
CD TRANSPORTS: Audio Alchemy DDS -PRO $1282;
Krell DT10 $4099; Proceed PDT $607. CROSSOVERS:
Newmark EC2800 $99. DIGITAL PROCESSORS: Aragon
D2A-II 5699-1212; Audio Alchemy DITB $233; Krell
SBP32X 51099-1291, STUDIO -2 $1063-1859 Proceed
PDP2 $455. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control C131 $458;
McIntosh MQ101 $75-249, MQ102 $75, MQ107 599-299,
MQ108 $299-340; Shure SR107 $63; White 4500 $227;
Yamaha GE5 $75. HEADPHONES: Stax
LAMBDA -CLASS -MX $649, LAMBDA -SIG $1139,
SIGMA -PRO -T1 $987, SR34-PRO $162, SR -LAMBDA -SIG
$599, SRD7SB $136. INTEGRATED AMPS: Marantz
THIRTY $37; McIntosh MA5100 $199-399, MA6200 $987-
1199, MA6400 51825-250. LINE CONDITIONERS:
Lightspeed CLS96001SO $676; McIntosh PC2 $52-99;
Tripp-Lite BC4508 $151 MIXERS: Tascam M106 $151.
PREAMPLIFIERS: Air Tight ATC2 $3799; ARC LS2
$1177, LS2 $1215, SP6E $835, SP9 $835; Carver C2OV
$759; Cary CAD5500 $499; Coda 01 P $2089;
Counterpoint SA5000 $1995-2529; Golden Tube Audio
SEP1 $699; HK CITATION -25 $237; Krell KSL2 $1823;
Lazurus CASCADE -BASIC $299; McIntosh C4 $100-400,
C8 $200500, C8S $200500, C20 5379-1995, C22 $1595-
2595, C22-ll $1482-1895, C24 5189-349, C26 $299-341,
C28 5189849, C30 5759-835, C31 V $759, C32 $303-995,
C34V $1215, C36 $911, C38 $1776, C39 52336-2433,
C104 $99-249, C108 599-249, C710 $799, CR7 574-199;
Nobis PROTEUS $999; Precision Fidelity C8-PF(AI) $249,
VAC VINTAGE -LINE $759-1133. PROCESSORS: Audio
Control PCA200 $180; dbx 2BX $45, 3BX $113.
RECEIVERS: Carver HR742 $474; Harman Kardon
HK3350 $276; Marantz SR4000 $151; McIntosh MAC4100
$1063, MAC4200 $1519. REMOTE CONTROLS:
McIntosh CR7 $74-199, CR8 575-105. SPEAKERS:
Acoustic Research CLASSIC -12 $299; Apogee COLUMN
$999, DUETTA-SIG $3877, IN -WALL -3 $999, MINOR
$607, RIBBON -MONITOR $395, SLANT -8 52995-3499,
STAGE $2276; B&W 801 -III $4287, 804 -MATRIX $1715;
DM640 $699; Eminent Technology LFTVI $759; Energy
5.1E $379; Joseph Audio RM7SI $999; KEF 104/2 $1063,
LS3/5A-SIG $1191, ONE-KEF $1155, TWO-KEF $1660;
Klipsch KLIPSCHORN $2995; McIntosh ML1C 5399-799,
XR240 $683; NEAR AEL1.1 $239, Sound Lab QUANTUM
$1995; Synthesis LM260A $625; Tannoy D700 $3747,
PS115 $899, SYSTEM -15 $3599. SUB -WOOFERS: BIC
V12 $425; Velodyne ULD-15-11 $1295. SURROUND
PROCESSORS: Fosgate 3601 $113, DSM3610 $170.
TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio Control R130 $560, SA3050A
$954, Hewlett Packard 334A $395; McIntosh AA2 $440,
MI2 $296, MI3 $299-799. TUNER-PREAMPS: McIntosh
MX110 $249- 759, MX112 5265-349, MX113 5379-649,
MX114 5299-549, MX118 $1693-1995, MX130 $2429-
2995 TUNERS: Accuphase T109 $2489; Day Sequerra
FM -REFERENCE $4368, HK CITATION -23 $158;
Magnum-Dynalab FT -R $349; McIntosh MR55A 5151-549;
MR65 5199-399 , MR65B 5329-650, MR66 5325.650,
MR67 5299-599, MR71 5399-799, MR74 $539, MR80
$999-1499. TURNTABLES: VPI HW19-III $899,
HW19-JR $799.

www.audioclassics.com
AUDIO/APRIL 1997
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FOR SALE FOR SALE

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
TO ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http://www.wholesaleconnection.com

JVC
RX518 ....Call
RX618 ....Call

TECHNICS
SAEX500 ..Call
SAEX700 _ Call

KENWOOD
KRV6080 Call
KRV7080 Call.
KRV8080 ..Call

VSX455 ...Call
..CallVSXD903S

VSX604S ..CallVSXD3S
HARMONIC.

AVR20 ....Call

l RX718 ....Call
I RX818 Call

I SAEX900 ..Call
SATHX50 Call

KRV9080 ..Call
I KRV990D Call

KRX1000 Call.

VSXD7045 .Call
.Call

...Call
KARDON

1 AVR80 ..Call

BOSE
AM51I Call
AM7II Call
LS12 Call
LS20 Call
1008K Call

INFINITY
RS2000.2 Cal
RS2000.3 Cal
RS2000.4 Cal
RS2000.5 Cal
RS2000.6 Cal
RSVIDEO Cal

ADATTO Call
Call

V52dr Call

901 Cal
701 Cal
501 Cal
301 Cal
151BK ..Cal

SM65 Cal
SM85 Cal
SM105 Cal
SM125 Cal
SM155
VIDE01 Cal

B.I.C.
V802 Cal
V504 Cal
V604 Cal

AVR25 ....Call I FL8300 ....CallV52s1
AVR70 FL8450

powered Subwoofer....Call ....Call
ONKYO

TXSV525 ..Call I DXC220 ...Call
TSXV727 . Call DXC320 .Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

JVC
XLF152 ...Call XLM218 ...Call
XLF252 ...Call 1 XLM418 ...Call

TECHNICS

INFINITY
INFINITY
MTX . ....PSW101
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
B.I.0
B.IC.
AIWA ..
AIWA

BUI Cal
.BU2 Cal

Cal
.SW200 . Cal
SW300 Cal
.V1000 Cal
V1200 Cal
TSWS Cal
TSW9.. Cal

SLPD887 . Call SLMC400 ..Call Mini Systems
SLPD1010 .Call

KENWOOD
DPR4080 ..Call
DPR5080 ..Call
DPR6080 ..Call

PIONEER
PDF605 .Call
PDF805 ...Call

CALL FOR OTHER

JVC
TDW218 .Call
TDW318 ...Call

TECHNICS
RSTR252 ..Call
RSTR373 ..Call

KENWOOD
KXW4080 ..Call

PIONEER
CTW505 ...Call

ONKYO
TARW411 Call

CALL FOR OTHER

I SLMC50 ...Call

DPJ1070 ..Call

I DPJ2070 ..Call

PDF905 ...Call
PDF1005 Call

BRANDS

TDW718 Call
1 TDV662 Call.

I RSTR575 Call
I

I KXW6080 Call

I CTW704RS Call

I TARW505 Call
BRANDS

NSXV8000 Call
NSXV9000 Call

PIONEER
CCS205 ...Call
CCS305 ...Call

UXC30 . Call
MXD47 .. Call

KSRT404 Call1
KSRT414 ...Call
KDMK78RF Call.

PIONEER
KEHP404 ..Cal
KEHP505 Cal
KEHP606 ..Cal
KEHP808 ..Cal
DEH49 .Cal
DEH59 ....Cal
DEH43 . Cal

KENWOOD
KRC302

AMA
NSXAV800 .Cali
NSXAV900 ,Call

PANASONIC
SCCH64 Call
SCCH94 Call

JVC
I MXD7T Call

MXD8T ... Call

I

VC
KDGS711 Cal
KDGS911 Cal
KDMK79RF Cal

DEH53 Cal
DEHP625 Cal
DEHP725 Cal
DEHP825 Cal
DEXP88 Cal
CDXFM67 Cal
CDXFM128 Cal

KDC5005AT RECORDERD
Portable T Home Call

...Cal
KRC502 ...Cal
KRC702 ...Cal

Cal
KOC6005 Ca l

KDC7005 Cal

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable & Home Call

KRC802 ...Cal
KRC902 ...Cal

KDC8005 .. Cal
KDCPS905 .Cal

OVO - Now Available
KDCC604 ..Cal KDCC803 Cal

DSS - 4. Brands Available1/~3==~1
JVC

GRAX810 ..Call I GRAX1010 .Call
GRAX910 ..Call GRVD1 ....Call

PANASONIC
PVD406 ..Call I PV0506 ...Call

SHARP
VLE39 ...Call I VLE49 .. .Call

CANON SONY
ES5000 ...Call CCOTRV30 Call

BEL
040i Call
850sí1 Call
855sti Call

WHISTLER
1430SWH Call
1465SWH Call

UNIDEN
LRD6199 Call
LRD6399 Cali

1531212:12MIM

9451 Call
615sti Call

I1490SWH Call

LRD6499 Car

12===
SONY

D247 Call D844 ..Call
D242CK Call D848 Call

KENWOOD
DPC662 Call I DPC861 Call

PANASONIC
SLS241C . -Call I SLSW202 ..Call
SLS341C Call SLSW404 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

SONY
SPP0120 ..Call SPPD900 Ca
SPP025 ...Call SPPID910 ..Call

PANASONIC
KXT9500 ..Call I KXT9550 Call
KXT9520 ..Call KXTC930 ..Call

MIMEEMEZE~
PIONEER

CLD0505 ..Call I CL00704 La

Call for Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718) 997.6652 P.O.'s Welcome
We accept M/C. Visa. Amex. & C.0.o. We ship UPS 8 FEDEX

WHOLESALE CONNECTION 63 -443108th St., Forest Hills, NY 11375

AUDIO CONNECTION
NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION

BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN S50,000!
 Vandersteen
'B and W
 Proac
 Epos
 Metaphor

' Rotel
 Sonic Frontiers
 Audible Illusions
 Naim
 Quicksilver
 No mrlorder

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, New Jersey 07044
Phone: (201) 239-1799  Fax: (201) 239-1725

 Wadi
 Cary
 Arcam
 Audio Alchemy
 Ayre

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL
TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATA-
LOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -
TAPE (8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

THE NEW PRODUCTS ARE HERE! The UTP-1 ($1295) and
the UCD-1 ($995) combine improved sound with new
cosmetic appeal. Our Basic Player ($549) and the
Reference One transport ($649) have made BOUND FOR
SOUND'S Components of Merit list. Low jitter kits still
available. G&D TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155. E-mail
Transforms@ aol.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

ROTTEN FOAM?
 Simply Speakers - Factory
Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent, EPI, CV, AR,
Infinity & More I

 Worldwide Service - Reconing &
Reloaming.

 Huge selection of D.I.Y. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily !

 Foam Rot Preventative Kits.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800-767-4041 = SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/NOVUS/
AMEX. 11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER,
FL 34622. E-MAIL: Simplyspkr@AOL.COM. D.I.Y. KITS
INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE &
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES / SERVICE /
WARRANTY-GUARANTEED!!

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEWFOAM Kits

N EW-FOAM
Fpmop soap

lies

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts

Worldwide Service Since 1979
1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-639-3626
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your
speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
www.NEWFOAM.com

 Save $$$ with original kit!
 Kits to fit any speaker-Advent, AR, JBL,

Bose, Infinity. EV. etc.
 Surrounds, adhesive & instructions
 MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
 Callwith make 8 model for best price

STEPP Phone 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692
P.O. Box 1088  Flat Rock, NC 28731 AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

fl1W L©
AUTHENTIC TECHNOLOGY LOUDSPEAKER KITS

1001 MKV PPIS
11~1111112211:1

BY INCORPORATING THE

PREMIER ESOTEC, TWIN

15W 75'S, AND DUAL

PUSH PULLISORARIK

30W 100'S IN CLASSIC

D'APPOLITO SYMMETRY:

THE 1001 MEV PPIS

REPRESENTS THE

PINNACLE OF DYNAMO

POWER AND

TECHNOLOGY... WITHOUT

MUSICAL COMPROMISE.

TEL: 12091 477.5045 NEW 1997 CATALOG -92

7627 W00DSIDE  STOCKTON CA  95207

B1C HOME THEATER OUT-
STANDING PRODUCTS, GREAT VALUES. CALL FOR
MORE INFO + LIT. PKG. 1-800-359-0366 - SPEAKER -
WORLD.

SOL EN
EUROPEAN SPEAKER
DRIVER UNITS CATALOG

AIRBORNE
LA PASSION DU HAUT-PARLEUR

peerless

scanspeaK
seas

-

SOLEN CROSSOVER
COMPONENTS CATALOG

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING

STANDARD INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING

FAST CAPACITORS
METALLIZED
POLYPROPYLENE

SOLEN CROSSOVER &
SPEAKER PARTS

SOLEN INC.
4470 Ave. Thibault
St -Hubert, QC J3Y 7T9
Canada

Tél.: 514-656-2759
Fax: 514-443-4949
E-mail : solen@quebec.net
WWW : http://www.quebec.net/solen/

Catalog US$8.00 Refundable
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LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts.
Dynaudio, Eclipse. Eton, LPG, Vif a, more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. "MENISCUS", 2575 28th St., S.W..
Dept. A., Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.
meniscus@ iserv.net

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS. 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460. RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The HRSW12V
will extend the
bass of your
stereo or video
system for that
"air shaking all
around you"
effect. HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
'...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding bargain.'

Robert Deu'.sch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol. 1 No. Z 1995

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls'..."one heck of a
thunder buster.'

John E. Johnson. Jr., Secrets of Home Theatre and
High Fidelity May 1995

'...this woofer achieves a combination of extremely quick
speed and gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom
experienced from any subwoofer.'

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few short years
of existence-

Tlwnes J. Norton, Stereaphike Guide to Home Theater Vd 1 No. 1, 1995

-Hsu's HRSW12V is a wonderful subwooter. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'

Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, February/March 1995

'The HRSW12V is one of the most potent subwoders we have
used. Sonically, ills all one could wish for, and the price is right.'

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Rewew, December 1994

-...all of the non-beomy, stomach -massaging bass energy was
coming horn a angle 12 -inch powered subwoofer..'

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

'._delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf.. '
Brent Bunarworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

Send for full details on the 12V and the new 10V.

HSU
Write or cal:
HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave. Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warren/

ADVENT REFOAMS $39PR! 6
1/2-10" EXACT SPECS - INCL RETURN U.P.S. 5 YR
WARR. QUALITY WORK. 3 DAY SERV SPEAKERWORLD
1-800-359-0366.

JBL

$499.95 FOR PR. OF JBL
4312CBK STUDIO MONITOR SPKRS! BRAND NEW!
USED BY 70%OF ALL RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIX-
ING & EVALUATION. 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER, 5" MID-
RANGE & DOME TWEETER. 100 WATT CAPACITY. MFC.
LIST $950/$1380 WALNUT. JBL PARAGONS $19,995.
HARTSFIELD 085s $6.999(REPRO)-$20,000(ORIG)/PR.
OLYMPUS S8-R$4,999/PR-L200$1,999/PR. 300B AMPLI-
FIER KITS $999! SHIPPED WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. HAL
COX, SINCE 1947. (415) 388-5711, FAX: (415) 388-3359
164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN
FRANCISCO AREA.

FINALE
A DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KIT
Big speaker systems can usually produce a big
sound, though this is no guarantee of rich and
dramatic music. Dynaudio has built much of
its reputation with small systems that produce
the vibrant sound that larger systems promise
but rarely achieve. But to those who demand
the sound of Dynaudio with extreme low bass,
we are proud to offer the FINALE system. It
offers Dynaudio quality sound, but in a sound
stage that extends below 30Hz!

The Drivers
The FINALE woofer sys-
tem uses the 30W100XL
woofer, a new and special
version intended for a bass
reflex alignment. This
woofer is combined with a
specially designed passive
radiator.

The midrange utilizes the
15W75 and the D52AF.
The lower midrange is re-
produced by the 15W75
with a 3" voice coil. The
unique design principle of
this driver allows for a wide
dynamic range and an airi-
ness in reproduction which
can master even the most
complex musical passages
with ease.

The upper midrange is cov-
ered by the D52AF. This 2"
dome midrange seamlessly
fills the gap between the 15W75 and the
tweeter, without the use of radical filter cir-
cuits.

The Dynaudio Esotec D260 tweeter, is used to
cover the upper frequency range. The unique
chambering of this tweeter ensures faithful
musical reproduction with an airiness usually
only obtainable with an electrostatic speaker,
yet the D260 still possesses the dynamic range
and power handling of a dynamic loudspeaker.

The Result
The FINALE is a concept for the music listener
who demands the absolute best, and enjoys the
challenge of building an exacting state-of-the-
art system for the reproduction of music.

The kit price for all parts without cabinets is
$1675.00 per pair. Oak veneered cabinets are
available for $950.00 per pair. Cabinets have
1" oak veneered walls on all sides and come in
natural oak or black stained oak finishes.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

PO. BOX 44283

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771

e-mail: madisound@itis.com
Web Page: httpawww.itis.comlmadisound

-corn

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory
direct from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn,
NY 11205 (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOL.com

SPEAKERCATALOG
Parts Express is a full -line distribu-
tor of electronic parts and accesso-
ries geared toward the consumer
electronics industry and the techni-
cal hobbyist. We stock an extensive
line of speaker drivers and acces-
sories for home and car. Call for
your FREE 228 page catalog today.

Parts Express
340 E. First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173  Fax: 513/222-4644

1.800.338.0531
Source Code: AUM

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel
boxes, jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX
8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.
JProtol @aol.com

HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country in-
cluding Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620.

PRESERVE + ENHANCE + RESTORE'"'
We Sell Audio Dynamite! From Spinning 78's To The Out-
er Limits of Hi -Fidelity! Sound Enhancers by Philips
NuReality Aphex  Free Catalog KAB Electro -
Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-0922
(908)754-1479 VISA/MC.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

The #1 source for audiophile LP's & CD's
Analogue Productions, Mobile Fideli , Refer . Chesky.
Sheffield, Classic, Audioquest.
HDCD's. (RCA LSC, Mercury,
EMI & Decca originals &
re -issues) & much more! P.O. BOX

SALINA. KS
CATALOG I INFO (913) 82

$5 USA. $10 elsewhere,
refunded with order. 1-800-716-3553

ACOUSTIC I kW' I''

WANTED TO BUY
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

DAVID YO, always paying top for: Tube Marantz, McIn-
tosh, Leak, Quad, Western Electric. Vintage speakers by
Western Electric, Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Tho-
rens TD -124, Garrand 301. PO Box 80371, San Marino, CA
91118-8371. Telephone: (818) 441-3942.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End Audio Components. CALL fora quote. See ourad at
the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.
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SERVICES CABLE TV PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio
Classics, Ltd , inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIn-
tosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY
13856 Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607.865-7222.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000
.1' Cry ei 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT

SONY
DAL120 599
DAL 124 c.c 8 99
7-120V 1.69
L-75007HG 4.49
ST -160 7.99
MDW.74 5.99
T1KJV7,G,11 99

MAXELL
XUI.90 1

XLII -S 90 1.99
T 120 HGX 2.49
5T 120 6 99
DAT-124 Pac 7.99
UD35-90 8.99
UP 97, ,y

TDK

SA -90 1.49
SAX -90 1.99
SAX -100 2 49
T120EHG 24
DAT.120 6 4'.
CDR 74 ' 

FUJI
í "120649

HI 120 5.99
8MM-120 3.49
DCC-90 6.99

90 .69
.7.01'120 5.99

.99

TAPE WORLD 220 SPRING ST. BUTLER. PA 16003 FARM/OM-11273
OVER 500 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING ME 8-S

CABLE TV

DESCRAMBLERS THAT CLEAR ALL CHAN-
NELS ON CABLE TV. WHOLESALE PRICES
ON THE HIGHEST QUALITY DE -

SCRAMBLERS ON THE MARKET. 1 -888 -56 -
CABLE; (1-888-562-2253).

SOL
SP11E

W Retad?
CABLE TV

CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS

ABSOLU' LLY LOWEST

WHOLESALFJRETAIL PRICES!
MASTERCARD  VISA  DISCOVER  AMEX  COD

TOLL FREE

IYARR4AR
NTy¡

1-888-430-4301
FREE CATALOG - NEW TECHNOLOGY BREAK-
THROUGH - T.V. CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS
SAVE $1000's. CALL NOW - MEGA 1-800-676-6342.

C.D. ELECTRONICS IS NOW SELLING
CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS DIRECT TO
THE PUBLIC AT WHOLESALE PRICES! 30 -

DAY TRIAL. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS!
1-800-842-9670.

Why Rent?

Own Your Own Equipment

CABLE TV Convuutns &
DESCRAMBLERS

bleVla on, Inc.
1 Year Warranty

MasterCard V isaAm ExC.O. D. ra rt Sales

1-800-720-8760. eltt, 501

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. OR-
DER TODAY AND HAVE IT TOMORROW. 30
DAY TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D.
CALL NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great
Price and Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed. EA-
GLE ELECTRONICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/
Amex/Disc accepted.

Best Buys
Best Service
Full Warranty

*NU-TEK oELECTRONICS

NT('
Visa
('01)

+a "
Leading the way to excellence

Cable TV
Converters & DESCRAMBLERS

rj3o DAY MONEY BACK yONE YEAR
WARRANTYGUARANTEE

FREE (' LOG

1-800-956-88351111
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACE-
MENTS FOR ALL MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES!
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! FREE CATALOG. AL-
LSTAR: 1-800-782-7214.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -

SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/
DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS
FOX ELECTRONICS

Lowest Prices! Dealers Welcome!
(800) 888-5585

99
19899BB98E

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-FM VIDEO COM-
MUNICATIONS: 30 -DAY TRIAL, 1 -YEAR
WARRANTY. LOWEST PRICES! C.O.D.,
VISA, MC, DISCOVER. 1-800-805-8464.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

WELBORNE LABS
200 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL OF

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO KITS and SUPPLIES!!!
We've got Vacuum Tube and mosfet Amplifiers, Linestages
Phonostages, Active Crossovers, Power Supplies, AC Line
Conditioners and many other Audio Kits and Schematics

Parts and Supplies
Hovland MusiCaps, Kimber Kaps, MIT MultiCaps, Solen
WIMA and Wonder InfiniCaps; Caddock, Holco, Mills and
Resista resistors; Golden Dragon, NOS RAM Labs, Sovtek
and Svetfana tubes; Cardas, OH Labs, Kimber Kable
Neutrik, Vampire and WBT connectors and wire; Alps
Noble and stepped volume controls, Enclosures, Books and
other Supplies for DIY'ers. International Orders Welcome.
For our Catalog and Manual, send $12 (US/Canada) $18
(International) or call (303) 470-8585, fax (303) 791-5783 or
e-mail to. wlabsdpix.netcom.com with your Visa/Mastercard.

WELBORNE LABS
P.O. Box 260198, Uttleton, CO 80126-0198

Visit our Website for more info: http /lwww.welbomelabs.com

Premium Grade Parts
Best Prices, Fast Delivery!

Absolutely the hest selection of audiophile grade parts
fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory

featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MET MLIt.11CAP, INFIMCAP, HOVIAND, Sol}'.N, SCR, ROL -CAP,

NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADIXICx, VISHAY, MILLS,
I Iotno, RFU,OOOA, IDE, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DFrirx PANFIs,

CAROAS, KIMNF:R, MIN/TECH, & pure silver chassis wires,
HBXFRF:n diodes, Sow foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
trolls, IC's, super selection of damping materiaLs & feet.
International/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

2
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...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr. -Lutz, FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

SPEAKER CABLES
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT

WITH GOLD LINE CABLE AND INTERCONNECTS

SPENCER AUDIO TOLL FREE 1.888-421-9881
( The Affordable Aficionado l

SATELLITE TV

18" DSS DISH
Now

All
Descrambled

Channels, Movie, Local Blackout

Sports, Special Events, All Sports
Buy New Access Card Today

Where To Get One 6 Haw Much

Send rr o: DBS DESCRAMBLERS

3993 Tyrone Blvd #698 -170 St. Petersburg, FL 33709

G SO?Y

HOME THEATER
"HOME THEATER" FOR ONLY $4.95!! Learn the truth
behind "Home Theater" using equipment you already
have! SEND $4.95 check/money order: RAYDON COM-
PANY, Dept. AU, 7950 HWY 72W., Suite G200, Madison,
AL 35758.

LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS- GIANT 5' - 25' PICTURES!!!
ULTRA BRIGHT SCREENS!!! UNBEATABLE PRICES!!!
FREE CATALOG!!! POLI -VISION, 187-A CYPRESS.
THROOP, PA 18512-1429 (PH: 717-489-3292).

INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20
page Electronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/
ALLBRANDS or call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check
our Monthly Specials!
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FOR SALE

W.., STOPIlí Jamming Me
,_, Free Catalog

Stargate SST
combination converter & descrambler

ás OWng $250.00

All Major Brands of Cable TV Equipment
We will snatch any advertised price

Order Toll Free

800-215-9412
(512) 257-2552  fax 257-2980

IMAGE ELECTRONICS
100 E. Whi estone #296 Cedar Pork, TX 78613 so

Tie War Continues
In our last episode our anti -jamming forces stopped the evil anti -
copying empire from corrupting your ability to copy video tapes.

Recently the evil empire launched another assault, making all
other video stabilizers obsolete. Don't settle for anything less or

you'll be jammed !
Guaranteed to

95 eliminate all copy
protectionggib $79

800-215-9412
(512) 257-2552  fax 257-2980
IMAGE ELECTRONICS

100 E. Whitestone #296 Cedar Park, TX 78613 Cel

WANTED TO BUY
CERWIN-VEGA SPEAKERS, LIKE OLD OR NEW,
ALSO A MARANTZ QUAD FOUR CHANNEL RECEIVER
WITH WOOD CASE. 614-592-1394.

ADVERTISERS...
Reach proven mail order buyers!
They turn to us when they arc look-
ing for purchasing
information and advise.
Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost environment
that sells. Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in the indus-
try leading titles of
Hachette Filipat-chi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
us Toll -Free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9ant-spm EST)

or Fax your order to 212-767-5624.

AUDIO
THE EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Place
label
here

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with cor-
rections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and till in coupon. For gift sub-
scriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $24.00

 New subscription  Renewal
 Payment enclosed  Bill me
Canadian orders add $8 per year.
Foreign orders add $8 per year.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

1(303) 447-9330
AUDIO

P.O. Box 52548
BOULDER, CO 80322

L J

AD INDEX

Acrotec (1) 68

Adcom (2) 15

Axiss Distribution (1) 68
B&K(3) Cover III
Bacardi Cover IV
Bose/Acoustic Wave 29
Cambridge SoundWorks (4) 67
Canary Audio (5) 59
Carver (6) 27
Centasound (7) 80
Crutchfield (8) 84
Esoteric Audio (9) 13

J & R Music World (10) 83
Jensen(11) 20,21
JVC Musical Industries (12) 79
KEF (13) 9
Kimber Kable (14) 78

Krell 7

Legacy Audio (15) 57

Martin -Logan 63

Mobile Fidelity (16) 77

Music Interface Technologies (17) 2, 3
Panasonic Cover II & 1
Paradigm (18, 19) 5,17
Polk (20) 23

Sonic Frontiers (21) 37
Sony 10, 11
Sound City (22) 87
Thiel 81

Toshiba (23) 19

Vandersteen (24) 85
XLO Electric 29
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Elcom Technoloaies
ezAUDIO Mulfiroom Exiender

SPIRIT NOTEPAD EIGHT -INPUT MIXER

Want a great -sounding, inexpensive mixer for home recording projects? The little British -
made Spirit Folio Notepad ($279.95) is ideal for an occasional remote or DJ gig or for
recording home recitals.

Housed in a purple (or gray) plastic case, the mixer has four microphone channels with XLR
connectors and phantom powering for condenser mikes. These channels also can accept line -
level inputs via 3/4 -inch jacks. Each
channel has separate gain and trim pots
to adjust for microphone sensitivity, as
well as bass, treble, pan, and effects -send
controls. Two sets of line -level stereo
channels can also serve as phono
inputs via switchable RIAA equal-
ization. Each stereo channel has

The ezAUDIO multiroom extender feeds stereo
signals from room to room via your home's electric
wiring. The system consists of a "wall wart"
transmitter and receiver (each 61/2 x 31/4 x 13/4
inches) plus cables. (It costs $159.99; extra receivers
are $89.99 each.) The transmitter has two RCA input
jacks for line -level signals-or for speaker -level
signals, if you keep your system's volume fairly low.
The receiver has controls for volume, balance, bass,
and treble. It has three stereo outputs: mini phone
jacks for line and headphone use and a pair of RCA
jacks for speaker -level signals; its built-in amp is rated
at 1 watt per channel into 8 ohms. The transmitter sends
FM signals (at 3.58 MHz for one channel, 4.5 MHz for
the other); frequency range is rated at 75 Hz to 15 kHz,
distortion at less than 1.7% THD at 1 kHz, and S/N at 60
dB. The receiver is subject to hum; it's not noticeable on

speakers once the signal gets
above background -music level,
but it's obvious through head-
phones. (Plugging in head-
phones cuts out the signal

to the speak-
er jacks.)

When I used
the ezAUDIO
system in a
house whose
power lines also
carried signals
from X-10 re-
mote -control
dimmers, there
was a crackle of
static when the
transmitter was
connected to my

stereo system's tape output but not to a small TV's earphone jack.
The ezAUDIO system performed respectably as a convenient,
utilitarian system for distributing sound of reasonable fidelity to
remote speakers. With proper level adustments, it should work in
most houses, but it appears to be incompatible with X-10 dimmer
systems, which also use AC house wiring to carry signals. (Elcom
Technologies: 78 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, Pa. 19355; 610/408-
0130; http://www.elcomtech.com) Ivan Berger
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GRADE: B+

controls for trim level, gain, effects -send, and balance. The separate monitor -amp
output and a tape input have level controls and a headphone jack.

In live -to -two -track music recording, the Notepad produced nice, uncongested
sound for the money, and its mike preamp wasn't noisy with condenser or dynamic
mikes. The only limitation was its Spartan, two -segment level meter (average and
peak). But what do you want for $280? (Spirit by Soundcraft: 11820 Kemper Rd.,
Auburn, Cal. 95603; 916/888-0488.) John Gatski

For literature, circle No. 121

l'AOIO SHACK

VOICE V EMO IOW RECORDER

It sounded like a stupid idea: a solid-state digital
recorder with a total recording time of 40 or 80
seconds and very limited fidelity (12 -bit sampling at
8 kHz and a 3/4 -inch speaker). But Radio Shack's
$29.99 VoiceMemo (Catalog No. 63-944) changed
my mind. Useless for music, it's remarkably
handy for note -taking and doesn't get lost in my
pocket like scraps of paper do. It's voice -

activated, so you don't record "dead air," which
helps it hold a lot of messages. Normally,
nothing shows but a "Record" button and an
indicator LED. Other controls are behind a
sliding lid: "Play" lets you hear messages one at
a time, two arrow keys let you move backward
or forward through your messages, and two
more buttons erase either the last message
played or all of them. The VoiceMemo beeps
when it's full. I prefer the factory -set 40 -

second mode, which seems adequately long and sounds much better.
In 80 -second mode, the sampling rate drops to 4 kHz; this makes the
sound harsh and gravelly, though still understandable. With its
combination belt clip and magnet mount slipped off, the
VoiceMemo is about the size of six stacked credit cards. (At Radio
Shack stores, or call 800/843-7422.) Ivan Berger

GRADE: B
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The Heart of a
HighEnd Home theater

Mere Mortals Can Afford.
B6K Components. Ltd. AVP7030

HE.OPNONE

early 15 years ago, B&K
Components, Ltd. of Buffalo,

NY, started out with an idea.
If we produced wonderful -sounding

components, and kept prices low, we
knew we'd win a reputation for making
High End audio affordable.
Critics took notice. "B&K offers excep-

tional sound at a remarkable value". We
have win numerous "Best Buy" awards
from leading hi -fl publications - coveted

recognition that is only awarded to the
very belt models in each product category.

"B&K's components offer good value.

They sound great!" - Sensible Sound

Can I hear it?
You bet you cant You don't need a critic's

"golden ears". You need only normal ears
and a love of music or movies. The

superior sound quality of B&K is obvious,
not subtle. With any style of music or film
soundtrack - the harmonics just sound
right. We bring out the beauty of music,
and put you in the action.
Why are your prices so low?
We keep our circuits simple. Less is more.
Fewer pcurts and shorter signal paths mean

better sound. This allows us to buy the
best partN at the best price.

POWER NU F MEW !WEER

But that is only part of the story.
Because the human ear is the ultimate
-the only arbiter of sound quality, we

regularly pull gear off the production line
and listen to it. B&K's absolute dedication
to sound quality is the reason so many
have fallen in love with our components.
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88K s new surround sound

components are powered by the

24 -bit Motorola 56000 DSP.

Our products speak for themselves.
Do you hear the bite of the cymbal? The

energy and emotion of the soundtrack?
Do the voices sound right? Do you hear
the beauty of a solo violin? If you get
the harmonics right...if you reproduce
vocal and instruments correctly...then
everything else typically falls into place,
including detail, resolution, clarity,
imaging, soundstage, rhythm, pace,
timing. And getting the movie effects.
voices, and music right makes our

VOLUME

audio/video system the complete package
for both music and movies.

"B&K Components, lid. has become one of

America's leading manufacturers of affordable,

high -quality audio electronics...providing musical,

reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within

the budget of virtually any music lover." -Hi-H Heretic

Powered by Motorola`''.
B&K is developing a family of consumer
audio/video products based on the
Motorola` 56000 Series 24 -bit DSP
processors. Chosen as an Alpha develop-
ment site by Motorola for the 56000
Series, B&K contributes to the Motorola
effort to design, develop, and test their
newest state-of-the-art digital signal
processors. B&K is leading the way with
the first Dolby Digital" (AC3) preamp

tuner/processor powered by the Motorola
56009 DSP processor, the AVP1030.
Please take the time to listen to B&K's

components and judge for yourself.
At B&K, high end A/V means high

performance, not high price.

B&K
IMiIDat, nF'luRml .End waehdeOtL

Call 800-543-5252, 716-656-0023 or fax 716-656

Dolby Digital` is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs.

-1291 for a dealer near you. B&K Components, Ltd., 2100 Old Union Rood., Buffalo, New York 14227

Inc.. Powered by Motorola" name and logo and Motorola and ® are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
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